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Summary 

Carbohydrates are a complex class of biomolecules, with many structural 
conformations and roles in nature. The production of carbohydrate coated surfaces 
has found application in fields of study including immunology, biochemistry and 
organic synthesis. Though abundant synthetic methods and applications exist for 
carbohydrate chemistry, there are many challenges involved in the development of 
surface glycosylation methods including surface specificity and/or poor 
morphological control at the surface. One method of surface modification that shows 
promise in addressing these concerns involves the production of saccharide 

conjugated aryldiazonium salts with subsequent grafting to the surface. This 
project investigates the characteristics of lactoside terminated surfaces 
formed by aryldiazonium grafting under different conditions by use of a range 
of techniques. In addition to this the glycosylation of surfaces possesses 
several desired physical properties, notabily hydrophilicity, which may be 
useful in the production of biofilm resistant surfaces. Biofouling presents as a 
significant detriment to a range of industries and public health and as such 
carbohydrate modification of surfaces was investigated as potential biofouling 
mitigation strategies.   
 
Chapter I provides an overview on glycosylated surfaces, including a 
literature review on glycoarray production and other surface modification 
techniques. Concurrently, a brief overview on the methods of surface 
modification by use aryldiazonium salts is provided. The stages of biofouling 
propagation is discussed with particular focus on the effects it has on medical 
devices and in a marine environment. Finally the available methods of biofilm 
mitigation are discussed and a brief review is provided of previous literature 
involving surfaces modified with aryldiazonium saccharide coating for 
antifouling purposes.    
 
A brief overview of carbohydrate modification and details for the synthesis of 
para-aminophenol conjugated lactoside precursors is provided in Chapter II. 
Also discussed is the synthetic protocol for the production of a primary face 
modified para-aminophenol β-cyclodextrin diazonium precursor compound.  
 
Chapter III presents the modification of carbon surfaces with lactose via 
aryldiazonium grafting by two methods, spontaneous nucleophilic surface 
attack and electrochemical reduction. The resulting surface films are 
characterised by spectroscopic methods, lectin binding studies, surface 
wettability studies and non-specific protein retention studies. Significant 
differences were observed between the two functionalisation methods with 
electrografted materials possessing properties indicative of more complete 
coatings with multilayer morphology when compared to suspected monolayer 
coverage of spontaneously modified surfaces. Concurrently, these surfaces 
modifications were investigated for potential use as passive antifouling 
coatings for electrode surfaces in the production of an electrochemical sensor 
for caffeine post immersion in coffee solution.  
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Chapter IV describes the process of spontaneous aryldiazonium grafting of 
lactosides onto non-conductive polymer (PES and Nylon-6) and metal alloy 
(stainless steel 316) surfaces. Details are provided on surface pre-treatment 
conditions and subsequent surface characterisation via the methods 
discussed for carbon surfaces above.    
 
A field study involving the immersion of lactose modified polymer and 
stainless steel coupons in a heavy fouling marine environment is described 
in Chapter V. Comparative fouling studies were performed against 
unmodified controls for coupons of each material by various microscopic and 
spectroscopic techniques. ATP determination in addition to the 
aforementioned results found no significant difference in degrees of fouling 
between modified and unmodified materials as sampled, however following a 
light rinsing protocol all modified samples displayed reduced biomass 
retention indicative of a good fouling release material.  
 
Aminophenol tailed cyclodextrins were observed to form supramolecular self-
assemblies via head to tail cavity inclusion with neighbouring molecules. This 
behaviour was found to render the aminophenol tail unreactive under 
standard aqueous aryldiazonium salt forming conditions. In Chapter VI, the 
behaviour of the resulting crystals formed by self-assembly were 
characterised by X-Ray crystallography, dynamic light scattering and NMR 
titration experiments. Disaggregation conditions were identified through NMR 
studies and spontaneous aryldiazonium modification of carbon, nylon and 
stainless steel surfaces with cyclodextrin moieties was achieved. Modified 
surfaces were characterised by spectroscopic and protein rejection studies. 
It was determined by AFM that coatings produced were monolayer in 
thickness and the effect of cavity binding was investigated by use of a 
ferrocene redox probe. It was thus concluded that surfaces modified by 
aryldiazonium grafting retained cavity binding capabilities implying potential 
applications in active sensing of cyclodextrin binding analytes.  
 
Chapter VII contains the preliminary results of ongoing projects. Initially 
discussed is the application of lactoside coatings on fouling of complex 3D 
sturctures in a marine environment. The field study results for lactose 
modified nylon netting sampes immersed in a marine environment are 
discussed. Secondly, the initial results of microbial fuel cell start up behaviour 
from anaerobic wastewater are presented following graphite anode 
modification via mannoside and lactoside arydiazonium grafting. It is 
observed that mannoside modifiaction may increase fuel cell performance by 
improved geobacter anodic adhesion however results are preliminary. Finally 
the initial synthesis of an open chain maltoheptasaccharide from β-
cyclodextrin starting materials is discussed.  
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Chapter I  

Introduction 

Carbohydrates are a class of biomolecules essential to many biological processes, with 
roles in energy supply, enzymatic recognition and structural applications. Glycosylated 
surfaces are abundant in nature essential to cell recognition, lectin adhesion and cell-
cell communication. The study of carbohydrates has led to advances in fields such as 
immunology, protein and nucleic acid chemistry, antibiotics and organic synthesis. In 
addition to this the glycosylation of surfaces may yet serve a variety applications of 
industrial, academic and economical interest such as in the production of biofilm 
resistant surfaces. Biofilms are a prevalent problem in nature, industry and medicine as 
they lead to enhanced wear of equipment, require expensive cleaning processes and 
can lead to infection and thrombosis in implantable materials. Herein, the roles of 
glycosylated surfaces are discussed along with several examples of state of the art 
surface glycosylation techniques used today. Specifically the process of surface 
modification through diazonium grafting is discussed with regards to its potential use in 
the production of biofilm resistant surfaces. The stages of biofilm propagation and 
potential mediation points are discussed with specific focus on biofilm propagation in-
vivo and in marine environments. We review various biofilm control strategies including 
biocidal and anti-adhesion strategies with the aim of understanding the properties 
required for good biofilm rejection. Finally, we discuss previously reported carbohydrate 
surfaces prepared by aryldiazonium chemistry and their ability to minimise adhered 
protein fouling on carbon and polymer surfaces.   
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1 Glycosylated surfaces  

1.1 Carbohydrates in nature 

Carbohydrates comprise one of the largest groups of compounds found in 

nature. They are essential to life, with key roles in energy production (glucose) 

and storage (starch/glycogen), they are major structural constituents in the forms 

of insect shells (chitin) and supporting tissue for plants (cellulose), they form 

compounds with proteins and lipids in processes essential to many biological 

reactions1-4 and  are major components of the surfaces of bacterial and animal 

cells.5 The saccharide decoration of cell surfaces is termed the glycocalax and 

is unique for each type of cell; as such it is crucial in the mediation of specific 

protein-cell interactions.5 These surface-terminated carbohydrate interactions 

are of huge interest to carbohydrate chemists and biologists due to their 

importance in a wide array of biological processes including cell 

communication,4, 6 immune responses,7 bacterial and viral infection8 enzyme 

recognition9 and cellular adhesion10-11. It is important to note that many diseases 

are now recognised to be related to abnormal cell glycosylation12-13 including 

cancers14, diabetes15 and neurodegenerative diseases.16-17 As such, the study 

of carbohydrates, and carbohydrate containing biomolecules at biological 

surfaces and interfaces is of great importance in the understanding of these 

processes and is fundamental in the development of technologies for rapid 

diagnostics and medicines. 18 

1.2 Uses of Surface Bound Saccharides 

Due to the complex nature of the structure of glycocalaxes and of carbohydrates 

in general it is necessary to produce simplified model surfaces in order to study 

specific carbohydrate-lectin interactions19. To achieve this, a simple assay 

method is generally employed whereby synthetically pure carbohydrates are 

attached to a test surface to produce a glycosurface or “glycoarray”.4, 19-20 

Glycoarrays allow for rapid screening of biomaterials which bind to the surface 

and through incorporation into sensor technologies it is possible to rapidly detect 

and/ or quantify carbohydrate interaction. Figure 1.1 illustrates several examples 

of the applications of glycoarrays in the generation of biochemical data.19   
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Figure 1.1. Current applications for glycoarrays. Reproduced with permission19 

 

The choice of sensor employed for glycoarrays is heavily dependent upon the 

application in question. Specific lectin and bacterial binding have been 

investigated through fluorescence studies,21-22 MALDI-TOF mass 

spectroscopy23, and surface plasmon resonance imaging24.  

Further applications for surface glycosylation can be found in the field of 

medicine. Due to the lectin specificity of cell membranes, research into the 

production of glycosylated carriers for targeted drug delivery within the cell is 

steadily progressing.25 Carbohydrates are also currently under investigation as 

controlled triggers for immune responses,26 to combat abnormal cell 

glycosylation, and to produce novel anti-cancer therapeutics.27 However these 

technologies are still in their infancy. It is possible to produce surfaces tailored 

for specific biofilm cultivation and conversely carbohydrate coated surfaces have 

been observed to displayed seemingly “biocidal tendencies” with reduction in 

surfaces adhered  biomass  observed on many glycosylated surfaces, this 

property shall be discussed further in subsequent sections.28 

1.2.1 Cyclodextrin modified surfaces 

Cyclodextrins are a special class of carbohydrates consisting of a series of 

glucose monomers joined through a series of (1-4) α-linkages. They are usually 

denoted based on the number of glucose units comprising the ring, (α=6, β=7, or 

γ=8). They form a torus structure with hydrophilic exteriors and a hydrophobic 

interior capable of forming host guest interactions with a wide variety of small 

organic compounds29 (Figure 1.2).  
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Figure 1.2. (a.) Chemical structure of β- Cyclodextrin with schematic representation 
highlighting Primary and secondary faces. (b.) Schematic representation of guest 
molecule inclusion into and release from the cyclodextrin host’s cavity. 

 

Cyclodextrins have long been used in separation science due to their ability to 

separate positional isomers, functional groups, homologues and enantiomers 

based on cavity affinity.30 In addition to this, cyclodextrin modified surfaces have 

found applications in environmental remediation as organic pollutant scavengers, 

and in sensor technologies by encapsulating analytes for analysis or with 

displacement of host-guest fluoremetric/ colourimetric molecules as markers 

cavity binding.31-33 Additionally, due to their cavity binding properties, 

cyclodextrin modified nanoparticles are being studied with regards to potential 

drug delivery applications with controlled release of the target compound for 

more efficient therapeutics.34-35 The uses of cyclodextrin surfaces are further 

discussed in Chapter VI. 
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1.3 Techniques for the generation of surface bound saccharides  

Due to the abundant applications of saccharide coated surfaces there exists 

great academic and commercial interest in methods for the controlled 

glycosylation of surfaces. The field of carbohydrate coatings is vast with a wide 

variety of methods existing for the production of saccharide-terminated surfaces, 

through both covalent attachment and physical adsorption.4 The choice of 

method employed is usually dependant on a range of factors including the 

substrate material, required surface orientation, and final applications of coated 

surfaces. The preparation of glycosurfaces using chemical immobilisation has 

the advantage of yielding stable modifications due to the covalent nature of the 

bond used for the immobilization of the carbohydrate.19 Noncovalent 

immobilization is generally a quick and easy alternative to express carbohydrates 

on surfaces, although it usually yields less stable glycosurfaces often in random 

orientations.4, 19 Methods of noncovalent modification include ionic interactions, 

hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions.36 

The production of orientation-controlled surface arrays is routinely obtained by 

use of self-assembled monolayers (SAM’s) terminated with a specific glycan. 

One of the earliest examples of this comes from Fritz et. al. 37 in 1996 with the 

covalent immobilisation of thiol-terminated sugars adsorbed on a gold surface. 

Lectin binding surfaces and glycoarrays of mixed carbohydrate components38 

have since been produced through thiol based SAM’s adhered on gold surfaces. 

Alternatively the attachment of unmodified carbohydrates to a reactive surface is 

also possible. This is usually achieved through modification of the surface to 

produce reactive terminal SAM units. Examples of this include hydrozide-

terminated surfaces39 or vinylsulfone-terminated surfaces,40 each of which upon 

exposure to ultraviolet light covalently bind to the unmodified anomeric position 

of the target saccharides. This method comes with the benefit of not requiring 

lengthy multistep saccharide modification processes to introduce a surface 

graftable moiety, however it does require significant surface pre-treatment and 

high energy activation in the form of ultraviolet excitation. As such, it is generally 

unfeasible for large scale surface modification. 

Finally the most extensively developed method of surface glycosylation involves 

the prior modification of the anomeric position of carbohydrates with surface‐
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reactive groups, resulting in site specific immobilisation. This type of modification, 

while often requiring extensive synthetic consideration, can generally produce 

controlled and efficient surface modification under mild reaction conditions.41 

One common method involves so-called “click” reactions, by copper catalysed 

azide–alkyne cycloaddition.42-44  

While many of these methods require extensive surface pre-treatment steps to 

produce a functionalisable surface, as is the case with ‘click’ coupling, or 

alternatively are specific to one surface type, there exist few surface non-specific 

modification techniques which could produce controlled surface saccharide 

morphology. One surface modification method that shows promise in this regard 

involves the modification of surfaces through the use of aryldiazonium salts.45    

1.3.1  Surface Modification through aryldiazonium grafting 

Diazonium surface grafting is a powerful covalent surface modification technique 

enabling the production of a wide range of surface functionalities on a multitude 

of material surfaces.45-47 Aryldiazonium grafting is achieved through the 

reduction of a salt of general formula (RArN2
+) to generate a reactive aryl radical 

which subsequently binds to the substrate.48-50 Diazonium salts however have 

several drawbacks in their use as surface modifying agents, including difficulty 

in purification and isolation of the salt compound, intrinsic explosive properties 

and thermal instability above 4 °C.50-51 Due to these limitations it is generally 

preferable to generate the diazonium salt in-situ at the substrate surface from the 

corresponding amine (Scheme 1.1). This has been reported for a variety of 

solvent systems including acidified aqueous environments and aprotic 

environments such a MeCN.51 Compounds with various functionalities (generally 

achieved by tailored choice of a para substituted R-group), have found uses in 

surface modification by a multitude of diazonium based surface grafting 

techniques 45 and have produced materials with many applications in sensor 

technologies52, energy storage53 and biofilm mitigation54 to name a few.   
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Scheme 1.1. Mechanisms of reactions to produce aryldiazonium salt from its 
corresponding amine with subsequent surface grafting. (a.) An acid (HBF4) reacts with 
NaNO2 in solution to form a nitrosonium ion (red). (b.) This ion in turn reacts with a para-
substituted-arylamine undergoing a dehydration reaction to form the corresponding 
aryldiazonium salt. (c.) Under reductive conditions this salt forms a reactive aryl species 
by dediazoniation which then produces a covalent bond to a surface in situ, forming 
mono or multilayers depending on experimental conditions.49 
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Aryldiazonium surface modification has been used to produce several 

saccharide surface coatings by spontaneous in-situ aryldiazonium salt formation 

from aminophenol conjugated monosaccharide. Aryldiazonium grafting has 

received considerable interest in the field of surface modification ever since 

Delamar et. al. 55 first reported on the electroduction of (4-Nitrophenyl) diazonium 

tetrafluoroborate salts on carbon electrodes.  Since then, aryldiazonium grafting 

has found application on a wide range of substrates including carbon materials 

(glassy carbon, graphene, amorphous carbon, nanotubes, and diamond),55-57 

additionally metals such as gold58 and stainless steel59 as well as semiconductor 

materials58 and non-conductive polymer surfaces45 (PDMS, PES, and PTFE)45, 

60-61 have been modified through various diazonium grafting techniques. The 

aryldiazonium activation conditions employed in surface grafting are numerous 

and generally depend on the properties of the underlying substrate. Conductive 

materials such as gold, graphene and glassy carbon electrodes have historically 

favoured electrochemical reduction as a means of diazonium activation with 

examples of these studies dominating modern scientific literature.49, 53, 62 

However, there exists several other methods of diazonium grafting including 

spontaneous activation,63-64 chemical reduction65, UV assisted modification66, 

ultra-sonication,67 and mechanical modification of surfaces.68 Of these methods, 

spontaneous grafting possess significant advantages in the modification of 

substrates with low conductivity and irregular surface morphology and has 

successfully been applied to carbon, metal and polymer surfaces in the 

production of covalently bound mono- and di- saccharide surface coatings.60, 69-

70 Electrografting of aryldiazonium salts has been shown in literature to generally 

produce “bushy” multilayers on surfaces of varying thickness (1-3 nm or more)63 

with monolayer control being difficult to obtain and generally achieved through 

choice of a bulky unreactive R group,71-72 or through addition of a radical 

scavenger under chemical reduction conditions.73 The effects of choice of 

grafting technique on layer formation with disaccharide (lactose) conjugated 

aryldiazonium salts are further discussed in Chapter III with regards to 

electrografting versus spontaneous modification on carbon surfaces.  
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2 Surface Biofouling 

Biofouling is the process of accumulation of undesired biological materials onto 

a surface when it is immersed in aqueous media. Biofilms formed through 

biofouling are often complex, biodiverse and present a persistent problem across 

many industries due to their detrimental and potentially dangerous effects.74 

Industries affected include pharmaceuticals,75  food and beverage processing,76 

transport,77 environmental sensing78 and agriculture.79 Progression in biofilm 

formation is a highly complex, multistep process involving various stages of 

adhesion, growth and release of fouling species. The stages typically involved in 

this process are illustrated in Figure 1.3. The first steps in biofilm adhesion 

typically occur within seconds to minutes of initial immersion and typically involve 

the adhesion of small organic molecules (proteins and glycolipids), producing a 

conditioned surface to act as a scaffold for larger fouling species such as bacteria 

to adhere onto. This initial step can be considered as the determining factor in 

the long-term bioaccumulation of the surface. 80 

 
Figure 1.3. Graphic depicting timeline of surface biofouling. (t= 0 corresponds to initial 
immersion in the fouling media). 1. Within seconds, macromolecules such as proteins, 
lipids and glycans adhere irreversibly to the surfaces forming a scaffold for further biofilm 
adhesion. 2. Planktonic microorganisms adhere reversibly to the conditioned surface 
and then adsorb permanently. 3. The microorganisms produce a protective slime layer 
from extracellular polymeric substances (EPS). 4. The surface bound microorganisms 
propagate producing a biofilm. 5. The adhered species release planktonic material back 
into the matrix for future biofilm formation. 6. Other fouling species and eventually larger 
macro organisms adhere to the biofilm completing surface fouling.81-82 
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The preconditioned surface allows for planktonic (free moving) bacteria to adhere 

to the surface reversibly. The bacteria then become irreversibly bound by  the 

secretion of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) to form an adhesive and 

protective matrix allowing for further propagation of adhered species on the 

material surface.83-84 This so-called “slime” layer protects the forming colony 

which in turn propagates and spreads planktonic cells back into the solution  to 

begin further colonisation.84 Moreover if the aqueous matrix contains multiple 

species the initial adherent film may serve as a pioneering members for further 

accumulation of other fouling species (bacteria/algae/animals) leading to more 

complex biofilm formation, which in natural waters tends to facilitate adhesion of 

larger organisms such as algae and molluscs.79-81  

The effects of biofilm formation can be seen in cleaning costs, equipment 

downtime, mechanical erosion of parts, and contamination of products. The 

types of biofilms and fouling surfaces observed are heavily dependent on the 

species present within the fouling environment and as such it is difficult to discuss 

biofilm formation in great detail due to their extensive biodiversity. For the 

purposes of this study, the discussion will be limited to biofouling progression in 

implantable materials and marine bioaccumulation. 

2.1 Biofouling of Medical Implants 

When solid surfaces are interfaced with a biological environment the surfaces 

are prone to biofouling by adhesion of bacterial or thrombotic agents. This 

process occurs routinely with medical devices such as implants, stents and 

needles.85 In-vivo biofilm formation generally follows the succession of 

protinatious material adhesion to a surface (fibrous or globular),86 followed by 

bacterial attachment and growth (infection) and mammalian cell attachment 

(thrombosis).87 Biofouling is a prevalent problem in the field of medicine due to 

the increased risks of infection, localised toxin production from biofilm 

metabolism, loss of function of medical bio devices, and potentially dangerous 

remediation processes,86 generally requiring surgery for the removal and 

replacement of befouled implants.88 

Another important concern from a public health perspective is the role biofilms 

play in antimicrobial drug resistance.89 Bacteria within biofilms are more resistant 

to antimicrobial agents when compared to planktonic cells due to lower mass 
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transport of antimicrobial molecules within the biofilm to affected cells and 

potentially because surface adhered cells have different physical characteristics 

to planktonic cells.90 Antimicrobial concentrations sufficient for planktonic 

species are generally insufficient for biofilm populations, 91 with those deep within 

the biofilm least affected and potentially selecting for resistant subpopulations. 

This selection for antimicrobial resistant subpopulations may have implications 

for treatments that use controlled release of antimicrobial agents to prevent 

biofilm growth on indwelling devices.92 Bacteria can also transfer 

extrachromosomal genetic elements within biofilms potentially leading to 

selection of antimicrobial resistant biofilms.93-94  

Due to the excessive concerns inherent in medical device fouling discussed 

above, there is a large push for the development of non-invasive antifouling 

technologies. A suitable method for medical biofilm mitigation must also possess 

several criteria, namely, good biocompatibility,95 high stability under biological 

stress,96 and must not produce toxic degradation products97. Given that removal 

and sterilisation of medical devices is a delicate and highly invasive process, 

methods of remediation ideally focus on prevention and/or retardation of initial 

biofilm growth, i.e. mediation in the early stages of biofouling. Since this generally 

involves adhesion of protinatious material within the host organism, antifouling 

surfaces for biomedical applications should consequently reject nonspecific 

protein adhesion mechanisms and bacterial adhesion.88 

2.2 Marine biofouling 

Marine biofouling is a vastly different process to the in-vivo processes described 

above. Biofouling succession in a marine environment is a complex process 

involving many physical, chemical and biological factors and, as such, is 

currently not well understood.81 Factors such as location, pH, temperature, 

conductivity, dissolved oxygen content, organic material content, depth, light, 

hydrodynamic conditions and surface functionality can all affect biofilm 

formation.98 Further complications arise in the study of biofouling processes in 

the marine environment from the biodiversity of fouling species with over 4000 

species of organism having been identified as contributing to biofouling.99  These 

organisms can be divided into two classifications based on scale, 

microorganisms which form biofilms and slimes and macro foulants which adhere 
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to the surface. Figure 1.4 provides some examples of marine fouling species by 

size. 

 
Figure 1.4. (a.)Bacteria (scanning electron micrograph (SEM)), (b) false-colour SEM of 
motile spores of the green alga (seaweed) Ulva, (c) false-colour environmental SEM 
image of settled spore of Ulva showing secreted annulus of swollen adhesive, (d) SEM 
of diatom (e) larva of tube worm (f) barnacle cypris larva (g) adult barnacles, (h) adult 
tubeworms (i) adult mussels showing byssus threads attached to a surface (j) individual 
plants of the green alga (seaweed) Ulva. Reproduced with permission.100 
 

Biofouling of marine environments is a problem endemic to all marine industries. 

It is known to impact on performance of aquatic sensors, compromise the 

integrity of marine structures, impede flow within subaquatic pipes101 and greatly 

increases the cost of fuel for marine transport by increasing weight and drag of 

biofouled hulls on marine vessels.102 Additionally biofouling of marine transport 

has the potential to introduce harmful invasive species to new environments 

wherein the environmental impact can be devastating.103 Further impact is seen 

in aquaculture as biofouling is responsible for increased farmed fish disease and 

mortality rates.104  

Biofouling in marine environments is generally considered in 5 steps; 

Initially adsorption of organic and inorganic macromolecules form a primary film 

on the surface within seconds of immersion. Secondly, microbial cells attach and 

immobilise onto the surface. These microbes produce the extracellular polymeric 

matrix forming a microbial film. A complex multicellular community comprised of 
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micro-algae, diatoms and sedimentary particles is formed which grows and 

propagates. Finally, larger marine invertebrates such as barnacles and muscles 

in addition to algal stalks immobilise and grow on the surface.105 

Due to the complex nature of marine biofouling, which occurs on a range of 

surface types, under various conditions with a complex array of organisms with 

differing fouling methods,106-107 it is difficult to produce biofilm mitigation 

processes which prevent fouling completely without resorting to harsh chemical 

methods or toxic heavy metal coatings. As such methods of biofouling removal 

are often employed after biofouling reaches a critical mass whereby removal 

becomes economically and/or environmentally necessary.108     

2.3 Potential points of remediation 

Biofouling mitigation takes several forms. Surfaces which prevent biomass 

accumulation in the initial stages are known as non-fouling or antifouling 

materials.109-110 These may be employed to prevent or slow biofilm formation on 

the surface of a submerged material, leading to longer active periods between 

biofilm removal and may potentially provide surfaces from which biological 

fouling can be more readily detached. Fouling release describes the force 

required to remove an organism attached to a surface.109 During the early stages 

of biofilm adhesion, microbial films can generally be removed with little 

mechanical force by wiping the surface. In the case of later stage fouling 

however, much greater mechanical stress is required to produce a pristine 

surface. Late stage cleaning is generally an expensive and time consuming 

process, which has the potential to reduce the lifetime of bio-fouled  devices.111 

One method of fouling remediation involves the production of a self-releasing 

polymeric surface,112 whereby the fouled surface layer is designed to wear away 

removing surface adhered biomass. This method has several advantages in that 

it facilitates easier removal of late stage biomass and can be combined with 

biocidal materials for controlled release into the media upon exposure of fresh 

coating under layers.112 
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2.4 Antifouling technologies 

2.4.1 Biocidal antifouling  

Antifouling surfaces are generally divided into two distinctive categories based 

on the mechanism of reduction. The first classification concerns ‘biocidal 

surfaces’, i.e. surfaces which possess physical or chemical properties which 

induce necrosis or apoptosis (cell death) of adhered cells.113 A classic example 

dating back thousands of years can be found in the historic usage of copper 

water storage utensils which readily prevented Staphylococcus aureus growth 

by release of toxic copper salts. 114 Other metals such as lead and silver are 

known to possess similar biocidal properties as heavy metal ions in relatively 

small concentrations and are known to disrupt normal cell activity through 

metabolic interference leading to cell death.115-116 Additionally certain metal oxide 

materials such as TiO2 or ZnO possess secondary antimicrobial functionalities in 

the UV activated catalysis of H2O and O2 to produce reactive oxide species which 

break down cell walls resulting in cell death 117 (Figure 1.5).  

 

Figure 1.5. The mechanism of photocatalytic antibacterial activity of ZnO. Reproduced 
with permission.117 
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These cytotoxic antifouling methods however possess several drawbacks in their 

mechanism of biofilm mitigation, chief of which being their inherent toxicity to 

humans and other organisms. Due to this property, they are unsuitable for 

antifouling in the medical implants and additionally due to the bioaccumulation of 

heavy metal species most leads and organotin antibacterial paints (TBT), 

historically utilised to prevent fouling of marine vessels are heavily regulated and 

are now forbidden in maritime use.118 Due to the limited applications and 

ecological drawbacks inherent in cytotoxic antifouling technologies, they are 

generally considered for niche antifouling purposes such as in hospitals as self-

sterilising paints119 or in heavily fouling aquatic environments as organic pollutant 

scrubbers.120 

 

2.4.2 Anti-adhesion methods 

Antiadhesive methods of biofilm mitigation are generally considered ‘green’ 

antifouling technologies as they typically require little in the way of toxic 

components and generally do not harm the organisms within the fouling 

media.121 Similarly, antifouling materials, which address biofouling without killing 

the bacteria are an effective means of avoiding the development of antimicrobial 

resistant species.109 These methods of biofilm rejection are commonly found in 

nature with several mechanisms employed to achieve the effect. Biomimetic 

antifouling surfaces are routinely investigated by production of surfaces with one 

or a combination of the following properties: steric repulsion,122 micro patterning 

and controlled nanotopographies;123 electrostatic repulsion,121 and controlled 

surface wettability124, i.e. hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity (Figure 1.6).  
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Figure 1.6. Anti-fouling surface material methods of biomass repulsion; (a.) Steric 
repulsion by long polymeric surface chains preventing foulants adhesion. (b.) Controlled 
micro patterned topography provides surfaces with poor adhesive properties for 
microorganisms. (c.) Electrostatic repulsion of charged fouling materials, (amino acids 
and proteins tend to be negatively charged at neutral pH, above their isoelectric point). 
(d.) Superhydrophobic surfaces, low surface adhesion of hydrophilic fouling material 
facilitates removal with flow of water. (e.) Hydrophilic surfaces, reduce foulant  adhesion 
as species must possess significant energy to displace strongly bound water layer and 
resist subsequent displacement by water on highly wetting surface.121 
 

Steric repulsion methods are a classic example of antifouling surface coating with 

the most commonly cited example being surface bound polyethylene glycol 

(PEG) chains. These polymer brushes are the gold standard in antifouling 

technology as they are known to repel protein adhesion by a combination of steric 

repulsion and hydrophilicity, although the exact mechanisms for antifouling are 

still not clearly understood.109, 125  

Research has demonstrated that micro and nanoscale topographies can 

significantly reduce bacterial biofouling, for both individual cells and bacterial 

biofilms.81, 109, 126  Once again the exact mode of natural antifouling in this case 

is not well understood however it has been proposed to occur via a range of 

mechanisms.  Firstly, the best known mechanism is the so-called “lotus effect”.127 

In this instance a micro patterned surface with enhanced super hydrophobicity 

causes water to bead up on the surface, and pick up the contaminants as it rolls 

off. Secondly, the nano-topography may be such that it is unfavourable towards 

cellular attachment.128 This can be better illustrated when surface roughness is 

considered under three conditions. When surface grooves are in close proximity 
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to one another with gaps smaller than individual bacteria there is minimal cell-

substrate interaction. If the grooves approach the size of bacteria they are 

capable of entering the groove and attaching strongly to the substrate. Finally 

when grooves greatly exceed the dimensions of the bacteria the surface 

functions effectively as a flat surface from the bacterial point of view.128Thirdly, 

micro patterning as seen in aquatic animals, (e.g. the dermal denticles on shark 

skin), allows for enhanced drag and the efficient flow of water to slough 

organisms off of the surface.129 

In many instances surface wettability is found to play a key role in antifouling 

processes, however due to the complex nature of biofouling the mechanisms by 

which it acts are still poorly understood.54, 109-110 The Baier curve (Figure 1.7)130  

seeks to explain the correlation between surface energy and protein adhesion. 

The critical component of the Baier curve shows that fouling reduction is 

achieved at a surface tension of 22-24 mN/m, approximately equal to the 

dispersive component for water.109  Thus for surfaces submerged in aqueous 

environments, when materials possess surface free energy of ca. 22 mN/m, the 

thermodynamic cost of surface rewetting is minimised.130 These surfaces tend to 

wet easily and are termed ‘hydrophilic materials’. 

 

 

Figure 1.7. The Baier curve correlating the relative degree of biofouling versus critical 
surface tensions of the substrate. Reproduced with permission.130 
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Hydrophilic surfaces are believed to inhibit fouling by attracting a layer of strongly 

bound water that cannot be displaced by a protein and thus inhibiting protein 

adsorption.131 Proteins however have been observed to physisorb onto 

hydrophilic surfaces via attachment of their coronas to the 

substratum.126 Zwitterionic surfaces, (surfaces with both positively and 

negatively charged groups) are believed to possess antifouling properties by 

strong attraction of water layers which reject fouling.132 These materials hold 

promise as antifouling materials due to their chemical stability and non-cytotoxic 

fouling resistance. 

 

2.5 Glycosylated surfaces in antifouling technologies 

The production of covalently bound saccharide coatings with application of 

antifouling technologies has been explored previously within the Colavita and 

Scanlan groups.60, 69-70, 133 This body of work has previously reported on the 

modification of carbon and polymeric surfaces with a range of mono- and di-

saccharides (Figure 1.8), via spontaneous aryldiazonium grafting methods.  

 
Figure 1.8. 4-aminophenyl glycosides synthesized as precursors for the preparation of 
carbohydrate layers via aryldiazonium chemistry: (a.) 4-aminophenol-β-D-
glucopyranose, (b.) 4-aminophenol-β-D-galactopyranose, (c.) 4-aminophenol-α-D-
mannopyranose, (d.) 4-aminophenol-α-L-rhamnopyranose and (e.) 4-aminophenol-β-D-
lactopyranose. Adapted under Creative Commons. Original Article133 
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Due to the high concentration of hydroxyl groups at carbohydrate coated 

surfaces, it is generally observed that the surface possesses strongly hydrophilic 

properties and hence acts as hydrophilic anti-adhesive surface.70, 109, 133-134 

These coatings have been found to be stable to sonication,64 readily increase 

surface wettability,133 display specific lectin binding capabilities60, 69-70 (mannose 

Con-A binding and galactose PNA specific binding) and readily reject nonspecific 

protein adhesion (fibrinogen, lysosome and serum albumin) (Figure 1.9). 

 

Figure 1.9. (a.) Specific lectin binding Polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS) surfaces 
functionalised via spontaneous aryldiazonium grafting with galactose and mannose 
terminations. Fluorescent microscopy of samples immersed in FITC congugated lectins 
is shown. Fluorescence was observed only upon specific conjugation with a binding 
lectin i.e.  Conclavin-A (Con A) binding is observed on mannose modified surfaces, with 
Peanut agglutinin (PNA) binding observed only on galactose surfaces. Adapted with 
permission from 60). (b.) Shows the fluorescent microscopy image of a PES membrane 
partially coated with galactose by spontaneous aryldiazonium grafting. FITC-BSA 
retention is observed to be higher unmodified sections. Additionally shown is relative 
fluoresence intensity proportional to retained proteins charted for bare, galactose, 
mannose and lactose modified PES samples. (Adapted with permission from  ACS Appl. 
Mater. Interfaces, 2015, 7 (31), pp 17238–17246. Copyright 2015 ACS.70 
 

As lectin specificity has been confirmed on surfaces terminated with specific with 

saccharides formed by aryldiazonium mediated covalent grafting, it is expected 

that emergent glycoarray technologies could be readily produced by these 

grafting methods. Additionally due to enhanced nonspecific binding of 

protinatious materials observed on carbohydrate modified carbon, and polymer 

surfaces surfaces,69-70, 133 it is expected that these materials may find potential 

applications across several industries for biofouling prevention due to their 

excellent biocompatability and non-toxic degradation products. Further, in work 

by Angione et al.70 it was observed that lactose functionalities on PES filter 

membranes when subjected to waste water flow retained lower degrees of 

biomass when compared to unmodified commercial filters.  It was demonstrated 
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that in the case of complex aqueous environments that are rich in biomass, such 

as wastewater effluent, carbohydrate surfaces may present useful in biofilm 

resistant or foulant releasing materials.  

3 Aims of this thesis 

Surface bound carbohydrates have amassed considerable interest due to their 

roles in nature and significant potential for useful industrial applications. Because 

of this there exists a high demand for rapid carbohydrate surface modification 

techniques with significant control of functionality.  

The key aims of this thesis involve the study of aryldiazonium based saccharide 

coatings to improve our understanding of the surface composition of saccharide 

modified surfaces with regards to carbohydrate film properties and surface 

adhered biofilm control. Further applications of this budding technology are to be 

explored and developed over the course of this study with applications of interest 

including active sensing technologies, passive fouling control on novel materials 

of commercial interest and in the development of energy storage devices.  

To achieve this, a lactoside based aminophenol aryldiazonium precursor 

compound will be synthesised by known methods. Using this compound, the 

effect if any, of choice in diazonium grafting procedure on the resulting 

saccharide coatings at carbon surfaces will be investigated. Surface properties 

will be probed by spectroscopic methods, lectin binding capabilities, wettability 

studies, and protein retention studies. Resulting films will also be investigated for 

their potential in the application of passive fouling resistant coatings for 

improvement in electrochemical sensing technologies.  

Secondly, protocols will be developed for the spontaneous attachment of aryl-

lactoside coatings to nonconductive materials of industrial interest, (namely PES, 

polyamide, and stainless steel surfaces), with the intent of producing functional 

materials with enhanced surface biofilm rejection capabilities. The antifouling 

capabilities of these materials will be further probed under marine fouling 

conditions by means of immersion in a heavy fouling coastal environment for an 

extended period of time.  

Finally, the synthesis of novel oligosaccharide-based diazonium compounds 

from β-cyclodextrin will be attempted in the hopes of producing a rapid facile 
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surface coating protocol to impart the desirable properties of cyclodextrin to a 

variety of material surfaces for host-guest cavity interactions and antifouling 

applications.  
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Chapter II  

Saccharide Coating Precursor Synthesis 

The study of carbohydrates is a challenging endeavour, popularised due to the 
vast array of biological and industrial processes and functions they are involved 
in. Carbohydrate synthesis is an ever expanding field with novel saccharides and 
conjugates produced regularly.  In this chapter the design, synthesis and 
characterisation of Lactoside and Cyclodextrin based Diazonium precursors for 
surface modification are discussed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
The data Presented in this chapter is reproduced in part from the following publications: 
     
Bioinspired Aryldiazonium Carbohydrate Coatings: Reduced Adhesion of Foulants at 
Polymer and Stainless Steel Surfaces in a Marine Environment 
Adam Myles, Damien Haberlin, Leticia Esteban-Tejeda, M. Daniela Angione, 
Michelle P. Browne,  Thomas K. Doyle, Eoin M. Scanlan , and Paula E. Colavita 
ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2018, 6 (1), pp 1141–1151 
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Spontaneous Aryldiazonium Grafting for the Preparation of Functional Cyclodextrin 
Modified Materials 
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Eoin M. Scanlan 
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1 Introduction 

In this chapter we discuss the synthesis of aryldiazonium precursors through the 

conjugation of carbohydrates to aminophenol moieties. The term carbohydrate 

is deceptively simple term for a family of organic molecules found abundantly in 

nature. This class of compounds is essential to life and carbohydrates are 

involved in myriad biological processes including energy storage, cellular 

composition, specific lectin recognition and cellular responses. Simple 

saccharides exist in a cyclic structure with six membered rings (pyranoses) or 5 

membered rings (furanoses) with smaller chains unlikely due to the steric strain 

on the structure. The variability in saccharide units arises due to the fact that 

each carbon in the chain acts as a stereo-centre with variability in orientation at 

each site leading to different behaviours.1-3 

This category of compounds ranges from simple sugars consisting of a single 

unit, two units or three units covalently attached together (mono-, di-, and tri-

saccharides) to larger oligosaccharides (4-10 units) and polysaccharides which 

can possess thousands of monosaccharide units. Prior work in the Colavita and 

Scanlan groups has yielded synthetic methods for the production of aminophenol 

conjugated to a variety of monosaccharides (galactose, glucose, mannose, and 

rhamnose)3-5 and the disaccharide (lactose) for use in surface modification.3, 5-7 

1.1 Lactose Modification 

One of the synthetic challenges associated with saccharides comes from the 

number of reactive hydroxyl sites each molecule possesses. These can render 

production of a single homogeneous product difficult and in order to modify a 

particular site on the sugar ring the use of protecting groups is often necessary.8 

In the case of lactose for example, acetyl groups are used to protect the hydroxyl 

groups preventing unwanted side reactions. Acetyl protection is known to 

increase solubility of saccharides in organic solvents such as chloroform and 

DCM leading to easier synthetic processing. Acetyl protection at the C-2 position 

is a widely utilised strategy for regulating stereo control of glycosylation 

reactions, a process often referred to as ‘neighbouring group participation’. 

Acetyl protection also possesses the benefit of providing an easily identifiable 

infrared spectral pattern.3-4, 6-7  
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Further difficulties in preparation of pure glycan products arise from the tendency 

of sugars to furnish anomeric mixtures during glycosyloation reactions. Anomers 

are formed when the cyclic structure ring opens at the C-1 position to form an 

aldehyde (or ketone) which undergoes cyclisation to form the hemiacetal in either 

an axial or equatorial position to the anomeric reference atom (C-5). Due to 

hetero nuclear cyclisation these often exist as an impure mixture of α (axial) and 

β (equatorial) anomers which can be difficult to separate. Through the use of 

Koenigs–Knorr reaction of bromoacetyl-lactose it is possible to produce a 

sterically controlled reaction through neighboring group participation which yields 

anomerically pure β glycosylation product.9  

 

1.2 Cyclodextrin modification 

Cyclodextrins are oligosaccharides comprised of a series of (1,4) α-linked 

glucoside units. The nomenclature of cyclodextrins comes from the chain length 

of the cyclic structure most commonly containing 6 (α), 7 (β), or 8 (γ) units 

respectively. They possess a torus structure with hydrophilic exterior and a 

hydrophobic cavity capable of forming host guest complexes with a variety of 

organic molecules.10-11 These compounds have a range of uses and as such the 

ability to modify cyclodextrins has garnered great scientific and commercial 

interests.12-13 Since these molecules do not possess a reactive anomeric carbon 

as is the case with the mono- and di–saccharides discussed above, it is 

necessary to substitute either a primary or secondary alcohol. The mono-

tosylation of the primary faces of cyclodextrin units is widely used to produce a 

cyclodextrin compound with a suitable leaving group for further modification.14-

15A three step synthesis to produce 6-O-aminophenol-β-Cyclodextrin is 

discussed herein.16 

2 Synthesis of aminophenol aryldiazonium precursors 

2.1 Lactose Derivatives  

Lactose conjugated aminophenol diazonium precursors can be prepared as 

shown in scheme 2.1 to yield the desired lactoside ‘coating’ precursor (6) and 

an acetyl-protected analogue (5), suitable for infrared confirmation of surface 

grafting. In addition, the synthetic pathway of fluorine containing analogues (8) & 
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(9) is shown. These fluorinated analogues were utilised for coverage 

determinations and further confirmation of grafting by elemental spectroscopy. 

Commercially available D-lactose was per-acetylated upon treatment with 

sodium acetate and acetic anhydride to give (2).17 This was converted to the 

lactosyl bromide18 (3) upon treatment with HBr in acetic acid. The glycosyl 

bromide donor was utilised in the silver ion mediated glycosylation of 4-

nitrophenol or 2-fluro-4-nitrophenol to produce the anomericaly pure (4) or (7) 

respectively.6 Pd catalysed reduction of these compounds yielded the acetyl 

protected aminophenol products (5) & (8) which were used to form the lactoside 

aryldiazonium species. The compounds, upon deprotection via exposure to 

catalytic sodium methoxide, furnished the lactoside coating reagents (6) and (9) 

used as coating agents in this work.7   

 

Scheme 2.1. Lactoside diazonium precursor compounds synthesis. 
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2.2 Cyclodextrin Derivatives 

Mono substituted 6-O-aminophenol-β-Cyclodextrin (amβCD) was synthesized 

through a three step protocol outlined below (Scheme 2.2). Beta-Cyclodextrin 

(βCD) (10) was mono-tosylated upon reaction with p-toluenesulfonyl chloride in 

alkaline solution.14 The reaction mixture was neutralized upon addition of 6 M 

hydrochloric acid and the resulting precipitate was filtered and repeatedly 

recrystallized from a 1:1 MeOH/H2O mixture until a degree of tosylation (DT %) 

greater than 90% as determined by 1H NMR was obtained.15 The monotosyl-

βCD (11) was subsequently refluxed at 80 °C in the presence of excess  p-

nitrophenol in DMF to furnish the nitrophenolic derivative (12).19 The desired 

aminophenol derivative (13) was prepared by reduction of (12) in the presence 

of Pd on charcoal.6 

 

 

Scheme 2.2. Synthesis of amβCD diazonium precursor. Adapted with permission from 
ACS Appl. Bio Mater., 2018, 1 (3), pp 825–83. Copyright 2018 American Chemical 
Society. 
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3 Synthetic procedures 

3.1 Lactoside Diazonium Precursor’s Synthesis  

Peracetyl-lactoside (2) 

D-Lactose purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (20.0 g, 58 mmol, 1 eq) was 

suspended in Acetic anhydride (100 mL) and heated to 120 °C. Sodium acetate 

(1 eq) was added slowly to this solution with stirring until all of the solid was 

dissolved. The solution was stirred for 30 min. Acetic anhydride was removed by 

pouring the hot solution onto ice water with stirring for 16 h. The resulting white 

powder was extracted into chloroform. This organic layer was subsequently 

washed three times with DI water and with saturated sodium bicarbonate 

solution. The organic layer was evaporated to oil by rotary evaporation and the 

solid product was precipitated in hexane. (Yield 31.5 g, 79%) IR cm−1 1747 

(C=O), 1431 (C=C), 1368 (CH3), 1209 (C-O acetyl), 1024 (C-O saccharide);  1H-

NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3), δ 5.70 (1H, d, J1,2 = 8.43 Hz, H-1), 5.37 (1H, s, H-3), 

5.26 (1H, t, J = 9.08 Hz, H-4), 5.13 (1H, m, H-2), 5.06-4.98 (3H, m, H-2, H-3, H-

5), 4.50 (1H, d, J = 7.92 Hz, H-1 ), 4.47 (1H, d, J = 11.50 Hz, H-6), 4.19-4.00 (3H, 

m,  3x H-6), 3.91 (1H, m, H-5)  3.80-3.76 (1H, m, H-4)  2.16, 2.09, 2.07, 2.07, 

2.07, 2.06, 2.06, 1.97 (24H, 8 x C(CO)CH3); HRMS (ESI, m/z) [M+Na] calculated 

for C28H38O19Na 701.1905. Found 701.1904. 

 

Bromo-heptaacetyl-D-lactoside (3) 

HBr in AcOH (33 mL, 1 eq) was added drop wise to a solution of 2 (25.0 g, 36.9 

mmol, 1 eq) with AC2O (5 mL) in DCM cooled to 0°C. After 30 min stirring at 0 

°C for the solution was allowed to reach RT and stirred for a further 3 h. The 

resulting solution was washed three times with DI water and saturated sodium 

bicarbonate solution. The organic layer was evaporated to an oil by rotary 

evaporation and solid product was recrystallised in petroleum ether or hexane 

depending on availability. After confirmation of product formation by MS and 1H 

NMR. (Yield 20.9 g, 80%)  1H-NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3), δ ppm. 6.50 (1H, d, J = 

3.9 Hz), 5.54 (1H, t, J = 9.7 Hz), 5.34 (1H, d, J = 3.4 Hz), 5.11 (1H, m), 4.94 (1H, 

dd), 4.74 (1H, dd), 4.49 (2H, m), 4.24-4.04 (4H, m), 3.90-3.80 (2H, m)  2.14, 2.11, 

2.08, 2.07, 2.05, 2.04, 2.04, 1.95 (21H, 7 x C(CO)CH3); HRMS (ESI, m/z) [M+Na] 

calculated for C26H35O17NaBr = 721.0955. Found 721.0953.  
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4-nitrophenyl-heptaacetate-β-D-lactoside (4) 

In flame dried vessels under an N2 environment, 3 (15.0 g, 21.5 mmol), para-

nitrophenol (6.0 g, 43.0 mmol) and silver carbonate (11.9 g, 43.0 mmol) were 

suspended in dry acetonitrile (100 mL) with 4 Å molecular sieves. Aluminium foil 

was placed around the vessel to minimise light exposure. 2,6-lutodine (5.25 mL, 

60.3 mmol) was added and the reaction stirred at RT for 24 h. Following filtration 

through celite to remove any solids the filtrate was extracted into DCM. This 

organic layer was subsequently washed three times with DI water and three 

times with saturated sodium bicarbonate solution. The organic layer was 

evaporated to an oil by rotary evaporation and a solid product was precipitated 

in hexane. The resulting solid was then stirred overnight in methanol to remove 

unreacted PNP. The purified solid product was recovered via vacuum filtration 

(Yield 9.1 g, 58%) IR cm−1 1742 (C=O), 1595 (N-O) 1501 (C=C), 1368 (CH3), 

1213 (C-O acetyl), 1053 (C-O saccharide);  1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3), δ 8.18 

(2H, d, J = 9.2 Hz, Ar-H), 7.03 (2H, d, J = 9.2 Hz, Ar-H), 5.35 (1H, d, J1,2  =  2.8 

Hz, H-1), 5.28 (1H, m, H-4), 5.21-5.08 (3H, m, H-2, H-3), 4.95 (1H, m Hz, H-2), 

4.52-4.47 (2H, m, H-4,H-5), 4.16-4.43 (3H, m, H-5, 2 x H-6), 3.92-3.80 (3H, m, 

H-4, 2 x H-6), 2.14, 2.06, 2.05, 2.05, 2.04, 2.04,  1.95 (21H, m, 7 x C(CO)CH3)   

 

4-aminophenyl-heptaacetate-β-D-lactoside (5) 

Compound 4 (1.0 g, 1.3 mmol) was dissolved in MeOH. To this Pd(OH) on 

activated carbon (5 mg) was added with stirring. H2 gas was bubbled through the 

solution at atmospheric pressure to produce the peracetylated aminophenol 

derivative 5. The sample was filtered through celite to remove the solid catalyst 

and the filtrate was dried under rotary evaporation to yield an off white powder. 

(Yield 0.90 g, 92%) 1H-NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3 ), δ 7.27 (2H, d, J = 9.0 Hz, Ar-H), 

7.05 (2H, d, J = 9.0 Hz, Ar-H), 5.39 (1H, d, J  = 7.7 Hz, H-1), 5.32 (1H, d, J = 3.4 

Hz, H-4), 5.24 (1H, t, J  = 9.0 Hz, H-3), 5.12 (1H, d, J  = 8.6 Hz,  H-2),  5.07 (1H, 

dd, J = 3.2 Hz, J = 10.5 Hz, H-3), 4.93 (1H, t, J  = 8.0 Hz, H-2), 4.72 (1H, d, J  = 

8.8 Hz, H-1), 4.40 (1H, d, J  = 11.9 Hz, H-6), 4.15-4.06 (5H, m, H-4, H-5, 3 x H-

6), 4.0 (1H, m, H-5), 2.09, 2.05, 2.0, 2.0, 2.0, 2.0, 1.90 (21H, m, C(CO)CH3); 13C-

NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3); δ 173.4, 173.3, 173.1, 172.8, 172.6, 172.6, 172.5 (7 x 

C=O), 156.0, 125.5 (2 x qC), 124.4, 118.0 (2 x Ar CH), 100.2 (C-1), 97.9 (C-1), 
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75.6 (C-5), 73.2 (C-3), 72.5 (C-5), 71.4 (C-2), 71.2 (C-3), 70.3 (C-4), 69.7 (C-2), 

67.7 (C-4), 62.2 (C-6), 61.6 (C-6), 20.6, 20.5, 20.4, 20.4, 20.3, 20.3, 20.3 (7 x 

CH3 OAc): HRMS (ESI, m/z): [M-HCl+Na]+ calculated for C32H41NO18Na  = 

750.2221. Found 750.2242.   

 

4-Aminophenyl-β-D-lactoside (6) 

To 5 (0.80 g, 1.8 mmol) suspended in MeOH, a catalytic amount of NaOMe is 

added with stirring for 2 h at RT. The suspension was neutralised with HCl (6 M) 

and filtered to obtain the solid white deprotection product 6. (Yield 370 mg, 79%) 

1H-NMR (600 MHz, d6-DMSO), δ 1H-NMR (600 MHz, d6-DMSO), δ 6.77 (2H, d, 

J = 8.3 Hz, Ar-H), 6.50 (2H, d, J = 8.3 Hz, Ar-H), 4.67 ( 1H, d, J = 8.0 Hz, H-1), 

5.34 (1H, d, J = 5.3 Hz, OH), 5.10 (1H, d, J = 4.2 Hz, OH), 4.78 (1H, d, J = 4.4 

Hz, OH), 4.74 (1H, s, OH), 4.68 (1H, s, OH), 4.67 (1H, d, J = 4.2 Hz, H-1), 4.58 

(1H, t, J = 6.0 Hz, OH), 4.52 (1H, d, J = 4.4 Hz, OH), 4.24 (1H, d, J = 7.7 Hz, H-

1), 3.55-3.52 (2H, m, 2 x H-6), 3.63 (1H, m, H-5), 3.63 (1H, m, H-4), 3.76-3.64 

(2H, m,2 x H-6), 3.41 (1H, m, H-3), 3.38 (1H, m, H-5), 3.48 (1H, m, H-4), 3.34 

(1H, m, H-2), 3.23 (1H, m, H-2), 3.33 (1H, m, H-3); 13C-NMR (125 MHz, d6-

DMSO); 148.0 (Ar-C), 143.5 (q-C, Ar-C), 117.8 (q-C, Ar-C), 114.6 (Ar-C), 104.0 

(C-1), 102.0 (C-1), 75.8 (C-4), 80.4 (C-5), 65.2 (C-5), 74.9 (C-3), 73.3 (C-3), 73.0 

(C-2), 70.5 (C-2), 68.1 (C-4), 60.3 (C-6), 60.4 (C-6); HRMS (ESI, m/z): [M+H]+ 

calculated for C18H28NO11  = 434.1660. Found 434.1657. 

 

The above synthetic procedure is consistently reproducible and has been scaled 

to yield the aminophenol-lactoside precursor on a multi-gram scale.  

  

2-Fluoro-4-nitrophenyl-heptaacetate-β-D-lactoside (7) 

In flame dried vessels under an N2 environment, 3 (10.0 g, 15 mmol), 2-Fluoro-

4-nitrophenol (4.0 g, 25.5 mmol) and silver carbonate (8 g, 28.0 mmol) were 

suspended in dry acetonitrile (100 mL) with 4 Å molecular sieves. Aluminium foil 

was placed around the vessel to minimise light exposure. 2,6-lutodine (4 mL, 45 

mmol) was added and the reaction stirred at RT for 24 h. Following filtration 

through celite to remove any solids the filtrate was extracted into DCM. This 

organic layer was subsequently washed three times with DI water and three 

times with saturated sodium bicarbonate solution. The organic layer was 
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evaporated to oil by rotary evaporation and a solid product was precipitated in 

hexane. The resulting material was purified by column chromatography. (Yield 

6.5g, 56% ) 1H-NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3 ), δ 8.02 (2H, m, 2x Ar-H), 7.26 (1H, m 

Ar-H), 5.39 (1H, s br, H-4gal), 5.32 (1H, t, J = 8.7 Hz, H-2glu), 5.24 (1H, t, J  = 

7.6 Hz, H-3glu), 5.18 (1H, d, J  = 6.6 Hz,  H-1),  5.14 (1H, dd, J = 7.9 Hz, J = 10.5 

Hz, H-2gal), 4.99 (1H, dd, J  = 10.1 Hz J=3.6 Hz, H-3 gal), 4.53-4.57 (2H, m, H-

1gal, H-6glu), 4.08-4.18 (3H, m, H-6gal, H6-gal’, H-6glc’), 3.88-3.96 (2H, m, H-

5gal, H-4glc), 3.84 (1H, m, H-5glc) 2.17, 2.11, 2.11, 2.09, 2.09, 2.07, 1.99 (21H, 

m, 7 x C(CO)CH3); 13C-NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3); δ 170.3, 170.1, 170.1, 170.1, 

169.7, 169.4, 169.1 (7 x C=O), 152.9, 151.1 149.8, 143.2, 120.4, 118.1(C-ar) 

101.2 (C-1), 99.0 (C-1), 75.8, 73.2, 72.4, 71.2, 70.9, 70.8 69.1, 66.6, 61.7, 60.8 

(10x C-2 – C-6), 20.8, 20.7, 20.6, 20.6, 20.6, 20.5, 20.5 (7 x CH3 OAc) 

 

2-Fluoro-4-aminophenyl-heptaacetate-β-D-lactoside (8) 

Lactosyl derivative 7 (2.0 g, 2.58 mmol) was dissolved in MeOH (50 mL) and the 

solution was degassed under N2 for 10 min. Pd(OH) on carbon (50 mg) as added 

and the mixture was further degassed for an additional 10 min. The flask was 

evacuated and subsequently saturated with H2 over a period of 2 h and 

monitored via TLC until complete consumption of the starting material was 

observed. The reaction mixture was filtered through a 0.4 micron filter and the 

solvent removed to give a solid product (1.7 g; 90%). 1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3), 

δ ppm. 6.97 (1H, t, J = 8.6 Hz, H5-ar), 6.42 (1H, dd, J = 12.1 Hz, J= 2.89 Hz, H6-

ar), 6.33 (1H, m, H3-ar), 5.38 (1H, d, J = 2.7 Hz, H4-Gal), 5.27 (1H, d, J = 8.67 

Hz, H3-Glc), 5.13-5.16 (2H, m, H2-glc,H2-gal), 4.49 (1H, m, H3-gal), 4.74 (1H, 

d, J = 7.7 Hz, H1-glc), 4.49 (2H, m, H1-gal, H6-glc), 4.16-4.03 (3H, m, H6’-glc, 

H6-gal, H6’-gal ), 3.90-3.83 (2H, m, H5-gal, H4-glc), 3.65 (1H, m, H5-glc), 2.17, 

2.13, 2.11, 2.09, 2.08, 2.06, 1.93 (21H, m, 7 x CH3, OAc); 13C-NMR (100 MHz, 

CDCl3), δ ppm. 170.4, 170.3, 170.2, 170.1, 169.8, 169.8, 169.1 (7 x C=O, OAc), 

153.2 (C2 aromatic), 144.1 (C4 aromatic), 136.5 (C1 aromatic), 123.0 (C3 

aromatic ), 110.3 (C6 aromatic), 103.3 (C5 aromatic), 101.8 (C1-glc), 101.0 (C1-

gal), 76.4 (C4-glc), 72.8 (C5-glc), 72.6 (C3-glc), 71.5 (C2-glc), 71.0 (C3-gal), 70.8 

(C5-gal), 69.1 (C2-gal), 66.6 (C4-gal), 61.8 (C6-glc), 60.9 (C6-gal) 20.8, 20.8, 

20.6, 20.6, 20.6, 20.6, 2.05 (7 x CH3, OAc). 19F-NMR (376.4 MHz, CDCl3), δ ppm. 
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-139.10 (1F, s, F1-ar); [M+Na]+ calculated for C32H40FNNaO18 = 768.2122. 

Found 768.2117.  

 

2-Fluoro-4-aminophenyl-β-D-lactoside (9) 

The ortho fluorinated aminophenyl derivative was prepared by deacetylation of 8 

(1g, 1.3 mmol) through addition of NaOMe as outlined for 6 above. The final 

compound was isolated as a colourless solid. (Yield 500 mg, 78%) 1H-NMR (600 

MHz, d6-DMSO), δ 6.96 (1H, t, J = 9.0 Hz, Ar-H), 6.38 (1H, d, J = 13.0 Hz, Ar-H), 

6.28 (1H, t, J = 9.0 Hz, Ar-H), 5.39 (1H, br s, OH), 5.09 (1H, br s, OH), 4.99 (2H, 

br s NH2), 4.79 (br s, OH), 4.76 (br s, OH), 4.71 (1H, d, J = 7.7 Hz, H1- Glc), 4.67 

(br s, OH), 4.57 (br s, OH), 4.52 (br s, OH), 4.24 (1H, d, J = 6.5 Hz, H1-Gal), 3.74 

(1H, m, H6a-Glc), 3.65-3.60 (2H, m, H6b-Glc, H3-Gal), 3.58-3.46 (3H, m, H6a-

Gal, H6b-Gal, H5-Gal),3.44-3.38 (3H, m, H3-Gal, H3-Glc, H4-Glc),3.37-3.31 (2H, 

m, H2-Gal, H5-Glc), 3.25 (1H, m, H2-Glc). 13C-NMR (125 MHz, d6-DMSO), 152.9 

(d, 1 J 19F-13C =242 Hz, ArC), 144.9 (d, J = 10 Hz, Ar-C), 134.9 (d, J = 12 Hz, 

Ar-C), 119.9 (d, J = 2.2 Hz, Ar-C), 109.1 (d, J = 2.5 Hz, Ar-C), 103.8 (C1-Gal), 

102.0 (C1-Gln), 101.5 (2 J 19F-13C = 22 Hz, ArC), 80.3 (C4-Glc), 75.5 (C5-Gal), 

74.9 (C3-Glc), 74.8 (C3-Gal), 73.2 (C5-Glc), 73.0 (C2- 7 Glc), 70.5 (C2-Gal), 68.1 

(C3-Gal), 60.4 (C6-Gal), 60.2 (C6-Glc); HRMS (ESI, m/z): [M-H]+ calculated for 

C18H25NO11F = 450.1412. Found 450.1416. 

 

3.2 β-Cyclodextrin Precursor Synthesis 

 

6-O-(4-toluenesulfonyl)-β-cyclodextrin (11)  

β-CD, 10, purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (25 g, 0.0225 mol, 1 eq) was dissolved 

in H2O (500 mL). 4-toluenesulfonyl chloride (2 eq, 7.4 g, 0.0450 mol) was 

suspended in this solution and NaOH solution. (1 g/10 mL, 50 mL) was added 

slowly with stirring for 10 min at RT. Excess 4-toluenesulfonyl chloride was 

removed by filtration through a sintered glass funnel. The filtrate was treated with 

slow addition of 6M Hydrochloric acid (15 mL). The resulting white precipitate 

was collected by filtration and purified by recrystallisation in a 1:1 mix of 

MeOH/H2O three times to yield a solid white powder. (Yield 5.5 g, 20 %) 1H-NMR 

δ ppm (600 MHz,  d6-DMSO), δ 7.75 (2H, d, J = 8.2 Hz, H-ar ), 7.43 (2H, d, J = 
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8.2 Hz, H-ar ),  5.63–5.88 (14H, m, OH), 4.85 (6H, s, H-1), 4.75 (1H, s, H-1),  

4.65–4.10 (7H, m, OH), 2.98–3.74 ( 42H, m, H-2 - H6 overlapped with H2O), 2.43 

(3H, s, CH3). DT % > 94.  13C-NMR (150 MHz, d6-DMSO), 145.3 (C-Para), 133.1 

(C-Ar1), 130.4 (C-Meta), 128.0 (C-Ortho), 102.5 (C-1), 82.0(C-4) 73.5 (C-3), 72.7 

(C-2), 72.4(C-5) , 60.4 (C-6), 21.1 (CH3); HRMS (Maldi M/Z+) calculated for 

C49H76O37NaS= 1311.3684. Found 1311.3716. 

 

Degree of Tosylation % (DT%) =
Har

4
x (

7

H1
) x100 = (

1.91 + 1.89

4
) x (

7

7.03
) x100 =  95% 

 

6-O-(4-nitrophenyl)-β-cyclodextrin (12) 

Compound 11 (1.9 g, 0.0015 mol, 1eq) was added to a solution containing 

potassium carbonate (2.03g, 0.015 mol, 10 eq ) with (2.04g, 0.015 mol, 10 eq) 

p-nitrophenol in dry DMF (20 mL) under an argon environment under reflux at 80 

°C. After 12 h the DMF was removed by rotary evaporation. The solid product 

was dissolved in a minimum of hot H2O and recrystallised in acetone multiple 

times until pure a white powder was obtained.  (Yield 1.8 g, 91 %) 1H-NMR δ 

ppm (400 MHz, D2O),  8.11 (2H, d, J = 9.1 Hz, Ar-H), 7.06 (2H, d, J = 9.1 Hz, Ar-

H), 4.94 (7H, m, H-1),  3.85-3.47 (42H, m, H2-H6); 13C-NMR δ ppm (100 MHz, 

D2O) 164.3 (C-Ar1), 142.2 (C-Para), 126.2 (C-Ortho), 115.6 (C-Meta), 102.4 (C-

1), 82.0 (C-4), 73.5(C-2), 72.9 (C-3), 72.0 (C-5), 60.5 (C-6); HRMS (ESI, m/z) 

[M+K] Calculated for C48H73KNO37 = 1294.349300. Found 1294.349311.  

 

6-O-(4-aminophenyl)–β-cyclodextrin (13) 

Compound 12 (600 mg, 0.005 mmol, 1 eq) was dissolved in a mixture of 

MeOH/H2O (1:9) (100 mL). To this solution 50mg PdOH on activated carbon was 

added with stirring. This suspension was degassed under Ar and H2 gas was 

passed through the solution at atmospheric pressure for 2 h at RT. The sample 

was filtered through celite to remove the solid catalyst and the filtrate was dried 

under rotary evaporation to yield a white powder. (Yield 500 mg, 83 %) 1H-NMR 

δ ppm (400 MHz, D2O), 6.74 (2H, d, J = 8.30 Hz Ar-H), 6.60 (2H, d, J = 8.30 Hz, 

Ar-H), 4.91 (7, m, H-1), 4.13-3.40 (42H, m, H2-6); 13C-NMR δ ppm (100 MHz, 

D2O) 162.8 (C-Ar1), 140.4 (C-Para), 117.3 (C-Ortho), 116.2 (C-Meta), 101.8 (C-
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1), 81.1 (C-4), 73.1(C-3), 72.0 (C-2), 71.8 (C-5), 60.2 (C-6); HRMS (ESI, m/z) 

[M+K] calculated for C48H75KNO35 = 1264.375121. Found 1264.379319. 

4 Materials & Methods 

4.1 Materials 

β-cyclodextrin 98%, p-nitrophenol reagent-plus ≥99%, were purchased from 

Fisher Scientific; Acetic anhydride 98%, p-toluenesulfonyl chloride 99%, D-

Lactose, Palladium hydroxide on activated charcoal, sodium hydroxide, 

potassium carbonate,  Hydrogen bromide solution, 33 wt. % in acetic acid, 2-

fluoro-4-nitrophenol 99%, Silver carbonate 99%, and N,N-dimethylformamide 

anhydrous 99.8%,  were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 

 

4.2 Instrumentation: 

NMR analysis was carried out using a Bruker Advance 400 spectrometer, 1H 

(400.13 MHz) and 13C (100.6 MHz) with a Bruker Ultrashield (600 MHz) 

spectrometer utilised for 1H (600.13 MHz) and 13C (150.6 MHz) NMR spectra. 

Resonances δ units are in ppm downfield from an internal reference. A Q-Tof 

Premier Waters Maldi-quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer equipped 

with Z–spray electrospray ionisation (ESI) and matrix assisted laser desorption 

ionisation (MALDI) sources was employed to obtain mass spectra of synthesised 

compounds. Infrared spectra bulk powder materials were collected using a 

Perkin Elmer Spectrum 100 FT-IR Spectrometer with a Universal ATR Sampling 

Accessory. 
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Chapter III  

Lactose Coatings on Carbon surfaces 

Carbon surfaces were modified using aryldiazonium chemistry to produce lactoside 
terminated surfaces. Two different grafting procedures, in situ spontaneous 
aryldiazonium grafting and electrochemical grafting were used to produce carbon 
surface films with varying characteristics. Spontaneous aryldiazonium grafting of lactose 
was achieved by immersion of glassy carbon electrodes in freshly prepared aqueous 
lactose aryldiazonium salts solution. Alternatively GC disk electrodes were modified 
potentiostatically by applying a reductive potential for 300 s in similarly prepared 
aryldiazonium solutions. Surface films were subsequently characterized using a variety 
of surface characterisation methods, lectin binding studies, and surface redox probes. 
The potential application of these surface modification protocols for the prevention of 
biofouling was probed by protein adsorption experiments; the coatings were also briefly 
investigated as a fouling resistant modification for caffeine sensors in a complex fouling 
environment. It was concluded that spontaneous grafting produces an approximation of 
a sparse monolayer coating whereas electrografting has the capability to produce 
denser multilayer films of lactosides on the surface.   

 

 

 
Results in this chapter were obtained in collaboration with Mr. James A. Behan whose 
contributions include electrochemical experimentation, X-Ray Photoemission 
Spectroscopy and input on experiment design and data analysis.  
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1 Introduction 

The reduction of aryldiazonium salts onto conductive surfaces is widely 

employed to produce functional surface coatings. This is achieved by formation 

of a salt of general formula (RArN2
+) from addition of NaNO2 to an R-aminophenol 

analogue in acidic media (Scheme 1.1). Upon reduction this diazonium salt can 

covalently graft onto a conductive surface such as glassy carbon or gold to 

produce a functional film.1-3 This method of surface modification is popular due 

to the stability and robustness of the resulting covalently bound film which resists 

solvation and are stable with ultra-sonication.4 Moreover through careful choice 

of the R group it is possible to create a surface with tailored physico-chemical 

properties and develop novel smart materials.1, 5-7 Covalent grafting can be 

achieved by spontaneous attack of a surface in-situ to the aryldiazonium salt 8-

10, by addition of a reducing agent to drive in situ surface modification11  or can 

be induced potentiostatically by electrochemical reduction in solutions of 

aryldiazonium cations which then graft onto the electrode surface.12  

Surface modification with simple saccharides has been studied previously within 

our group for production of antifouling surfaces.13-15 Notably work by Zen et al.16 

contains an initial characterisation of modified amorphous carbon surfaces by 

spontaneous aryldiazonium grafting of a range of monosaccharide and 

disaccharide compounds. It was found that carbon surfaces when coated with 

saccharides possess increased hydrophilicity, a characteristic which is 

thought/proposed to significantly improve the ability to resist nonspecific protein 

adsorption.17-18 This study revealed that glycosylated surfaces provide a 

significant reduction in surface retention of biological contaminants such as 

serum albumin and fibrinogen, two proteins commonly found in animal serum 

and which are known to routinely foul medical implants.16, 19 It was observed that 

disaccharides such as lactose possess significantly higher protein rejection 

capabilities when compared to monosaccharide analogues and as such were 

chosen as the saccharide utilised in this study.  

Aryldiazonium grafting has been lauded for its ability to produce a tailored 

functional surface, however it possesses a substantial drawback in the limited 

control of multilayer formation.20 Various methods of monolayer control have 

been employed in literature, some examples of which include the use of radical 
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scavengers to inhibit multilayer growth,21-22 functionalisation with bulky terminal 

groups to block reactive aryl sites,23 and grafting with cleavable moieties to 

chemically trim the surface layer down to controlled monolayer formation.24 The 

aforementioned work by Zen et al.25 also demonstrated that lactosides, when 

spontaneously grafted to amorphous carbon surfaces, form at most monolayer 

coatings, which is likely due to the steric hindrance of the saccharide R group in 

addition to the mild activating conditions of spontaneous surface modification. A 

similar result was obtained in the case of cyclodextrin derivatives of 

aryldiazonium cations which are observed to form near monolayer coverage 

upon spontaneous aryldiazonium grafting (This data is discussed in Chapter VI 

of this thesis) Electrochemical reduction is the most prevalent method of 

aryldiazonium grafting found in literature due to its rapid reaction times and 

reliable production of complete surface films.3, 26  In this chapter, the conditions 

of modification via covalent grafting with aryldiazonium lactosides on conductive 

carbon surfaces are discussed and the resulting saccharide films formed by two 

dediazoniation methods, (the previously studied spontaneous grafting10 and the 

historically favoured method of electrochemical reduction)3 are compared.  

2 Results and discussion 

2.1 Spontaneous Grafting 

Spontaneous grafting carried out following previously established methods of 

diazonium salt formation and subsequent surface modification was utilised to 

produce amorphous carbon and glassy carbon materials with lactoside surface 

termination (scheme 3.1).13, 16 To prepare the functionalisation solution an 

aminophenol lactoside precursor (5, 6 or 9) compound was dissolved in a 1.5 

mM HBF4 solution in H2O to produce a 1.25 mM solution of saccharide. This 

solution was chilled to <4 °C in ice for one hour prior to surface modification. This 

solution was diluted with a solution of 0.010 M NaNO2 (30 mg in 50 mL H2O) to 

a final concentration of 1.0 mM saccharide in solution. This activated diazonium 

cation solution was immediately brought in contact with the surface and 

incubated in the dark for 1 h allowing the temperature to rise to RT. Aryl cations 

are formed with the loss of nitrogen. Nucleophilic attack from the conductive 

surface forms a covalent linkage. The film is not expected to increase significantly 

following 1 h as the reactivity of the solution is expected to decrease within this 
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timeframe. After immersion in the functionalisation solution, all carbon samples 

were sonicated in semiconductor grade MeOH and ultrapure H2O for 1 min in 

each solution to remove any physisorbed saccharide which may be present on 

the surface and in order to confirm covalent adhesion. 

 
Scheme 3.1. Lactoside aryldiazonium salt formation and in situ surface grafting. 
Adapted with permission from ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2018, 6 (1), pp 1141–
1151. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 
 

2.2 Electrochemical Modification 

Electrochemical modification of glassy carbon electrodes was achieved in 

diazonium grafting solution by applying a reductive potential in freshly prepared 

lactoside diazonium solution as described above for spontaneous modification. 

This process was optimised by James Behan following the previously reported 

protocols for aryldiazonium electrografting of Brooksby et al.3 The potential 

applied of -0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl was chosen -100 mV to the reductive diazonium 

grafting peak determined to be -0.4 V vs Ag/AgCl by cyclic voltammetry (Figure 

3.1 a). To produce the electrografted surfaces studied in this chapter freshly 

polished glassy carbon plates or discs were set up in a three electrode system 

as the working electrode versus a platinum or graphite counter electrode with an 

Ag/AgCl reference. Chronoamperometry was performed in a solution of freshly 

activated diazonium solution at a potential of -0.5 V vs Ag/AgCl for a total time of 
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300 s following a 30 s resting time with no applied potential. The resulting 

chronoamperograms (figure 3.1 b) reveal a decrease in absolute current.3 All 

samples were sonicated for 1 min in each MeOH and H2O post functionalisation 

to remove loosely bound materials. 

 

Figure 3.1. (a.) Cyclic voltammogram of glassy carbon disk in 1 mM activated lactoside 
diazonium solution vs Ag/AgCl at scan rate 200 mVs-1.  Peak indicated at  
-400 mV is reductive diazonium grafting potential. (b.) Chronoamperometry of a polished 
GC electrode at -500 mV for 300 s in 1 mM functionalisation solution.  
 

2.3 Surface Characterisation 

Saccharide modification by spontaneous aryldiazonium grafting of amorphous 

carbon (aC) surfaces was confirmed by the use of the surface infrared technique 

Infrared Reflectance Absorbance Spectroscopy (IRRAS) using samples 

prepared by magnetron sputtering of carbon films on a titanium coated silicon 

substrate10 and modified using the acetyl protected lactoside precursor 5. Due to 

the difficulties associated with thin film infrared characterisation an optically 

transparent amorphous carbon substrate prepared on a geometrically smooth 

titanium metal base surface serves to enhance the sensitivity  of the IRRAS 

signal,10 while the acetyl protecting groups of the surface bound saccharide 

provide a distinctive infrared spectral pattern which allows for rapid confirmation 

of saccharide grafting by surface infrared techniques.13 IRRAS spectra for both 

acetyl protected lactoside modified surfaces and hydroxylated lactose surfaces 

prepared using the aryldiazonium precursor 6 are presented in Figures 3.2.a. & 

3.2.b. respectively, with spectra of the bulk precursor compounds included for 

comparison. The IRRAS spectrum of amorphous carbon treated with acetyl 

protected lactosides (Figure 3.2 a) displays distinctive peaks at 1747 cm-1 (C=O 

stretching), 1373 cm-1 (CH3 bending) 1260 cm-1 (C-O-C asymmetric stretching) 
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and 1070 cm-1 (C-O stretching modes) consistent with peaks expected for acetyl 

protected glycosides.10, 14, 27 In the case of surfaces modified using the lactoside 

precursor 6, peaks are observed at 1266 cm-1 attributed to C-O-C asymmetric 

stretching within the pentose rings and broad peaks from 1080-1000 cm-1 

corresponding to C-O stretching modes and O-H deformations of the 

carbohydrate ring.27 A peak corresponding to the skeletal C-C stretches of an 

aromatic ring can also be discerned in the IRRAS spectra at 1500 cm-1 and is 

assigned to the surface linking phenol group.16, 27 

 
Figure 3.2. FT-IR spectra of (a.) amorphous carbon surfaces modified with acetyl 
protected lactoside 5 (IRRAS, bottom trace) and the bulk aminophenol precursor 
compound (ATR, top trace) for comparison, and (b.) aC surfaces post functionalisation 
with hydroxylated lactoside 6 (IRRAS, bottom trace) and bulk precursor compound 
(ATR, top trace). Peak assignments are discussed in the main text. 
  

The presence of these characteristic peaks post sonication is a promising result 

indicating covalent saccharide anchorage to the surface following the mild 

spontaneous modification conditions. Any loosely adhered material is not 

expected to be retained after the strong sonication processes.4 

IRRAS was deemed unsuitable as a confirmatory technique for saccharide 

modification on glassy carbon surfaces hence saccharide grafting to these 

materials was determined instead by lectin binding experiments. Lectins are a 

type of protein which can bind specifically to certain glycoside groups.28 

Following grafting with lactose compounds the surface is expected to display 

termination with galactose groups.  Peanut agglutinin is a lectin known to bind 

specifically to galactose29, thus to confirm the presence of lactoside terminated 

surfaces on glassy carbon a fluorescein isothiocyanate conjugated peanut 

agglutinin (PNA-FITC) was used in tandem with fluorescent confocal microscopy 
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through use of an Olympus BX51 upright microscope equipped with a laser 

excitation source of 470 nm and a FITC CellSense filter cube emission range 

513–556 nm (green).13-15 Polished glassy carbon discs, unmodified (GC), and 

lactose-modified (compound 6) by spontaneous grafting with (Spont) and by 

electrochemical grafting (Egraft), were immersed in a solution of PNA-FITC 1 

mg/mL in PBS in the dark for 1 h. Samples were rinsed lightly with PBS to remove 

any unbound lectin and  immediately studied under fluorescence confocal 

microscopy. Each sample was prepared in triplicate and the resulting images 

were analysed by imageJ processing software. The resulting emission intensities 

are plotted in Figure 3.3, and reveal that for modified surfaces (both spontaneous 

and electrografted) a significantly higher amount of lectin is retained than on 

freshly polished glassy carbon surfaces.  

 
Figure 3.3. Fluorescence microscopy results for PNA binding to glassy carbon surfaces. 
Bar plots represent average emission intensities of FITC-PNA conjugated to GC plates 
following polishing only (GC), spontaneous aryldiazonium grafting with lactose (Spont) 
and electrochemical grafting with lactose (Egraft). The intensities infer that the emission 
intensity is higher on lactose-modified surfaces with electrochemical modification 
producing a higher emission intensity over spontaneous grafting. Variances reported are 
standard error.  

 

These results are taken as a confirmation that a saccharide terminated surface 

on glassy carbon substrates can be obtained by both spontaneous and 

electrochemical modification. Interestingly, the electrochemically modified 

surfaces display a higher degree of fluorescence over the spontaneously grafted 

samples which could potentially indicate a higher concentration of surface bound 

saccharide under electrografting conditions. 

To investigate the surface functionality of modified surfaces, XPS analysis was 

carried out by James A. Behan, using the fluorine containing aminophenol 
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precursor, 9, to produce modified glassy carbon surface analogues with a 

distinctive elemental tag via the same methods discussed above. Resulting 

surveys for bare glassy carbon, and samples subjected to spontaneous and 

electrochemical modification are shown in figure 3.4. The fluorine tag is not 

expected to significantly impact on functionalisation behaviour and instead 

simply acts as an elemental label for comparative quantisation of surface 

saccharide moieties.  

 
Figure 3.4. (a.) XPS survey spectra of glassy carbon plates after polishing (Bare 
Carbon) and coated with a fluorinated lactoside derivative (9) by spontaneous 
aryldiazonium grafting (F-Lac spontaneous) and coated b electrochemical grafting (F-
Lac Electrografted). (b.) the F 1s region for the three surfaces revealing enhanced signal 
for fluorine in modified samples. (c.) the C 1s region showing changes in carbon 
envelope following surface modification.   

 

Casa XPS software was used to analyse the resulting spectra, the resulting peak 

contributions and elemental ratios are tabulated (Table 3.1). The comparative 

surveys (Figure 3.4 a) show a significant increase in O 1s signal intensity when 

compared to the relative carbon intensity on surfaces modified with lactose by 

both methods when compared to pristine glassy carbon surfaces, and most 

notably on the electrografted surface. 
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Table 3.1. Relevant Peak assignments and atomic ratios of Polished GC, and 
fluorinated lactose modified GC samples by Spontaneous grafting, and electrochemical 
grafting of aryldiazonium salts. 

 Polished GC Spontaneous Electrografted 

C 1s (eV) 284.5 (71.3 %) 

285.2 (16.1 %) 

286.4 (4.1 %) 

287.2 (3.2 %) 

284.5 (51.8 %) 

285.2 (32.2 %) 

286.4 (4.6 %) 

287.3 (8.1 %) 

284.5 (38.5 %) 

285.2 (33.2 %) 

286.6 (16.9 %) 

287.6 (7.8 %) 

F 1s (eV) - 687.3 (100 %) 687.3 (100 %) 

F/C % 

O/C % 

- 

6.2 % 

0.4% 

10.5 % 

2.8 % 

31.5 % 

 

The observed apparent increase in O 1s signal is consistent with a largely 

hydroxylated saccharide surface.30 Signals appearing at 687.3 eV post 

functionalisation by spontaneous grafting are attributed to F 1s signals and are 

found to account for an atomic % ratio of approx 0.4 %  to carbon at the modified 

surface. The appearance of this signal confirms spontaneous modification on 

glassy carbon substrates as no peaks are observed on pristine samples. A peak 

in this region centred at 687.3 eV is clearly evident in electrografted species with 

much higher signal intensity than that observed  in spontaneous grafted surfaces  

(F/C = 2.8 %) indicating that the increase in oxygen signals dose not solely arise 

by oxidative electrochemical effects and are likely due to the saccharide 

presence. The factorial increase in the fluorine intensity at electrografted 

surfaces over spontaneously modified materials is evidence that electrografting 

produces a denser more complete saccharide coating of either tightly packed 

monolayer or multilayer films. This is further supported when looking at the C 1s 

region where we observe a clear shift from a maximum at 284.5 eV typical of sp2-

C centres to 284.5 eV characteristic of sp3-C surface behaviour after 

electrografting in line with a change from the XPS spectrum of a graphitised 

surface to that of a saccharide coated material. This envelope also contains 

significant C-O contributions from 286.6 eV more indicative of carbohydrates 

than with that of glassy carbon.30-31 The significant changes in C 1s envelope for 

egraft is especially indicative of multilayer since it is on an sp2 rich carbon 

substrate, the signals of which are expected to normally dominate the C 1s band, 

however this surface displays predominantly sp3 behaviour consistent with a 
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more complete surface saccharide coating. This in combination with the PNA 

binding behaviour data are strong evidence for grafting on glassy carbon by 

aryldiazonium modification and also provide further evidence to suggest that 

electrografting produces a significantly higher concentration of surface adhered 

aryl-saccharides when compared to spontaneous grafting. To study if the higher 

degree of coating favoured by electrografting methods produces significant 

morphological changes in nano-topography and roughness of the polished 

glassy carbon surfaces, atomic force microscopy AFM was utilised to obtain 

detailed surface images. As the smallest particles size for polishing was 0.5 μm 

the surfaces are expected to be somewhat rough at this magnification range. The 

resulting images at 1 μm2 scale are shown in Figure 3.5 for comparison. 

Surfaces features appear to display some differences following spontaneous 

grafting producing sharp thin peaks sparsely dispersed over the surface when 

compared to the bare carbon under the saccharide layer. Electrografting also 

produces a noticeable change in surface morphology with thicker globular 

features indicative of a bushy multilayer at the surface. 

 
Figure 3.5. Atomic force microscopy of polished glassy carbon plates only (left) and 
modified with lactose by spontaneous grafting (middle) and through electrochemical 
grafting (right). All surfaces were measured in a 1 μm x 1 μm window in air tapping mode.   
   

However the Root mean square (R.M.S.) roughness measurements were found 

to not be significantly different with surfaces possessing a Sq = 1.0 ± 0.2 nm for 

polished samples, spontaneous surfaces roughness Sq = 1.1 ± 0.1 nm and 

electrografted surfaces Sq = 0.9 ± 0.1 nm. These results would indicate that 
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surface roughness is not significantly altered by grafting in these materials and 

micro topographical features of unmodified surfaces are largely retained post 

modification. Due to the similarities in  surface roughness’ it can be assumed that 

liquid contact angles will behave independently of morphology.16 To determine 

to what extent these coatings affect surface properties and behaviour, contact 

angle (CA) measurements were carried out. Summarised data on wettability is 

presented below (Figure 3.6). Pristine glassy carbon plates (polished and 

sonicated) have a water CA of ~71 ° in good agreement with results found by 

Tanner et al.32 for glassy carbon surfaces. Spontaneous modification with lactose 

leads to a drop in WCA to 47 ° with a further drop to 27 ° observed for 

electrografted samples. These trends agree well with other saccharide modified 

materials15, 33 wherein the increase in hydroxyl surface moieties corresponds to 

increased hydrophilicity are consistent with what one would expect of a highly 

glycosylated surface as indicated by  PNA binding and XPS analysis, the 

significantly larger decrease in WCA for egraft samples serves to further indicate 

an enhanced degree of hydroxylation on the surface consistent with a more 

dense, (potentially multilayer) saccharide formation on egrafted surfaces. 

 
Figure 3.6. Water contact angle values obtained on glassy carbon plates following 
polishing (GC) with either spontaneous Lactose modification (Spont) or through 
electrochemical modification (Egraft). Variance reported is standard error. 
 

2.4 Protein Rejection Capabilities  

Water CA provides a direct measurement of the wettability of material surfaces. 

This factor is of significance in biological media and has been identified as an 

important parameter in biofilm formation.34 It is widely accepted that increased 

wettability has significant impact in surfaces which display low biofilm retention 

however the exact mechanism is not yet known.18 The capabilities of saccharide 
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coated surfaces in biofilm rejection is now established in literature.14, 16 To 

investigate and compare the protein rejection capabilities of lactose coated 

surfaces by each modification method and hence determine their viability as a 

potential biofilm mitigation strategy, glassy carbon samples were immersed in a 

fluorescently labelled bovine serum albumin solution (0.2 mg / mL) in a 

phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution.14-15 Samples were incubated for 1 h to 

allow significant time for non-specific adhesion at the surface to occur. Samples 

were then lightly rinsed under PBS and examined under confocal fluorescent 

microscopy on an Olympus BX51 upright microscope with laser excitation of 470 

nm using a CellSense FITC filter cube. Images were collected for samples in 

triplicate and fluorescence intensity (green component) was determined by 

imageJ processing software. Figure 3.7 compares fluorescence intensities for 

freshly polished plates, spontaneously modified samples and electrografted 

samples after BSA-FITC incubation. 

 
Figure 3.7. Fluorescence microscopy results for BSA retention on glassy carbon 
surfaces. Bar plots represent average emission intensities of FITC-BSA adhered to GC 
plates treated with polishing only (GC), spontaneous aryldiazonium grafting with lactose 
(Spont) and electrochemical grafting with lactose (Egraft). Lactose coating produces 
significantly lower BSA retention with no significant differences between spontaneous 
grafting and electrografting observed. Variances reported are standard error. 
 

In all cases studied unmodified polished glassy carbon displays significant 

protein retention post immersion in BSA. In contrast both spontaneous and 

electrografted surfaces display significantly less protein adhesion with no 

significant differences arising between the two surface modification methods.  

This result is interesting as it would suggest that a more hydrophilic lactoside 

multilayer coating is not necessarily beneficial in non-specific protein rejection 
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and that a sparse monolayer layer may be sufficient in the production of an anti-

fouling effect.   

 

2.5 Lactose-coated Electrodes as Redox Probes 

To study the effect of lactose coating on glassy carbon electrodes as solution 

sensitive redox probes cyclic voltammetry was performed by James Behan with 

two surface sensitive molecular redox molecules, hexaammineruthenium(III) 

chloride (Ru(NH3)6Cl3) and potassium ferricyanide (K3Fe(CN)6. (Figure 3.8).  

 
Figure 3.8. CV’s of Bare GC (black), spontaneously modified GC & electrochemically 
modified electrodes in (a.) Ru(NH3)6Cl3 (1 mM) and (b.) K3Fe(CN)6 (1 mM), with scan 
rates of 10 mVs-1 versus Ag/AgCl in 0.5 M KCl solution. 

 

In the case of the outer sphere ruthenium probe (Figure 3.8 a) it was observed 

that there is no significant change in redox behaviour upon modification with 

lactoside coatings, even upon modification with a thick electrografted layer. Peak 

separation was found to be ΔE~60 mV in all cases. This result confirms that 

these lactoside coatings do not interfere with outer sphere redox processes of 

ruthenium on glassy carbon and hence may be suitable in the production of a 

protein resistant electrochemical probe for similarly insensitive analytes. In the 

case of the more surface sensitive ferricyanide probe it was observed that the 

sparsely coated spontaneously grafted lactoside layer did not affect redox 

behaviour greatly when compared to pristine GC electrodes at this concentration 

and scan rate. The thicker electrografted layer however is observed to deform 

the peak shape significantly with ΔE increasing from ~60 mV for bare GC and 

spontaneously grafted GC to a peak separation of ΔE ~ 140 mV consistent with 

a substantial organic coating at the electrode surface.35 These results are 

consistent with the idea of sparse monolayer formation on spontaneously grafted 
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electrode surfaces and more complete lactoside coating from electrografting 

giving rise to slower kinetics and greater peak separation in the case of 

ferricyanide redox probes. It is possible that a sparse lactoside layer formed by 

spontaneous grafting may be advantageous over electrografting for production 

of a protein resistant electrochemical probe where surface sensitivity is required.  

 

2.6 Caffeine Sensor Stability 

Finally to test the fouling resistance potential of lactose modified surfaces and 

investigate their potential as electrochemical probes in a complex fouling medium 

a simple caffeine sensing experiment was performed to determine the efficacy of 

lactose coating in anti-adhesion of fouling in a commercially available coffee 

product (Nescafé Dulce GustoTM Lungo). Coffee is a popular beverage 

consumed the world over consisting of a complex cocktail of thousands of  

organic components including aromatic molecules, chlorogenic acids, 

carbohydrate derivatives, amino acids and proteins etc.36  

Briefly for this study, each electrode type was used to probe a standard sample 

of caffeine (1.0 mM) at pH 1 in H2SO4 (0.1 M) by cyclic voltammetry vs Ag/AgCl 

with scan rate of 50 mVs-1 (Figure 3.9). The caffeine oxidation peak was 

identified at a potential of 1.50 V vs Ag/AgCl for on all electrodes and in good 

agreement with results obtained by Redivo et al.37 Lactose coating by 

spontaneous and egrafting did not appear to affect peak position nor the intensity 

of the peak to a significant extent, with only slight capacitive increase observed 

for lactoside modified surfaces.   
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Figure 3.9. Cyclic voltammograms of caffeine (1 mM) in H2SO4 (0.1 M) with a scan rate 
of 50 mVs-1 vs Ag/AgCl using (a.) Bare GC, (b.) Spontaneously modified GC and (c.) 
Electrografted GC electrodes, before and after immersion in coffee for 72 h.   
 

The samples were then immersed over a 72 h period in a commercially available 

coffee solution prepared fresh using tap water from a soft water region (Dublin 2, 

Ireland during spring 2018) using a Dolce GustoTM Delongine coffee maker with 

a Nescafé Dulce GustoTM Lungo instant coffee capsule. Following incubation the 

electrodes were rinsed gently for ten seconds with deionised water under gravity 

and the caffeine solution was probed again. In all cases background current 

increased slightly, leading to masking of the oxidative caffeine peak hence 

lowering sensitivity. Moreover, in the case of bare and sparsely coated samples 

the peak position shifted slightly to 1.52 V with a loss in peak intensity. The 

sample which appeared most resistant to change this was the electrochemically 

modified sample with no apparent change in peak position and the lowest 

observed capacitive increase. This is likely due to the lower concentration of 

exposed glassy carbon sites. It was thus concluded that a denser lactoside layer 

produced by electrografting may provide longer stability in an organic fouling 

medium such as coffee as a caffeine sensing probe and hence may be more 

desirable in instances of passive sample probing. 
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3 Conclusions 

Aryldiazonium grafting behaviour on carbon materials was investigated using 

aminophenol lactoside precursor compounds under two grafting conditions, in 

situ diazonium salt formation with spontaneous surface grafting over a 1 h 

incubation period and electrochemical reduction of activated diazonium salt 

solution by chronoamperometry at potential of –0.5 V for 300 s. Spectroscopic 

analysis of modified surfaces and lectin binding experiments confirm saccharide 

surface functionality on both spontaneously grafted and electrografted surfaces 

with the latter producing significantly higher surface coverage with potential 

multilayer formation. Each modification was found to significantly increase 

surface wettability with the electrografted producing far greater reduction in water 

contact angle. In both instances of saccharide grafting to glassy carbon plates, 

nonspecific protein retention was found be significantly lower than on that of an 

unmodified glassy carbon control. This confirms first, that the saccharide based 

costings possess significant protein rejection capabilities and, second, that a 

sparse monolayer coating may be sufficient to impart biofilm resistant capabilities 

onto carbon materials.  

4 Materials and Methods 

4.1 Chemicals and Materials 

Phosphate buffered saline buffer (0.010 M PBS, pH 7.4), sodium nitrite, 

hydrochloric acid, fluoroboric acid, Peanut agglutinin (PNA) & bovine serum 

albumin (BSA) conjugates with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich; Sigradur K Glassy carbon plates and Sigradur G 

Glassy carbon discs were purchased from HTW. Aminophenol-lactoside 

compounds 5, 6, & 9 were synthesised as described in Chapter II. 

 

4.2 Substrate surface preparation 

Carbon substrates for infrared reflectance absorption spectroscopy experiments 

(IRRAS) were prepared via DC magnetron sputtering (Torr International Inc.) in 

Ar. Deposition was carried out on an optically thick Ti under layer (Grade 2) on 

which carbon was subsequently sputtered from a graphite target (99.999%).10 
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Glassy carbon substrates were polished with alumina slurries (Buehler) with 

decreasing particle size of 1 (on nylon cloth), 0.3 and 0.05 μm (on nylon 

microcloth); each polishing step was followed by 3 min sonication in each of n-

hexane, methanol (semiconductor grade) and ultrapure H2O. 

4.3 Surface characterisation 

 A Bruker Tensor 27 infrared spectrometer was used to perform Infrared 

reflectance absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS) characterisation. The 

spectrometer was equipped with a mercury cadmium telluride detector and a 

VeeMax II specular reflectance accessory with a wire grid polarizer. All spectra 

were collected using p-polarised light at an angle of incidence of 80° using an 

unmodified sample as a background; 100 scans at 4 cm−1 were collected for all 

samples. Water contact angles (WCAs) were determined for all samples using 

the sessile drop method (FTA1000), using 20 μL droplets. Thickness and surface 

roughness measurements were carried out via Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM, 

Oxford Asylum Research) using silicon cantilevers, following previously 

published procedures at ambient pressure calibrated at 140 kHz.16 

4.4 Fluorescence microscopy 

Sigradur K Glassy carbon plates treated 0.2 mg mL−1 solutions of BSA-FITC in 

PBS at pH 7.4 for 1 h. All samples were washed with PBS solution prior to 

imaging to remove excess unbound protein. Fluorescence images were acquired 

using an Olympus BX51 inverted microscope with cellSense digital image 

processing software. Emission intensities were analysed in triplicate using 

ImageJ software.  

4.5 Electrochemistry 

All electrochemical experiments were carried out using a Metrohm Autolab 

AUT50324 potentiostat using a 3-electrode setup.25 A static disc holder (Pine 

Instruments) enclosing the GC disc was used as working electrode, an Ag/AgCl 

electrode (KCl sat, E = 0.196 V vs SHE) and a graphite rod were used as 

reference and counter electrodes respectively. The electrochemical cell 

consisted of a beaker with a custom-made Teflon cap. The temperature was 

controlled at 25oC using a water bath. All solutions were degassed with Argon 
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gas prior to measurement. A blanket of Ar was maintained in the headspace over 

the solution throughout the experiment. 
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Chapter IV 

Spontaneous modification on Non-

Conductive Surfaces 

Polymeric and passivated metal alloy surfaces possess important and numerous 
applications. Discussed in this chapter is the development of a surface grafting 
technique using aryldiazonium-lactoside applicable to PES, polyamide and 
stainless steel surfaces in order to produce a non-specific protein resistant 
coating. The resulting materials were characterised by water contact angle, 
infrared and x-ray spectroscopies and protein adsorption/binding experiments. 
 
 
 
 
 
The data Presented in this chapter is reproduced in part from the following publication: 
 
Bioinspired Aryldiazonium Carbohydrate Coatings: Reduced Adhesion of Foulants at 
Polymer and Stainless Steel Surfaces in a Marine Environment 
Adam Myles, Damien Haberlin, Leticia Esteban-Tejeda, M. Daniela Angione, 
Michelle P. Browne, Md. Khairul Hoque, Thomas K. Doyle, Eoin M. Scanlan , and 
Paula E. Colavita.  
ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2018, 6 (1), pp 1141–1151 

 
Contributions are as follows: 
Surface Pre-modification protocols were initially developed by M. D. Angione. 

(polyamides) and L. Esteban-Tejeda  (Stainless Steel) for the purposes of 

aryldiazonium grafting with mono and di-saccharides. XPS data was obtained 

primarily by S.N. Stamatin and interpretation of XPS data was performed by 

P.E. Colavita.   
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Aryldiazonium cations for modification of non-conductive surfaces  

Metal alloys and polymeric materials are prevalent in industry as filters,1 storage 

and reaction vessels,2 flow transport tubing for foods/drinks and pharmaceutical 

products,3 in medical devices4 in submersible structures and in aquatic 

transportation, all of which are routinely subject to biofouling.5 This process 

affects the lifetime, quality, and the safety of materials produced thus requiring 

continual costly maintenance, cleaning and replacement of parts. It is due to the 

resulting commercial interest that the development of improved biofilm resistant 

technologies is paramount. To this end, techniques for lactoside aryldiazonium 

grafting were developed for coupons consisting of three representative non-

conductive materials of differing physicochemical properties (2 polymeric, and 

one metal alloy) for production of biofilm resistant materials.  

Electro-reduction of aryldiazonium salts in the grafting of metal and polymeric 

materials is generally possible only on conductive (or semiconductive) surfaces 

such as polypyrrols6, which can be biased at reducing potentials. This represents 

a limitation of this method that makes it challenging for applications in an 

industrial setting or at large scales. In stark contrast to this, spontaneous grafting 

provides a simple, readily scalable alternative to electrografting; spontaneous 

reactions allow for modifications via drop casting, spin coating or surface 

immersion to produce covalently modified materials, even in cases where making 

an electric contact is unwieldly or impossible.7 

It is well established in literature that aryldiazonium compounds readily react with 

nucleophilic molecules such that upon the loss of nitrogen a nucleophile 

substituted aryl ring is produced.8 The reactivity of these diazonium groups was 

recently exploited by Esteban-Tejeda et al.9  in the production of a lactose and 

mannose modified polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) through spontaneous 

aryldiazonium grafting; it was proposed that hydroxyl moieties found on the 

polymer surface, post oxidative treatment with caustic bleach solution or by 

ultraviolet activation, enabled nucleophilic substitution.   

Spontaneous aryldiazonium grafting on non-conductive surfaces is readily 

achieved on polymers such as polyethersulphone (PES) which possess reactive 

functionality in the form of phenyl components within the polymer structure.10 On 
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materials which possess no graftable functionality it is possible to induce surface 

functionality through pre-treatments such as the carbonisation of Teflon surfaces 

as performed by Combellas et al.11 or through the use of a commercial surface 

pre-treatment such as the GraftFastTM polymer, to produce a reactive aryl surface 

scaffold for further diazonium grafting.12 Aryldiazonium modification of 

unmodified polymeric surfaces such as polypropaline13 and Poly(methyl 

methacrylate)14 have also been reported following chemical reduction of 

corresponding aryldiazonium salts. Spontaneous grafting onto stainless steel 

has been achieved by Small et al.,15 reporting on the spontaneous attachment of 

fluorinated aryldiazonium salts on stainless steel from solution, achieved by 

polishing samples immediately prior to grafting. Mechanical polishing breaks 

down the steel passive oxide, exposing the iron-rich under layer which can act 

as an effective spontaneous reductant in aryldiazonium grafting, in agreement 

with findings on various oxide-free metals.16  

In this study it was found that Nylon-6 and marine grade Stainless Steel 316 

(SS316) coupon samples, when subjected to oxidative surface pre-treatments, 

possess nucleophilic functional groups which also allows for spontaneous 

diazonium grafting to occur. To our knowledge this was the first reported use of 

aryldiazonium modification of a polyamide surface. It should be noted that 

foregoing pre-treatment steps for nylon and stainless steel samples prior to 

immersion in activated diazonium solution yields no observable functionalisation 

behaviour. Wettability studies on modified PES, nylon-6 and stainless steel 

samples was performed by sessile drop water contact angle. Functionalisation 

of stainless steel was confirmed by a combination of X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) and Infrared reflectance analysis (IRRAS). Nylon-6 

functionalisation was probed by fluorescence imaging of lectin-saccharide 

binding. Saccharide immobilisation was found to increase surface hydrophilicity 

of all materials tested, such that the saccharide coating results in reduced protein 

adsorption in the absence of specific protein-saccharide interactions.  
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2 Results and Discussion 

2.1 Polymer and Stainless Steel Modification 

Prior work by Angione et al.10 has demonstrated that PES undergoes 

functionalisation by spontaneous reaction after immersion of pristine substrates 

in aryl-lactoside cation solutions and this family of materials has previously been 

characterised. A proposed reaction mechanism with the aryl cation formed from 

spontaneous diazonium decomposition is shown in Scheme 1a. Nylon 6 

surfaces were pre-treated by immersion of samples in formaldehyde solutions 

with hypophosphorus acid. This treatment is known to activate the amide groups 

of polyamides via formation of N-methylol groups onto which grafting can 

occur.17-19 For SS316, surfaces were pre-activated prior to functionalisation in 

caustic hypochlorite (bleach) solutions. This treatment is known to have cleaning 

and oxidising effects on SS316 surfaces20-21 and  yields a homogeneous 

hydrophilic passive oxide which cannot directly reduce the aryldiazonium cation. 

This oxide surface however offers functional M-OH and/or M-OOH sites15, 22 that 

are available to chemical reaction. There are few reports of spontaneous 

aryldiazonium reactions on oxides,23-24 however the spontaneous formation of 

M-O-Ar bonds has been demonstrated experimentally.23  

To ensure no adventitious interaction between the pre-conditiong solutions and 

the reactive grafting solution, these surfaces were rinsed thoroughly with 

ultrapure water and dried under inert gas flow, prior to immersion in freshly 

activated lactose coating solution. Based on our results, spontaneous grafting 

can take place on passivated stainless steel surfaces via aryl group cross-linking. 

It is likely that, as in the case of reactions with primary alcohols, functionalisation 

proceeds via nucleophilic substitution involving oxide hydroxyl groups (Scheme 

4.1 b). 
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Scheme 4.1. (a.) Potential reaction pathways for reaction of PES with aryl diazonium 
species. (b.)Proposed SN1 mechanism for the reaction of aryldiazonium salts with –OH 
groups at surfaces, based on the well understood hydrolysis reaction in solution. Both 
nylon 6 and SS316 display –OH groups after the pre-treatment process described. 
Adapted with permission from; ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2018, 6 (1), pp 1141–
1151. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society & ACS Appl. Mater. 
Interfaces, 2015, 7 (31), pp 17238–17246. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. 
 

2.2 Surface Characterisation 

2.2.1 Surface Wettability Studies 

The effects of modification protocols on material surfaces was investigated by 

means of water contact angle (WCA) measurements. Pre-functionalisation 

treatments on N-6 and SS316 were found to increase surface hydrophilicity as 

evident from a marked change in water contact angle (Figure 4.1). The WCA of 

SS316 decreases from 69.8° to 44.5° following oxidative cleaning, indicating the 

removal of adhered organics and exposure of a hydrophilic oxide film. The WCA 
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of nylon decreases from a value of 80.8° to 71.7°. This behaviour is consistent 

with an increase in the surface density of hydroxyl groups resulting from 

formaldehyde treatment. We also observe that following immobilisation of 

hydrophilic saccharide groups the WCA of all three coupon surfaces decreases 

as expected in agreement with previous reports on the effect of lactoside 

immobilisation.25 

 
Figure 4.1. Water contact angle values obtained on bare, pre-treated (except for PES) 
and Lactose-modified (Lac) surfaces of SS316, Nylon-6 and PES. Samples were pre-
activated in caustic bleach and formaldehyde solutions in the case of SS316 and nylon-
6, respectively. Adapted with permission from ACS Sustainable Chem. 
Eng., 2018, 6 (1), pp 1141–1151. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 

 

In order to confirm that the change in surface functionality comes from grafting 

of our saccharide to the surface and is not a result of pitting of our surfaces by 

the acidic functionalisation medium, nor caused by physical adhesion of lactose 

to the surface, an additional study was performed on new coupons subjected to 

the same pre-treatment conditions as reported above. Pretreated samples were 

immersed for 1 hour in Deionised water as a control(Pre), a solution containing 

the lac-aminophenol precursor (compound 6) in acidic media without any NaNO2 

(Phys) and in a solution containing activated lactoside cations with NaNO2  (Lac) 

(Figure 4.2).  
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Figure 4.2. Water contact angle of pre-treated surfaces (Pre), surfaces after 
physisorption tests using aminophenol lactoside precursors in acid (Phys), and after 
functionalisation using the in situ aryldiazonium generation reaction (Lac). PES samples 
were only rinsed with MeOH (Bare), as these surfaces do not require pre-conditioning 
prior to functionalisation. All samples were treated under identical conditions.  
 

It is observed that in all cases the WCA is similar for pre-treated and 

physisorption controls, while it is significantly reduced after diazotisation, thus 

confirming the immobilisation of a hydrophilic saccharide layer. As lactose 

modified PES has previously been characterised this water contact angle study 

was deemed sufficient to confirm lactoside surface functionality on this material 

type.10  

 

2.2.2 Spectroscopic Characterisation of Stainless Steel surfaces  

Functionalisation of SS316 surfaces was further investigated using a 

peracetylated analogue of the aminophenol lactoside precursor (compound 5). 

This precursor compound is chosen since acetyl moieties, due to their intense 

infrared absorbance, provide distinctive and readily identified infrared labels. 

Figure 4.3. shows the IRRAS spectrum of the functionalised surface with the 

ATR of bulk precursor saccharide compound for comparison. 
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Figure 4.3. IRRAS spectrum of a SS316 sample surface after functionalisation (surface, 
bottom trace), compared to the transmittance spectrum of the peracetylated phenyl-
glycoside precursor compound (bulk, top trace).  Adapted with permission from ACS 
Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2018, 6 (1), pp 1141–1151. Copyright 2017 American 
Chemical Society. 
 

Characteristic peaks of acetyl groups can been seen in the IRRAS spectrum in 

good agreement with those of the bulk precursor compound and previously 

reported acetyl saccharide grafted surfaces.25 Peaks are assigned as follows: 

1760 cm-1 (C=O stretching), 1373 cm-1 (CH3 bending) and 1246 cm-1 (C-O-C 

asymmetric stretching).10, 26 The peak centred at 1080 cm-1 is associated with 

C−O stretching modes of the carbohydrate ring, while the peak at  

1510 cm-1 arises from C−C skeletal vibrations of phenyl rings.10, 26 

To confirm that the peaks on SS surface do not arise simply from physisorbed 

acetylated-lactoside, the functionalised sample was rinsed in methanol, 

acetonitrile and ultrapure water immediately after incubation in the 

functionalisation solution and dried under inert gas. This sample was 

characterised by IRRAS then subjected to sonication for 1 min in each of the 

aforementioned solvents and characterised again (Figure 4.4).  

There is a noticeable drop in intensity post sonication showing that, for acetylated 

surfaces, sonication is necessary to remove unbound precursor material. 

Additionally there is a significant retention of peracetyl lactoside groups at the 

SS316 surface, providing indirect evidence that attachment is likely to occur 

through covalent bonding as physisorbed material is removed under these 

conditions.27  
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Figure 4.4. IRRAS spectra of organic layers obtained on SS316 surfaces using a 
peracetylated aminophenol lactoside precursor. (a.) layer obtained after 
functionalisation followed by rinsing in acetonitrile, methanol and water; (b.) spectrum 
obtained after sonication in acetonitrile and methanol. The scale is identical in both 
traces. 

 

Functionalisation was also confirmed by X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy 

(XPS), by use of a fluoro-substituted derivative of the lactoside precursor (see 

Chapter II, compound 9). This precursor was chosen due to its inclusion of a 

fluorine atomic tag which provides good elemental contrast between the 

functional layer and the bare substrate which lacks any significant fluorine 

contribution. Survey spectra of pre-treated and modified SS316 in Figure 4.5 

show characteristic peaks of stainless steel associated with Fe 2p, Ni LMM, Cr 

2p, O 1s, and C 1s lines, while Figures 4.5.b and 4.5.c show the spectra of pre-

treated and modified SS316, in the F 1s and C 1s regions, respectively.28-29 
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Figure 4.5. (a.) Survey XPS spectra of SS316 after pre-treatment (black) and after 
modification with F-substituted aryl-lactoside (red). (b.) F 1s and (c.) C 1s high resolution 
spectra; these spectra show that upon reaction with aryldiazonium lactosides there 
appear peak contributions at 687 eV and at 286-289 eV that can be attributed to F-atoms 
and C—O groups, respectively. Reproduced with permission from ACS Sustainable 
Chem. Eng., 2018, 6 (1), pp 1141–1151. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 
 

Peak area ratios were analysed and a fitting of the C 1s line yielded results 

summarised in Table 4.1. The pre-treated SS316 surface shows C/Cr and Cr/Fe 

atomic ratios that are consistent with those observed by Williams et al.29 for 

plasma cleaned SS316. The surface was found to be C- and Cr-rich with respect 

to the bulk composition, in agreement with previous compositional studies.30 

Deconvolution of the C 1s line shows the presence of four main peaks at 285.3 

eV (C—C and C—H), at 286.8 and 288.7 eV (C—O), and at 289.9 eV (C=O), in 

agreement with previous reports for stainless steel surfaces.31 Functionalisation 

results in the appearance of a peak at 687.0 eV which is consistent with the F 1s 

binding energy in fluorinated organics, where F atoms are in a low F/C content 

environment.32-33 This result suggests that after functionalisation the aryl group 

is bound to the SS316 surface, which is further supported by an increase of the 

C 1s peak intensity relative to the Cr 2p signal arising from the substrate alloy. 

 

Table 4.1. Summary of results from XPS analysis of spectra in Figure 4.5. Values in 
parentheses indicate %-contribution to the total peak intensity; elemental ratios are 
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calculated as atomic ratios. Reproduced with permission from ACS Sustainable Chem. 
Eng., 2018, 6 (1), pp 1141–1151. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 

 SS pre-treated Lac-SS 

C 1s (eV) 285.3 (70%) 

286.8 (18%) 

288.7 (7%) 

289.9 (5%) 

285.1 (46%) 

286.7 (33%) 

288.4 (15%) 

290.5 (6%) 

F 1s (eV) - 687.0 

C/Cr at. 6.9 7.6 

F/Cr at. - 0.30 

Cr/Fe at. 0.67 0.68 

The fit of the C 1s line of Lac-SS (Figure 4.5 c) reveals the appearance of a 

contribution at 290.5 eV, consistent with the binding energy expected for a C—F 

group,32, 34-35  and also shows increased emission in the region 286-289 eV 

consistent with greater surface density of C—O containing groups from the 

presence of surface bound glycosides.  

The relative sensitivity factor (RSF) corrected peak area ratio (A286+A288):A687 

= 12.2 is in good agreement with the 12:1 ratio of C—O to C—F expected from 

the molecular stoichiometry of the fluorinated precursor, thus confirming the 

assignment of peaks in the region 286-289 eV to, predominantly, C—O groups 

from the lactoside, with likely minor contributions from substrate carbon. These 

results therefore indicate that the functionalisation protocol resulted in surface 

modification of SS316 with aryl-lactosides. 

An estimate of the molecular density can be obtained by assuming that the 

SS316 substrate surface consists of Cr2O3/Fe2O3 with 40% Cr2O3 content (Cr/Fe 

= 0.67), as calculated from XPS and in agreement with Williams et al.29 

Considering that both Cr2O3 and Fe2O3 have a density of 5.2 g cm-3, the 

photoelectron attenuation depth of Cr 2p photoelectrons can be predicted to be 

λ = 1.5 nm using Gries’ G-1 predictive formula.36 Under the assumption that no 

photoelectrons escape from depths >3λ, the average experimental F/Cr 0.17 ± 

0.10 atomic ratio measured over 5 samples yields an estimated mean density of 

1.9x10-9 mol cm-2.37 For a perfectly smooth surface, this coverage is equivalent 

to <5 monolayers of lactosides.38-39
 Given that the microscopic roughness factor 
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of unpolished SS316 is >1, the estimated coverage value suggests the presence 

of a relatively sparse lactoside layer, as expected from a spontaneous reaction 

of the oxide surface with these bulky aryldiazonium cations and consistent with 

thin molecular layers formed on carbon substrates via similar protocols.25
 

2.2.3 Protein Binding Studies on Nylon and Stainless Steel surfaces  

Lactoside immobilisation was confirmed on nylon through binding studies using 

PNA lectin. PNA displays binding affinity towards galactose (the terminal sugar 

in our lactoside coating) and can be used to confirm the presence of surface-

bound lactosides which express an available galactose unit at the solid-liquid 

interface.40 Lac-SS and Lac-N6 coupons were incubated for 1 h in a solution of 

fluorescently labelled PNA and rinsed with PBS prior to imaging to remove 

unconjugated lectin from the surface. Fluorescence microscopy images of pre-

treated and Lac-modified surfaces following PNA incubation show comparisons 

of their average emission intensities, Figure 4.6. The stronger emission 

observed for surfaces after reaction with aryldiazonium cations indicates 

preferential specific binding to PNA with respect the corresponding bare pre-

treated surface and is therefore supporting of functionalisation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6. Fluorescence images obtained after lectin binding experiments using dye-
conjugated PNA on Nylon-6 and SS316 after pre-treatment and after aryldiazonium 
modification with lactosides (Lac). The images show that the emission intensity is higher 
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on lactose-modified surfaces. Bar plots represent average emission intensities of Alexa-
PNA on Nylon-6 (red bars) and of FITC-PNA on SS316 (green bars) obtained at pre-
treated (Pre) and at lactose-modified coupons (Lac). Adapted with permission from ACS 
Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2018, 6 (1), pp 1141–1151. Copyright 2017 American 
Chemical Society. 
 

Additionally samples were immersed in fluorescently labelled BSA solution, a 

protein that does not display specific binding with glycosides, to determine non-

specific protein resistance of the coatings. Figure 4.7 shows images of pre-

treated and Lac-modified SS316 and N6, together with a summary of average 

emission intensity values obtained using BSA on these coupons. After 

functionalisation with lactosides a decrease in emission is observed compared 

to the pre-treated surface, thus indicating that less BSA adsorbs at Lac-SS and 

Lac-N6 surfaces. This indicates that the increase in fluorescence observed for 

Lac-SS and Lac-N6 after incubation in PNA solutions is the result of specific 

galactose PNA interactions and that immobilisation of saccharides to a surface 

leads to lower retention of unspecific proteins. These results are in agreement 

with observations on the effect of glycoside coatings on carbon and other 

polymer surfaces.9-10, 25, 38 

 

Figure 4.7. Fluorescence images obtained after protein adsorption experiments using 
dye-conjugated BSA on Nylon-6 and SS316 after pre-treatment and after aryldiazonium 
modification with lactosides (Lac). The images show that the emission intensity is lower 
on lactose-modified surfaces. Bar plots represent average emission intensities of Alexa-
BSA on Nylon-6 (red bars) and of FITC-BSA on SS316 (green bars) obtained at pre-
treated (Pre) and at lactose-modified coupons (Lac). Adapted with permission from ACS 
Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2018, 6 (1), pp 1141–1151. Copyright 2017 American 
Chemical Society. 
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3 Conclusions  

Non-conductive surfaces of industrial interest were modified using the 

spontaneous lactoside aryldiazonium grafting method. Stainless steel samples 

were pre-treated using a bleach and base solution and polyamide samples using 

a formaldehyde solution to produce surfaces with reactive hydroxyl sites. The 

introduction of hydroxyl surface functionality was confirmed to allow for the 

modification by spontaneous diazonium grafting for both polyamide and stainless 

steel surfaces by reaction with the aryl lactoside cations. PES coupons were also 

modified as previously reported and all lactoside coated surfaces display 

increased hydrophilic behaviour. In the absence of covalent surface modification 

conditions with the saccharide solution a simple rinsing procedure was found to 

result in negligible change in surface wettability. Fluorescent protein retention 

experiments confirm that, firstly, the galactose unit is expressed on the surface 

of both nylon and stainless steel samples, and secondly, that treated surfaces 

possess improved protein rejection capabilities. Grafting on stainless steel 

surfaces was confirmed by spectroscopic methods by means of 

spectroscopically tailored lactoside precursors. It was determined that 

spontaneous aryldiazonium grafting of lactoside sugars produces at most a 

space monolayer on the surface of stainless steel. Given that the trend of 

enhanced non-specific protein rejection that these coatings produce is retained 

across materials of vastly different physicochemical properties it is feasible that 

this technique can be utilised on technologies of mixed materials. It is expected 

that this technique will find wide use across industrial applications.     

4 Experimental 

4.1 Chemicals and Materials 

Polyamide- Nylon 6 (N6) sheets, marine grade stainless steel 316 foil (SS316), 

and Polyethersulfone sheets (PES) were purchased from Goodfellow; 

formaldehyde solution for molecular biology ≥36.0% in H2O, hypophosphorous 

acid solution 50%wt. in H2O, sodium hypochlorite (bleach), sodium hydroxide, 

potassium hydroxide, phosphate buffered saline buffer (0.010 M PBS, pH 7.4), 

sodium nitrite, hydrochloric acid and fluoroboric acid were purchased from Sigma 
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Aldrich. Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) conjugates with Alexa Fluor 647 were 

purchased from Biosciences. Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) and peanut 

agglutinin from Arachis Hypogaea (PNA) conjugates with fluorescein 

isothiocyanate (FITC) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 4-aminophenol-β-D-

lactopyranose (6) and its fluorinated analogue 2-fluoro-4-aminophenol-β-D-

lactopyranose (9) were synthesized as previously described in chapter 2. The 

peracetylated lactoside (5) was used for infrared experiments. 

 

4.2 Surface Modification 

Prior to modification with aryldiazonium cations, both polyamide and stainless 

steel surfaces were pre-activated, while PES surfaces did not require pre-

activation and were used after light cleaning in methanol only. Nylon-6 (N6) 

samples were pre-activated by overnight immersion at 30 °C in a 36% aqueous 

formaldehyde solution with a catalytic amount of hypophosphorous acid. 

Stainless Steel samples (SS316) were pre-treated with 0.5% NaClO in basic 

aqueous solution (KOH 1% and NaOH 1%);9 surfaces were immersed three 

times in fresh solution for 10 min at room temperature. Samples were rinsed 

thoroughly with deionized water and functionalized via immersion in freshly 

prepared 1.0 mM solutions of aryldiazonium cations generated in situ from the 

corresponding amine, 4-aminophenol-β-D-lactopyranose, following published 

protocols.9-10, 25 1.25 mM solution of the 4-aminophenol in 0.00150 M HBF4 was 

prepared and cooled to 4 °C or less in an ice bath for 1 h. The cold precursor 

solution was diluted via addition of a 0.010 M NaNO2 to a final concentration of 

0.001 M in 4-aminophenol precursor, acid and nitrite. Samples were immersed 

immediately into the precursor solution and kept in the dark for 1 h, then rinsed 

with deionized water and kept under wet storage in deionized water prior to 

further testing. Experiments described in this chapter involved the preparation of 

25 mL solutions. Functionalisation using peracetylated precursors followed the 

same protocol except for the use of acetonitrile as a solvent; samples were rinsed 

using sonication in acetonitrile/methanol, a protocol that had been shown to be 

effective at removing physisorbed acetylated aryldiazonium glycosides. 
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4.3 Surface Characterisation 

Water contact angles (WCA) were determined for all samples using the sessile 

drop method (FTA1000), using 20 µL droplets. Infrared reflectance absorption 

spectroscopy (IRRAS) characterisation was carried out on a Bruker Tensor 27 

infrared spectrometer equipped with a mercury cadmium telluride detector and a 

VeeMax II specular reflectance accessory with a wire grid polariser. All spectra 

were collected using p-polarized light; 100 scans at 4 cm-1 were collected for all 

samples and an unmodified sample was used as substrate. X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) was carried out on a VG Scientific ESCAlab MK II system 

with an Al Kα source at 90° takeoff angle. Wide surveys and core level spectra 

were collected at 50 and 20 eV pass energy, respectively. All spectra were 

calibrated to the Cr 2p3/2 peak of Cr2O3 present in the stainless steel substrate at 

576.7 eV.30, 41 Fits were carried out using commercial software (CasaXPS 

version 2.3.18) using Voigt line shapes and background correction; atomic ratios 

were calculated from peak areas after correction for relative sensitivity factors 

(RSFC1s = 1; RSFF1s = 4.43; RSFCr2p = 11.7; RSFFe2p = 16.4), photoelectron 

attenuation depth of Cr 2p photoelectrons was predicted by means of Gries’ G-1 

Predictive formula.36 

4.4 Affinity Binding and Protein Adsorption Studies  

To determine protein rejection ability, samples of N6 and SS316 were incubated 

in 0.2 mg mL-1 solutions of BSA fluorescent conjugates in PBS at pH 7.4 for 1 h; 

Alexa-647 and FITC were the dyes used for N6 and SS316 respectively. To 

determine lectin binding affinity, samples of SS316 were incubated for 1 h in a 

0.2 mg mL-1 solution of PNA-FITC conjugate in pH 7.4 PBS buffer with 0.1 mM 

CaCl2 and MgCl2. All samples were washed with PBS solution prior to imaging to 

remove excess unbound protein. Fluorescence images were acquired using an 

Olympus BX51 inverted microscope with cellSense digital image processing 

software. Emission intensities were analysed in triplicate using Image J software. 
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Chapter V 

Investigation of Coating Bio-film 

Rejection Ability in Highly Fouling Marine 

Environment 

Surface treatments that minimise biofouling in marine environments are of interest for 
environmental monitoring and aquaculture. We report on the effect of saccharide 
coatings on biomass accumulation at the surface of materials that find applications in 
marine settings: stainless steel 316 (SS316), nylon-6 (N-6). In addition we included a 
material readily used in filtration systems for aquatic media poly(ether sulfone) (PES) in 
order to test its fouling rejection ability under heavy fouling conditions. The performance 
of all three materials after modification with aryldiazonium saccharide films was tested 
in the field via immersion of modified coupons in coastal waters over a 20 day time 
period. Results from combined infrared spectroscopy, light microscopy, scanning 
electron and He-ion microscopy, in addition to adenosine-triphosphate content assays 
reveal significantly lower retained biomass on carbohydrate modified samples with 
respect to unmodified controls. 

 

 
 
The data Presented in this chapter is reproduced in part from the following publication: 

 

Bioinspired Aryldiazonium Carbohydrate Coatings: Reduced Adhesion of Foulants at 
Polymer and Stainless Steel Surfaces in a Marine Environment 
Adam Myles, Damien Haberlin, Leticia Esteban-Tejeda, M. Daniela Angione, 
Michelle P. Browne, Md. Khairul Hoque, Thomas K. Doyle, Eoin M. Scanlan , and 
Paula E. Colavita 
ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2018, 6 (1), pp 1141–1151 
 
Contributions are as follows:  
MP Browne assisted with high magnification microscopy on fouled coupon samples, D 
Haberlin & TK Doyle assisted in field study setup and sampling in addition to biological 
species identification.  
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1 Introduction 

Materials which are submerged in a marine environment are generally 

susceptible to rapid biofouling. Submergible structures are particularly 

susceptible to a wide range of opportunistic fouling organisms.1-2 Biofouling and 

colonisation has a negative impact in a wide range of marine specific fields, from 

marine transport to environmental monitoring and aquaculture.3-6 The result of 

this phenomenon has widespread  economic and environmental ramifications, 

from corrosion and loss of functionality in marine structures and vessels,7-8 to the 

spread of invasive species9 and increased farmed fish mortality.10-12 There are 

excessive costs associated with performance loss, cleaning and loss of viable 

stock, and therefore, great interest can be found for the development of new 

strategies for preventing and or mitigating biofouling in the marine environment. 

Particularly of interest are non-toxic strategies that are environmentally 

sustainable, commercially scalable and which comply with the modern regulatory 

landscape.1, 3-4, 13  

1.1 Marine Biofilm Control Strategies 

Biofilm mitigation historically involved the use of toxic coatings such as lead-

based and organotin paints,14 which interfere at the micro- and macro-fouling 

stages by cytotoxic activity. However, due to adverse effects on marine 

ecosystems (aquatic organisms mortality and infertility)15 these methods have 

been phased-out and even use of alternative paints and coatings based on 

copper release is under regulatory scrutiny. The most promising eco-friendly, 

non-biocidal strategies for anti-fouling materials rely on modifying the physico-

chemical properties of submerged materials to minimise adsorption and 

adhesion mainly at early fouling stages. It can be noted that the disruption of 

quorum sensing signals to inhibit/regulate biofilm formation potentially offers a 

more targeted approach than metal-based biocides; however, this technology is 

in its infancy and its environmental impact on ecosystems remains to be 

assessed.16  

Regulation of surface roughness, electrostatic charge distribution and wetting 

behaviour have all been investigated as non-biocidal methods.13, 17 Bioinspired 

engineered nanotopographies are effective for regulating cell/spore settling; 

however, complex hierarchical patterns are required to repel settling from 
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heterogeneous populations,18 thus posing significant problems for cost-effective 

scalability. Regulation of wetting and spatial control of hydrophobicity at the 

nanoscale level have also been explored as antifouling mechanisms. Low 

surface free energy and hydrophobic materials and coatings have a long history 

in antifouling technologies and some well-known examples are polysiloxanes, 

fluoropolymers and superhydrophobic coatings.1, 6, 13, 19-20 At the other end of the 

spectrum, hydrophilic coatings, such as those based on polyethylene glycols 

(PEG)21 and bioinspired superhydrophilic zwitterionic polymers,22-23 have 

similarly demonstrated good performance in laboratory tests.  

1.2 Carbohydrates in Marine Biofouling Control 

Surface-immobilized carbohydrates have previously been investigated for the 

fabrication of hydrophilic coatings for biofouling prevention.24-26 Carbohydrates 

represent an interesting family of biomolecules for the marine framework as they 

are environmentally benign and because they are highly stable towards oxidation 

compared to other chemical species such as ethyleneglycols.19, 21, 27 Prior studies 

have shown that monosaccharides and di-saccharides self-assembled 

monolayers (SAMs) have potential to greatly reduce protein fouling on gold 

surfaces.28-31 More recently, Ederth et al.29 demonstrated that galactose-bearing 

SAMs were successful at reducing Ulva linza spore settling, thus showing 

promise for marine fouling control. Polysaccharides have also been investigated, 

however the efficient calcium binding affinity displayed by many of these, e.g. 

hyaluronic and pectinic acids, has been identified as detrimental for fouling 

control in the marine environment.32-33 Nonetheless, relative to other functional 

coatings, carbohydrates are underexplored in marine applications and results 

from field tests are rare in the literature.  

In this chapter the performance of carbohydrates immobilized via aryldiazonium 

grafting are studied as fouling resistant coatings in a heavy fouling environment, 

on coupons of three different materials of interest in aquatic infrastructure: 

marine grade stainless steel 316 (SS316), nylon-6 (N-6) and poly(ethersulphone) 

(PES). Polyamide materials and metal alloys are used regularly in the marine 

environment and are particularly susceptible to marine fouling, while PES is a 

common membrane material used in aquatic sensors. Lactosides were chosen 

for immobilisation via spontaneous aryldiazonium grafting, because of their lack 
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of calcium-binding carboxylic acid residues,32 and on the basis of previously 

published comparative tests on the performance of simple glycosides.24-25, 28 

Reported herein are the results of immersion tests in a coastal environment for 

20 days over a period of heavily fouling, i.e. the summer period, hydroid 

spawning season. Results from these field tests indicate that carbohydrate 

coatings show promise as a sustainable and environmentally benign approach 

for reducing adhesion and retention of marine foulants. 

2 Results and Discussion 

2.1 Field Study Set-up  

Material coupons of 100 x 100 mm2 size consisting of marine grade Stainless 

Steel 316 (SS316), Nylon-6 (N-6) and Poly(ether sulfone) PES, were 

functionalised using diazonium lactoside coating, as characterised in chapter III 

(scheme 3.1). This was achieved by bulk preparation of coating solution (3 L) 

into which coupons of pre-treated SS316 and N-6 along with methanol rinsed 

PES were simultaneously immersed for 1 hour. Functionalisation of coupons was 

confirmed by ex-situ characterisation for each material.  

 

Scheme 5.1. Protocol used for the modification of SS316, N6 and PES. Reproduced 
with permission from ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2018, 6 (1), pp 1141–1151. 
Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 
 

Immersion studies were carried out in Bertraghboy Bay, County Galway, at the 

site of a disused salmon farming platform (Lehanagh pool). Samples were 

functionalised 24 h prior to immersion on 24th August 2016. They were 

transported under wet storage to the testing site located 150 m from shore 

(53.402267°N, 9.820329°W),). Polyethylene frames on which N6, SS316 and 

PES coupons had been mounted on site and were set up as shown in Figure 

5.1 a. Frames were transported by power boat to the testing site and suspended 
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from the edge of the test structure (Figure 5.1 b) at a depth of approximately 1 

m, considered to be optimal for rapid biofouling.34 

 

 

Figure 5.1. (a.) Assembled frame with coupons, arranged from left to right, PES, SS316 
and N6, immediately prior to immersion in sea water. (b.) Salmon farm platform from 
which frames with coupons were suspended. (c.) Scheme showing two adjacent 
platforms and the location of frames at Site 1 and Site 2 relative to the tide (dashed 
arrows); a temperature probe measured surface water temperature at the position 
indicated in blue. Reproduced with permission from ACS Sustainable Chem. 
Eng., 2018, 6 (1), pp 1141–1151 Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 
 
     

The frames were weighted to ensure that all samples would remain in a vertical 

position throughout the duration of the trial. The trial ran for 20 days over the 

summer months (Aug 24 – Sept 13). This timeframe was chosen as it was 

expected to be sufficient time to observe macroscopic biofouling should any 

occur. The mean water temperature during the 20 day trial was 16.84 ± 0.31 °C 

(maximum 18.20 °C, minimum 16.23 °C), measured from readings at 1 m depth 

(StowAway TidbiT). Two positions were chosen for suspending the frames: these 

are denoted as site 1 and site 2 and are mapped to the platform configuration in 

Figure 5.1 c. Three samples of each control and functionalized coupon were 

mounted at each site, i.e. a total of 12 coupons, 4 of each material distributed 

over the two sites. Following the 20 day test, all samples were withdrawn from 

the water, carefully removed from the frames and transported to the laboratory 

immersed in freshly sampled seawater. Sections of each coupons were cut prior 

to rinsing for analysis by microscopy and for ATP determination. Samples were 

then rinsed under a stream of deionized water delivered by gravity 10 cm above 

the surface for 30 s on each side. This procedure was used across all samples 

to remove loosely attached biomass. Samples were then analysed immediately 

or stored frozen for further characterisation.   
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2.2 Microscopy of Immersed Coupons  

Coupon samples obtained post 20 day immersion displayed minimal differences 

in fouling among different coupon materials, and between lactose-modified 

samples and unmodified controls of the same material upon visual inspection 

(Figure 5.2).  

 

Figure 5.2. Optical microscope images of SS316, nylon-6 and PES coupons extracted 
after 20 day immersion in coastal waters prior to rinsing; scalebar = 1 mm. Reproduced 
with permission from ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2018, 6 (1), pp 1141–1151. 
Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 

 

This is likely due to loosely adhered silt and sedimentary materials attached 

physically to sample surfaces masking underlying surface differences of adhered 

layers. After controlled light rinsing by ultrapure water under gravity for 10 s each 

side it was possible to observe clear and significant differences between coated 

and uncoated samples. Figure 5.3 shows optical microscopy images 

representative of SS316, nylon-6 and PES coupons positioned at site 1, together 

with images of a corresponding pristine surface that had not undergone 

immersion for comparison. Samples that had been coated with the aryldiazonium 

layer of lactoside units were found to display a visibly lower density of fouling 

organisms when compared to unmodified samples. Images of coupons at site 2 

reveal a similar trend. Unmodified samples in Figure 5.3 (top row) show evidence 

of secondary adhesive structures (algae pads or stalks),35 which are mostly 

absent in Lac-modified samples (middle row). These structural features are of 

importance in the development of microbial slimes.34 
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Figure 5.3. Optical microscope images of coupons of SS316, Nylon- and PES (scalebar 
= 1 mm) extracted after 20 day immersion in coastal waters at site 1 (see Figure 5.1.); 
samples were rinsed under the identical conditions prior to imaging. The top row shows 
images of coupons that had not been coated with an aryldiazonium layer of glycosides; 
the middle row shows coupons that had been coated with a layer of lactosides prior to 
immersion; the bottom row shows samples as supplied by the vendor, without 
undergoing any immersion tests. All immersed samples display biomass accumulation 
however the density of adhered organic matter appears to be higher on unmodified when 
compared to lactoside-modified samples. Reproduced with permission from ACS 
Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2018, 6 (1), pp 1141–1151. Copyright 2017 American 
Chemical Society. 
 

Higher magnification images obtained by SEM and HIM microscopies on SS316 

and polymer coupons, respectively, can be observed in Figure 5.4. Interestingly 

the trend observed for low magnification images of lactose modified surfaces 

retaining sparser biomass compared to unmodified samples, is retained in the 

high magnification scanning microscopy images.  
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Figure 5.4. Microscopy images of coupons of SS316 (SEM, scalebar = 40 m), Nylon-

6 (HIM, scalebar = 40 m) and PES (HIM, scalebar = 100 m). The figures show details 
of surfaces after 20 day immersion in coastal waters followed by rinsing under identical 
conditions prior to imaging. The top row shows images of coupons that had not been 
coated with an aryldiazonium layer of glycosides; the bottom row shows coupons that 
had been coated with a layer of lactosides prior to immersion. Reproduced with 
permission from ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2018, 6 (1), pp 1141–1151. Copyright 
2017 American Chemical Society. 

 

It is possible to observe the presence of diatoms and mucilaginous trails; visual 

inspection suggests that pennate diatoms dominate the retained deposits, in 

agreement with typical findings in marine fouling experiments.35 The apparent 

decrease in diatom populations is encouraging as they are considered important 

fouling species in the succession of biofilm formation in shallow waters.34  

3 Adhered Biomass Quantitative Studies  

3.1 ATP determination 

Total ATP is an indicator of microbial biomass content and can be used to assess 

biomass accumulation at surfaces.36 Samples of pre-determined size were cut 

from coupons and immersed into identical volumes of deionized water, which 

were sonicated to extract adsorbed biomass into solution. A commercial 

bioluminescence assay was used in order to compare the ATP content extracted 

from control and lactose-modified samples. All RLU values were determined in 

deionized water and dilution factors were chosen which ensured that 

measurements fell within the linear dynamic range of the assay,37 as calibrated 
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against standard samples of ATP in deionised water.  This procedure allowed for 

a conversion of RLU values to ATP concentrations in the extract and subsequent 

conversion to ATP mass released per unit area. Figure 5.5.a shows a summary 

of ATP determinations obtained for SS316, nylon-6 and PES surfaces after 

immersion tests and prior to any rinsing. A comparison of ATP values indicates 

that biofilm accumulation was unaffected by the nature of the substrate material, 

with similar values obtained for SS316, N6 and PES coupons (P = 0.18). ATP 

values were found to be similar for control and modified coupons; in the case of 

SS316, results suggest a beneficial effect from the coating (P = 0.08) at a slightly 

higher significance level that might be clarified by further studies with a larger 

sample size. Figure 5.5 b shows a comparison of ATP values obtained at the 

three surfaces after controlled rinsing.  

 
Figure 5.5. Average ATP released per unit area from unmodified (solid) and lactose-
modified (striped) SS316, nylon-6 and PES coupons after 20 day immersion tests in 
coastal waters (a.)  prior to any rinsing and (b.) after controlled rinsing. Error bars 
indicate 90% C.I. Reproduced with permission from ACS Sustainable Chem. 
Eng., 2018, 6 (1), pp 1141–1151. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 
 

The level of ATP measured at unmodified (control) surfaces was found to vary 

depending on the material, with results indicating that nylon-6 retains the highest 

levels of biomass. A comparison between control and lactose-modified samples 

clearly shows that surfaces coated by carbohydrate layers have significantly 

lower amounts of retained biomass; this was confirmed in the case of SS316 (P 

= 0.04), N6 (P = 0.03) and PES (P = 0.04). The controlled rinsing process 

resulted in a reduction of ATP for all samples, however, the effect is noticeably 

greater in the case of lactose-modified surfaces yielding reductions of 75%, 89% 

and 92% for SS316, nylon-6 and PES, respectively. These results indicate that 
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the lactoside layer has a strong impact on the ability of foulants to adhere to the 

material surface, thus improving resistance to biomass retention; this effect is 

particularly evident in the case of the two polymers tested.  

 

3.2 IRRAS on Immersed SS316 

IRRAS analysis was carried out to compare biomass accumulation at control and 

modified SS316. This is not possible in the case of N-6 and PES due to the poor 

reflectance of these substrates. Figure 5.6 shows representative IRRAS spectra 

in the amide region of both a control and a lactose-modified SS316 sample after 

rinsing. The spectra show peaks at 1640 cm-1 and 1530 cm-1 assigned 

respectively to the amide I and amide II modes of polypeptides.38 

 

 

Figure 5.6. IRRAS spectra of SS316 unmodified sample and lactose-modified SS316 
after 20 day immersion tests; this specific sample was located at site 2 however in all 
cases unmodified samples show more intense absorption peaks. Arrows indicate peaks 
at 1645 cm-1 and 1525 cm-1 corresponding to amide I and amide II modes, respectively. 
Reproduced with permission from ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2018, 6 (1), pp 1141–
1151. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 

 

These peaks display higher intensity for unmodified SS316, thus indicating a 

significantly higher surface density of proteinaceous material accumulated on 

control surfaces when compared to lactose-modified samples. These results are 

consistent across both sites and regardless of sample orientation. 
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3.3 Visible Light Transmittance Measurements 

PES coupons used in our studies were optically transparent, therefore, a 

quantitative assessment of biomass accumulation could also be obtained 

through measurements of optical depth (−𝑙𝑛(𝑇)). Figure 5.7 shows a 

comparison of the optical depth at wavelength 600 nm, measured through PES 

coupons using a pristine PES sample as background. 

 

Figure 5.7. Optical depth (−𝑙𝑛(𝑇)) of PES coupons at wavelength 600 nm measured 
after 20 day immersion test followed by controlled rinsing. Lac-modified samples are 
more transparent than unmodifieid ones.  Reproduced with permission from ACS 
Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2018, 6 (1), pp 1141–1151. Copyright 2017 American 
Chemical Society. 

 

Lactose-modified samples were more transparent than unmodified ones, and 

independently of the site tested, displayed significantly lower depth than that of 

the corresponding control sample. These results are in agreement with ATP 

determinations and with microscopy observations. 

3.4 Further Discussion 

Carbohydrate layers prepared via aryldiazonium chemistry are molecular 

coatings in the 1-2 nm thickness range that preserve the topography of the 

original substrate,24, 26 so that their main effect is expected to be on surface 

chemistry and free energy. Results show that in the absence of rinsing these 

coatings do not significantly impact on fouling resistance and little difference is 

observed with controls as loosely bound organic matter is not repelled by our 

coating. Coupons extracted after the 20 day immersion were significantly fouled 

by a mixture of organisms and the presence of the coating did not affect marine 
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biofilm formation. However, the accumulated biomass was dramatically reduced 

at carbohydrate-modified surfaces after only light rinsing by gravity driven 

streams. SEM and HIM imaging of samples showed that rinsing leaves a 

relatively clean surface, indicating effective detachment of the biofilm under very 

mild treatment. Therefore, these carbohydrate coatings were found to be 

effective at reducing adhesion of foulants on all three materials tested. Similar 

findings are reported from field tests carried out by Hibbs et al.39 with coatings 

based on zwitterionic polymers. Zwitterionic coatings were found to affect foulant 

retention after jet rinsing, rather than to lower the amount of biomass 

accumulated on the coupons over the testing period. The striking agreement with 

our trends suggests analogies in the mode of action of carbohydrate thin films: 

these are thought to control fouling by regulating surface hydration, which is a 

similar mechanism to that proposed for zwitterionic polymers,1 albeit in the 

absence of a change in surface electrostatic charge. It has been proposed that 

the exact distribution of charged regions in zwitterionic coatings might play a role 

in modulating settlement behaviour;39 it would be therefore relevant to carry out 

similar experiments to those by Aldred et al.23 on settlement behaviour to 

investigate whether glycoside structure and presentation could be similarly 

leveraged in carbohydrate coatings. Given the marked differences in physico-

chemical properties among SS316 and the two polymers it is encouraging to 

observe similar trends independent of material, as it suggests potential 

applicability on a variety of devices, including devices consisting of mixed 

materials. 

4 Conclusions 

Functionalisation and field test results suggest that carbohydrate aryldiazonium 

layers could find applications as fouling resistant coatings. For all materials 

tested, the density of retained biomass at surfaces was found to be significantly 

lower on carbohydrate modified samples with respect to unmodified controls. The 

mode of action of these layers appears to affect biofilm adhesion rather than 

biofilm formation, operating via fouling release rather than via antifouling 

mechanisms. It is recognized that fouling minimisation in natural seawaters is 

extremely challenging due to the presence of multiple organism populations with 
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a wide range of adhesion mechanisms. ATP tests suggest that fouling resistance 

observed for lactoside-aryldiazonium layers is comparable to that observed for 

more chemically complex coating systems in laboratory assays, which use 

populations containing a single organism. It is therefore significant that the 

promising results herein reported were obtained in coastal waters, over 

prolonged times of exposure and during the summer months, when fouling 

activity is maximized.  

5 Experimental 

5.1 Chemicals and Materials 

Polyamide- Nylon 6 (N6) sheets, marine grade stainless steel 316 foil (SS316), 

and Polyethersulfone sheets (PES) were purchased from Goodfellow; 

formaldehyde solution for molecular biology ≥36.0% in H2O, hypophosphorous 

acid solution 50%wt. in H2O, sodium hypochlorite (bleach), sodium hydroxide, 

potassium hydroxide, phosphate buffered saline buffer (0.010 M PBS, pH 7.4), 

sodium nitrite, hydrochloric acid and fluoroboric acid were purchased from Sigma 

Aldrich. Aquasnap ATP Total Water testing strips were purchased from Water 

Technology Ltd. 4-aminophenol-β-D-lactopyranose compound x was 

synthesized as previously described. 

5.2 Functionalisation protocol 

Pre-treatment and functionalisation solutions were prepared using the same 

conditions described for laboratory scale experiments in chapter V with the 

exception of an increase in functionalisation solution to 3 L batches for material 

modification in field studies in contrast to laboratory experiments which required 

the preparation of 25 mL solutions. All coupons were cut to uniform size 10 cm x 

10 cm where necessary. A 5 mm diameter hole was drilled into each corner for 

frame mounting and all coupons were cleaned thoroughly by rinsing with 

semiconductor grade methanol and ultrapure water. Coupons of the same 

material type were attached together by means of a simple rigging system made 

by running cable ties through pre-cut holes of diameter approximately 5 mm in 

the corners of each coupon. The head of the cable tie was used as a spacer 

ensuring adequate solution contact for pre-treatment and functionalisation. 

Samples were lowered vertically into the solution and agitated to ensure no 
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trapped air bubbles were retained on the surface. Following pre-treatment, 

control samples were removed and all samples for functionalisation were 

attached together by the same method outlined above. These samples were then 

immersed in the 3 L freshly prepared functionalisation solution and incubated at 

room temperature in the dark for 1 hour. Following this they were rinsed 

thoroughly, separated from their bundles and stored under ultrapure water for 

transport to the test sight the following day. Functionalisation was confirmed for 

these materials on an additional coupon of each material from this modification 

batch.    

 

5.3 Frame design and coupon cutting 

Custom sample frames of length 40 mm x 15 mm consisting of polyvinylchloride 

plumbing pipe (20 mm diameter) and 90° elbow joints connected with water 

resistant rubber cement (EvoStick) were designed and built to house three 

coupons each as shown in Figure 5.8 a Cable ties were used to fasten coupons 

to the frame and they we pulled taught. The depth of submersion was controlled 

by the length of rope used to tie the frames to the floating platform. Two 5 Kg 

weights were attached to the bottom of each frame to ensure the samples 

remained submerged and in an upright position for the duration of the trial. For 

this trial samples were mounted over 4 frames with each frame containing three 

coupons, one of each material. Lactose coated samples were suspended in 

frames directly above their respective unmodified counterpart in site 1 and 

directly below for site 2 to ensure the only variable for each sample site, the 

difference in depth of approx.. 10 cm, was reversed across both sites; This 

difference is considered to be negligible as each sample is exposed to the same 

potential fouling species in the same environmental range (the epipelagic zone, 

0 m – 200 m).  
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Figure 5.8. (a.) Plans for frames setup with three coupon materials attached to frame 
and spaced to allow free flow of water around the coupons. Shown is the intended 
sampling zone for the coupons. Dashed lines indicate where the samples are to be cut 
to remove any opportunistic fouling at the coupon sides to ensure measurement of 2D 
foulant accumulation on the faces only. (b.) Photograph of final frame setup with paired 
frames mounted vertically containing unmodified or lactose coated samples. Cable ties 
were used to secure samples to frames.   
 

The cable ties were found to be a source of anchorage for macro fouling species 

and as such the coupons were cut indicated in Figure 5.8 a shown to remove 

any opportunistic fouling species with all results obtained coming from samples 

cut out of the viable sampling zone indicated above. Samples were cut down the 

middle following the removal of these cuttings to with one half sampled as 

collected and the other subjected to a light rinsing protocol, water under gravity 

for 30 s.     

 

5.4 Quantitative measurements 

Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) concentrations per square cm of substrate 

material were determined using the luciferase assay as implemented in a 

commercial kit (Aquasnap Total Water).40 The assay was first calibrated using 

standard solutions and the luminometer (Hygiena) to obtain a conversion from 

relative luminescence units (RLU) to ATP concentration (in nM range). Samples 

of approximately 1 cm2 were cut from each coupon in triplicate; the cutting was 

suspended in a known volume of deionized water (10 mL or 5 mL, depending on 

level of fouling) in sterile centrifuge tubes and then sonicated for 10 min. The 

value of RLU was determined for each water sample and converted to ATP 
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concentrations; water samples were diluted if needed to bring the ATP 

concentration within the linear range of the assay. Post sonication, the cuttings 

were dried under argon and their mass determined; the relative exposed area 

was estimated from the mass of the cleaned sample cutting and this value was 

used to surface-normalise ATP determinations on individual cutting. Values were 

compared using ANOVA at 5% significance level ( = 0.05). Infrared reflectance 

absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS) characterisation was carried out on a Bruker 

Tensor 27 infrared spectrometer equipped with a mercury cadmium telluride 

detector and a VeeMax II specular reflectance accessory with a wire grid 

polariser. All spectra were collected using p-polarized light; 100 scans at 4 cm-1 

were collected for all samples and an unmodified sample was used as substrate. 

Optical depths were calculated from UV-Vis transmittance measurements 

(Lambda 35 Perkin Elmer). 
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Chapter VI 

Preparation of β-Cyclodextrin Based 

Aryldiazonium Coating for Multifunctional 

Materials. 

A mild and efficient surface modification protocol for the preparation of β-cyclodextrin 
(βCD) modified surfaces through aryldiazonium mediated grafting is reported. Mono 
substituted 6-O-aminophenol-β-Cyclodextrin (amβCD) was synthesised through a 
three-step protocol. This compound was found to form supramolecular aggregates in 
aqueous solutions at relatively low concentrations via cavity-directed self-assembly. 
Disruption of these supramolecular structures through judicious choice of solvent was 
found to be essential for the formation of the reactive aryldiazonium species from the 
amino-phenolic precursor and for spontaneous surface grafting from aqueous solutions. 
Cyclodextrin thin films were prepared on both carbon macroscopic substrates and 
electrodes and were characterised via infrared reflectance absorption spectroscopy 
(IRRAS), cyclic voltammetry and water contact angle measurements. Protein adsorption 
studies demonstrated that βCD adlayers reduced non-specific protein adsorption. βCD 
moieties in adlayers can be used nonetheless for specific host-guest complexation and 
are grafted at the surface with monolayer coverage (1.2 × 10-10 mol cm-2) as 
demonstrated via experiments using ferrocene, a redox probe. Finally, cyclodextrin 
covalent immobilisation was demonstrated  on both stainless steel and polyamide 
samples, two substrates with wide ranging technological applications. 
 
 
The data Presented in this chapter is reproduced in part from the following publication: 
 
Spontaneous Aryldiazonium Grafting for the Preparation of Functional Cyclodextrin 
Modified Materials 
Adam Myles, James. A. Behan, Brendan Twamley, Paula E. Colavita, & Eoin M. 
Scanlan 
ACS Applied Bio Materials 2018, 1 (3), pp 825–832 
 
All X-Ray Crystallographic measurements and calculations were performed by 
B.Twamley., J.A. Behan assisted with electrochemical measurements and coating 
estimate calculations. P.E. Colavita assisted analysis of NMR titration data.  
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1 Introduction 

Cyclodextrins (CD) are cyclic oligosaccharides most commonly consisting of 6 

(α), 7 (β) or 8 (γ) glucose units linked together by a (1, 4) glycosidic bond. They 

possess a torus structure with a hydrophilic exterior, and a relatively hydrophobic 

cavity capable of forming host-guest inclusion complexes with a wide range of 

hydrophobic compounds.1-2 These unique properties of cyclodextrins, coupled 

with their relative abundance and low-cost, render them extremely versatile and 

useful substrates with diverse applications in supramolecular chemistry, drug 

delivery, separation science, solubility enhancement and sensor technology.3-5 

In order to impart the desirable features of cyclodextrin onto surfaces, there exist 

a range of surface modification techniques including physisorption, 

chemisorption and covalent modification approaches. Importantly, several of 

these approaches maintain the functionality of the cyclodextrin cavity on the 

surface and enable the design of functional materials with broad application. 

Surface modification can be achieved via physisorption methods such as 

hydrogen bonding or through host-guest activity with surface expressed binding 

groups.6 Physisorbed coatings generally display low stability and can typically 

be removed by physical displacement through sonication. More stable 

cyclodextrin surfaces can be achieved either by production of a polymeric 

deposition incorporating cyclodextrins,1-2, 7-8 or through chemisorption, i.e. 

specific chemical modification to produce covalently bound cyclodextrins at the 

surface. Examples of this include grafting to cellulose via acid crosslinking,9 

production of gold surfaces modified via thiol-ene chemistry,10 and 

electrochemical grafting of cyclodextrins onto conductive surfaces.6, 11 Covalent 

immobilisation of cyclodextrins has several benefits over physisorption and 

polymeric layer deposition, including coating stability and potential to retain 

surface properties and morphology. Spontaneous diazonium grafting is an 

attractive strategy for the production of a covalently modified cyclodextrin surface 

as it involves mild conditions, it is easily scalable and it is applicable to a wide 

variety of materials including carbon, polymer and metal alloy surfaces.12-17 

However, to the best of our knowledge there are no reports on the application of 

these spontaneous reactions to cyclodextrin immobilisation. We have 

demonstrated previously that modification of surfaces through aryldiazonium 
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chemistry with mono- and disaccharides is possible on a wide variety of materials 

including carbon and polymers.13-14, 16, 18 The aryl ring is required for formation of 

a more stabilised diazonium cation, as alkyl diazonium species are typically 

highly unstable and unsuitable for surface functionalisation. The mono tosylation 

of the primary face (i.e. the 6’ alcohol of the saccharide) opens up many avenues 

for cyclodextrin modification,8, 19 including a potential pathway for producing a 

cyclodextrin diazonium salt-based grafting agent. Modification of the primary face 

to include an aromatic tail can however result in βCD in aqueous solution to 

readily form supramolecular host-guest complexes.20-22 Complex formation can 

compromise the reactivity of aromatic tail groups via inclusion in the cavity of 

neighboring βCD units and thus potentially prevent further reactions such as 

those leading to surface covalent grafting.  

In this work we report the synthesis and characterisation of a βCD-based 

aryldiazonium precursor molecule. We demonstrate that prevention of 

supramolecular host-guest assembly is essential for successful spontaneous 

surface grafting.23-25 Disruption was achieved via cavity binding of a high affinity 

substrate such as adamantane or through modulation of the solvent polarity, with 

the latter method resulting in surfaces that display βCD-sites available for binding 

of organic substrates. Carbon materials were modified using aryldiazonium salts 

generated from these CD-glycosides in aqueous solutions and under mild 

conditions, resulting in glycosylated surfaces that display protein rejection 

behaviour in the absence of specific host-guest interactions.13, 16, 26 Cavity 

binding of surface-bound cyclodextrin was confirmed using a 

ferrocene/ferrocenium redox probe.11 The functionalisation method was 

subsequently applied to two insulating surfaces of industrial interest: a metal 

alloy, stainless steel 316, and a polyamide, nylon-6, thus expanding the range of 

applications of this functionalisation methodology.26  
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2 Results and discussion  

2.1 Aryldiazonium precursor characterisation  

Functionalisation of carbon surfaces was first attempted via diazotisation of 

amβCD under standard activating conditions (1 mM, aqueous NaNO2/H+), as 

indicated in Scheme 6.1., which are known to result in covalent grafting onto 

carbon for lactoside coatings.16 However, these conditions provided no evidence 

of surface modification as determined by wettability tests and infrared studies. It 

was hypothesised that this failure to graft may be due to self-assembly induced 

inactivation of the amino-phenolic tail, thus preventing diazotisation and/or 

covalent grafting of aryldiazonium cations.20-22 

 

 

Scheme 6.1. Proposed aryl diazonium salt formation. Reproduced with permission from 
ACS Appl. Bio Mater., 2018, 1 (3), pp 825–832. Copyright 2018 American Chemical 
Society. 
 

 

This process can readily occur if a neighbouring cyclodextrin moiety complexes 

the amino-phenolic tail within its cavity leading to formation of supramolecular 

aggregates. In order to confirm that aggregation of amβCD occurs in aqueous 

conditions at 1.0 mM, a solution of amβCD was prepared in ultrapure water with 

sonication. This solution was filtered through a 0.45 µm PES membrane filter and 

analyzed via dynamic light scattering (DLS), following a 1 h period of incubation 

at room temperature. DLS results are shown (Figure 6.1) and reveal scattering 

intensity equivalent to spherical particles with hydrodynamic radius >100 nm for 

amβCD 1.0 mM.  
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Figure 6.1. DLS results showing particle size distributions in deionised water at 1.0 mM 
of β-cyclodextrin (top), compound 13 (amβCD) with adamantane 1:1 complex (middle) 
and compound 13 only (Bottom). Samples were sonicated 1 h at 25 °C, filtered through 
a 0.45 μm membrane and kept at room temperature for 1 h prior to DLS measurements. 
Reproduced with permission from ACS Appl. Bio Mater., 2018, 1 (3), pp 825–832. 
Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. 

 

This indicates that aggregates of amβCD develop readily over 1 h in aqueous 

solution at relatively low concentrations under ambient conditions. Identical 

experiments using unmodified βCD unit do not yield scattering intensity at 

hydrodynamic sizes >2 nm (Figure 6.1), in agreement with prior reports,27 and 

strongly indicating that aggregate formation is directly caused by the presence of 

the amino-phenolic tails in amβCD. DLS experiments carried out under identical 

conditions but with addition of adamantane (a compound known to strongly bind 

in 1:1 ratio to the cyclodextrin cavity)24 to amβCD resulted in nearly identical 

stability to that of unmodified β-CD. This result strongly indicates that the cavity-

binding of the amino-phenolic tail is crucial to aggregate formation.  
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Further evidence of involvement of amino-phenolic tails in the aggregation 

process was obtained from the 1H NMR of aromatic protons of freshly prepared 

solutions of amβCD in D2O, as shown for 1.2 and 3.0 mM concentrations in 

Figure 6.2 a. 1H NMR spectra show a clear change in chemical shift indicating 

differences in the local environment of these protons at the two concentrations. 

This confirms that cavity directed self-assembly via host-guest interactions of the 

phenyl rings is important for the aggregation process. 

 

Figure 6.2. (a.) 1H NMR (400 MHz) of amβCD in D2O at 1.2 and 3.0 mM showing 
differing observed chemical shift of aromatic doublet, due to host-guest interactions. (b.) 
Plot of observed chemical shift versus [Ctot] amβCD in D2O with polynomial fit to 
determine δmon (6.7972 ppm) & (c.) plot of observed chemical shift versus [Ctot]-1 of 
amβCD in D2O with polynomial fit to determine δagg (6.7902 ppm).  Points are 
experimental data, dashed line is best fit. (d.) Plot of concentration components from eq. 
5 for determining the aggregation number n from the slope; points represent measured 
data and the dased line is the best fit trend line. Adapted with permission from ACS Appl. 
Bio Mater., 2018, 1 (3), pp 825–832. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. 
 

NMR titration experiments were performed over the concentration range 0.5-3.0 

mM and show a progressive change in the observed chemical shift (δobs) of 

aromatic protons. The δobs can be expressed as a function of the total 

concentration (Ctot), the relative chemical shift of the aromatic protons in 
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monomeric βCD (δmon) and that of aromatic protons in the cavity of host-guest 

aggregates (δagg).This equilibrium is derived as follows; 

Monomer- aggregate equilibrium in aqueous solution: 

 

 

Where Cmon , Cagg and Ctot are monomer, aggregate and total concentration, 

respectively, 

Ka is the association constant for the monomer-aggregate equilibrium and n is 

aggregation number: 

 

𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝐶𝑚𝑜𝑛 + 𝑛 𝐶𝑎𝑔𝑔 

 

𝐶𝑚𝑜𝑛

𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡
+ 𝑛 

𝐶𝑎𝑔𝑔

𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡
= 1        (1) 

 

The observed chemical shift (δobs) can be expressed as the weighted average of 

monomer and aggregate chemical shifts, δmon and δagg respectively, as shown 

below: 

 

𝛿𝑜𝑏𝑠 =
𝐶𝑚𝑜𝑛

𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑛 + 𝑛

𝐶𝑎𝑔𝑔

𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡
 𝛿𝑎𝑔𝑔   (2) 

 

By substitution of (1) into (2) we obtain: 

𝛿𝑜𝑏𝑠 = (1 − 𝑛
𝐶𝑎𝑔𝑔

𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡
) 𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑛 + 𝑛

𝐶𝑎𝑔𝑔

𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡
 𝛿𝑎𝑔𝑔 

𝛿𝑜𝑏𝑠 =  𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑛 + 𝑛
𝐶𝑎𝑔𝑔

𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡
(𝛿𝑎𝑔𝑔 − 𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑛) 

𝛿𝑜𝑏𝑠 −  𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑛 = 𝑛
𝐶𝑎𝑔𝑔

𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡
(𝛿𝑎𝑔𝑔 − 𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑛) 

 

𝐶𝑎𝑔𝑔 =
𝛿𝑜𝑏𝑠−𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑛

𝛿𝑎𝑔𝑔−𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑛

𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡

𝑛
     (3) 
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The constant for the monomer-aggregate equilibrium Ka can be expressed as: 

𝐾𝑎 =
𝐶𝑎𝑔𝑔

(𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡 − 𝑛𝐶𝑎𝑔𝑔)
𝑛 

 

⇒ ln 𝐾𝑎 = ln 𝐶𝑎𝑔𝑔 − 𝑛 ln(𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡 − 𝑛𝐶𝑎𝑔𝑔)    (4) 

 

From (3) and (4): 

 

ln 𝐾𝑎 = ln (
𝛿𝑜𝑏𝑠 − 𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑛

𝛿𝑎𝑔𝑔 − 𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑛

𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡

𝑛
) − 𝑛 ln (𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡 − 𝑛

𝛿𝑜𝑏𝑠 − 𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑛

𝛿𝑎𝑔𝑔 − 𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑛

𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡

𝑛
) 

 

ln 𝐾𝑎 = ln (
𝛿𝑜𝑏𝑠 − 𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑛

𝛿𝑎𝑔𝑔 − 𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑛

𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡

𝑛
) − 𝑛 ln (

𝛿𝑎𝑔𝑔 − 𝛿𝑜𝑏𝑠

𝛿𝑎𝑔𝑔 − 𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑛
𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡) 

 

ln 𝐾𝑎 = ln (
𝛿𝑜𝑏𝑠 − 𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑛

𝛿𝑎𝑔𝑔 − 𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑛
𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡) − ln 𝑛 − 𝑛 ln (

𝛿𝑎𝑔𝑔 − 𝛿𝑜𝑏𝑠

𝛿𝑎𝑔𝑔 − 𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑛
𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡) 

 

ln 𝐾𝑎 + ln 𝑛 = ln((𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑛 − 𝛿𝑜𝑏𝑠)𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡) − ln(𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑛 − 𝛿𝑎𝑔𝑔)

− 𝑛 ln ((𝛿𝑜𝑏𝑠 − 𝛿𝑎𝑔𝑔)𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡) + 𝑛 ln(𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑛 − 𝛿𝑎𝑔𝑔) 

 

A rearrangement of the equation above yields equation (5) for the monomer-

aggregate equilibrium. 

 

ln(𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡(𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑛 − 𝛿𝑜𝑏𝑠)) = 𝑛 ln (𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡(𝛿𝑜𝑏𝑠 − 𝛿𝑎𝑔𝑔)) + ln 𝑛 − (𝑛 − 1)  ln(𝛿𝑚𝑜𝑛 − 𝛿𝑎𝑔𝑔) + ln 𝐾𝑎     (5) 

 

This equation reveals the relationship between the association constant for the 

monomer-aggregate equilibrium of amβCD, Ka, and the aggregation number n. 

The relative chemical shifts, δmon and δagg are determined following the procedure 

by Lui et al.13 by extrapolation to the y-axis of a cubic fit of δobs vs. Ctot and of δobs 

vs. Ctot
-1 as shown in Figures 6.2 b &  c, respectively. Values thus obtained were 

δmon = 6.7972 ppm and δagg = 6.7902. A linear fit of the concentration expressions 

from equation 5 (Figure 6.2 d) yields the aggregation number n = 2.97, 

confirming that this species forms trimeric structures at concentrations <1.5 mM. 
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At higher concentrations it is possible to observe a second regime that suggests 

formation of larger aggregates (n>3). These findings are consistent with reports 

that show that dimerisation results in further host-guest self-assembly in other 

phenyl-modified βCD species.20-22 From the intercept of the best fit to equation 

(1), a pKtri = -5.66 is obtained for the trimer equilibrium constant. Assuming a 

non-cooperative self-assembly process (pKn = (n-1) pK2, n  2), the dimer 

formation constant is estimated at pKdim =  2.83, or Kdim ≈ 680, in excellent 

agreement with phenyl-CD host-guest Ka values reported by Liu et al.21  

Cyclodextrins displaying modifications with aromatic groups have been reported 

to form crystals via one of three pathways, cavity-tail self-inclusion, packed layers 

and one dimensional self-assembly.20-22 Crystals of amβCD were grown from 

solutions in both D2O and H2O over 15 days at >3 mM concentration.  

 
Figure 6.3. Molecular structure of amβCD shown with (a.) disordered moieties, (b.) with 
major occupancy for the aminophenol group (72%) and ethoxy groups (75 and 79%), 
and (c.) minor occupancy (28% and 25, 21% respectively). Dotted lines indicate 
hydrogen bonding patterns. Atomic displacement is shown at 50% occupancy. (d.) 
Shown is an illustration of the one-dimensional head to tail helical self-assembly of 
amβCD determined by X-ray crystallography. Aromatic carbons have been highlighted 
(green); water of crystallisation and hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. 
Adapted with permission from ACS Appl. Bio Mater., 2018, 1 (3), pp 825–832. Copyright 
2018 American Chemical Society. 

X-ray crystallographic data analysis reveals that the amino phenolic tailed 

compound crystallizes by aromatic tail penetration into the cyclodextrin cavity 
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along a screw axis to form a linear head-to-tail supramolecular structure (Figure 

6.3 d.).21 These data confirm that self-assembly occurs via the insertion of the 

amino-phenol tail into the βCD cavity and would account for the inactivity of this 

precursor compound. Results indicate that aggregate disruption is essential for 

the amino-phenolic tails to be available for further reactions. As shown by DLS, 

it is possible to achieve this via cavity-blocking with a high-affinity substrate such 

as adamantane. However, binding of such substrates effectively blocks the 

cavity, while it is more advantageous for further applications to achieve disruption 

by modulating solvent conditions while retaining an empty cavity. Nuclear 

Overhauser Effect (NOE) NMR spectroscopy was used to investigate the role 

solvent plays in supramolecular assembly. 

 

Figure 6.4. 1H-1H NOESY Spectrum of amβCD in D2O; through space interactions 
between aromatic (tail) and saccharide (cavity) protons are highlighted in blue. (Left) 1H-
1H NOESY Spectrum of amβCD in D3-MeOD 10% v/v in D2O. (Right) No interaction 
peaks are observed between aromatic (tail) and saccharide (cavity) implying negligible 
host-guest interaction under these conditions. Adapted with permission from ACS Appl. 
Bio Mater., 2018, 1 (3), pp 825–832. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. 
 

1H-1H NOESY was performed on amβCD under various conditions to determine 

effective disaggregation conditions. In D2O (Figure 6.4 ) strong interactions were 

seen between the aromatic protons at 6.8 and 6.6 ppm and the saccharide 

protons of the cavity, particularly the glycan H-5 and H-3 protons at peak 

positions 3.6 and 3.7 ppm, thus confirming host-guest interactions.21 These 

peaks disappear upon when exposing the supramolecular assembly to a solvent 

system which contains a significant organic component, i.e. 10% v/v MeOH in 

water. It was thus concluded that self-assembly behaviour of compound 13 can 

be minimised either through pre-emptive host-guest binding or through careful 

modulation of solvent conditions.23-24  
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2.2 Carbon functionalisation with βCD moieties  

Surface functionalisation was carried out under conditions that promote 

disaggregation of 13 in solution while retaining a free cavity available for binding. 

Diazotisation and surface grafting reactions were therefore carried out in 10% 

MeOH in aqueous solutions (Scheme 6.2): a 1.25 mM solution of amβCD was 

prepared in 1.25 mM HBF4. This solution was then chilled to < 4 °C for 1 h, and 

subsequently diluted by addition of 0.010 M NaNO2 to a final concentration of 1.0 

mM βCD. Immediately after diazotisation, the aryldiazonium cation solution was 

placed in contact with the substrate material, by either immersion or drop casting; 

the surface was kept in the dark for 1 h and subsequently rinsed and sonicated 

in methanol and water prior to characterisation.13-14, 18, 26  

 

 

Scheme 6.2. Surface modification with cyclodextrin by spontaneous aryldiazonium 
grafting. Adapted with permission from ACS Appl. Bio Mater., 2018, 1 (3), pp 825–832. 
Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. 

 

Confirmation of spontaneous βCD grafting onto amorphous carbon was obtained 

by ex-situ infrared reflectance absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS). Figure 6.5.a. 

shows the IRRAS of a carbon surface28 modified via the process above. The 

transmittance spectrum of amβCD precursor compound in bulk form is also 

shown for comparison. Both spectra display characteristic peaks at 1145 cm-1, 

1080 cm-1, 1024 cm-1 and 993 cm-1 corresponding to C-O stretching modes and 

O-H deformations of the carbohydrate rings.29 The presence of these peaks is 

diagnostic of the presence of carbohydrate moieties at the carbon surface and is 

consistent with formation of a βCD adlayer. These peaks were not observed in 

the IRRAS of samples which had been immersed in a 10% MeOH solution of 

amβCD alone, without NaNO2. Importantly, the peaks were also absent from 
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samples immersed in an aqueous solution of amβCD and NaNO2/H+, but 

prepared without addition of 10% MeOH. The above control experiments indicate 

that both diazotisation conditions and disruption of host-guest complex 

aggregates are essential to observe evidence of surface functionalisation. 

Furthermore, they strongly indicate that βCD immobilisation occurs via covalent 

bond formation by the reaction of the aryldiazonium cation with the carbon 

substrate.13, 18, 26, 28 

 
Figure 6.5. (a.) Infrared spectra showing transmittance spectrum of bulk amβCD 
diazonium precursor (top trace, black) and an IRRAS spectrum of a carbon surface after 
spontaneous grafting with βCD (bottom trace, red). (b.) Water contact angle (WCA) 
results for polished glassy carbon plates before (bare) and after (CD-Mod) 
functionalisation with βCD; a significant decrease in WCA is observed after modification 
reactions. (c.) Protein adsorption studies on polished glassy carbon (bare) and on βCD-
functionalised carbon (CD-Mod) using FITC-BSA; values are average emission intensity 
after incubation in FITC-BSA solutions, while error bars represent 95 % C. Adapted with 
permission from ACS Appl. Bio Mater., 2018, 1 (3), pp 825–832. Copyright 2018 
American Chemical Society. 

 

Reaction of carbon with aryldiazonium cations of amβCD was also found to result 

in a significant change in surface wetting properties, consistent with the presence 

of a saccharide adlayer. Figure 6.5 b. shows the water contact angle (WCA) of 

glassy carbon (GC) before and after functionalisation. Results indicate that there 

is a significant decrease in WCA from (65.8 ± 4.8) ° (95 %CI) to (53.3 ± 3.3) ° (95 

%CI). The increased hydrophilicity is attributed to increased surface density of 

hydroxyl groups resulting from grafting of βCD, and it is in agreement with 

reported changes after modification with simpler mono- and di-saccharide 

moieties.13-14, 18, 26 To investigate whether changes in wetting properties also 

affect interfacial interactions with biomolecules such as proteins,13, 18, 26, 30-31 GC 

plates were incubated in buffered solutions of fluorescently labelled bovine 

serum albumin (BSA-FITC) at room temperature for 2 h. GC plates were rinsed 
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and subsequently examined under microscopy with fluorescence excitation at 

470 nm. The βCD-modified GC displayed lower FITC emission, thus indicating 

reduced protein retention when compared to unmodified samples (Figure 6.5.c.). 

These findings correlate well with WCA data and are consistent with previous 

findings on saccharide-modified surfaces.13-14 

 

2.3 Surface functionality and coverage estimates  

βCD is known to form 1:1 inclusion complexes with ferrocene in solution,11,32 

therefore ferrocene was used as a redox probe to confirm availability of the 

surface-bound cavity to host-guest complexation. Glassy carbon electrodes 

subjected to different treatments including CD functionalisation conditions 

(Figure 6.6 a & b) simple polishing conditions (Figure 6.6 c) and physisorption 

conditions (Figure 6.6 d) were immersed in a 5.0 mM solution of ferrocene in 

MeOH, rinsed with deionised water and then tested via cyclic voltammetry (CV) 

at 200 mV s-1 in 0.5 M KCl aqueous supporting electrolyte. 
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Figure 6.6. (a) Cyclic voltammograms of a cyclodextrin modified GC electrode post Fc 
immersion with sequential cycling until significant reduction of faradaic peaks was 
observed (scan 1-40); the dashed red trace is a CV of the CD-coated electrode prior to 
immersion in Fc solutions. (b.) a bare glassy carbon electrode after immersion in 
ferrocene. (c.) CVs obtained after re-immersion of (a.) in a 5 mM Fc solution for 40 min 
(scan 2-10 & scan 20); the dashed red trace is the same as the final scan obtained from 
(a) and is reported for comparison. (d.) a bare electrode immersed in cyclodextrin 
precursor solution without activation by NaNO2, (dashed red trace) and post ferrocene 
immersion (black trace). No Fc/Fc+ redox peaks are observed in the absence of a 
covalently bound cyclodextrin surface film. All voltammograms were obtained in 0.5 M 
KCl solutions at 200 mV s-1. Adapted with permission from ACS Appl. Bio 
Mater., 2018, 1 (3), pp 825–832. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. 
 

GC electrodes modified with βCD (Figure 6.6 a) display the characteristic 

oxidation and reduction peaks of ferrocene/ferrocenium (Fc/Fc+) with a formal 

potential at 0.26 V vs. Ag/AgCl.11 In contrast, in the absence of modification, the 

bare GC surface (Figure 6b) and an electrode subjected to cyclodextrin 

physisorption conditions (Figure 6d) shows no evidence of faradaic peaks thus 

indicating that no significant amounts of ferrocene physisorb at bare GC. This 

would imply that peaks arise from specific CD-ferrocene binding interactions at 

the electrode interface. The first anodic sweep in Figure 6a is markedly different 

from that of subsequent cycles and its greater asymmetry suggests the presence 

of contributions from non-surface bound redox species. This behaviour is likely 
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to arise from small amounts of weakly bound Fc+ that is free to diffuse into 

solution. Peaks in subsequent cycles display instead symmetric peaks, whose 

intensity decreases slightly over multiple cycles. This is consistent with 

progressive partitioning of the more soluble Fc+ species into the aqueous phase 

after each anodic sweep.11 This is further supported by Figure 6.6 c which shows 

the same electrode used to generate CV’s in Figure 6.6 a following a second 

immersion in ferrocene solution. Redox peak behaviour recovers significantly 

implying a highly stable layer of cyclodextrin remains at the surface following 

repeated scans within this potential window. These CD moieties are then capable 

of forming further host-guest interactions with analyte molecules following cavity 

evacuation.  

An additional benefit in the use of ferrocene as a surface sensitive redox probe 

can be seen in the determination of surface density of occupied βCD-sites The 

total integrated charge associated with the anodic peak of the second cycle (0.2-

0.5 V) was used to provide an estimate of surface coverage, Γ, for βCD-Fc 

complexes. Using equation (6) for a 1-electron transfer (n = 1), a scan rate ν = 

0.2 V s-1 and an experimentally determined electrode geometric area A = 0.196 

cm2 :33 

Γ =  
𝑄

𝑛𝐹𝐴
=  

∫ 𝑖𝑑𝑉
𝑉2

𝑉1

𝑛𝐹𝐴𝜈
      (6) 

The value of   obtained was 1- 2 × 10-10 mol.cm-2. To determine an estimate of 

monolayer coverage ()  for cyclodextrin; surface coverage in moles.cm-1 was 

calculated for circles with approximate of amβCD’s diameter when orientated 

towards the surfaces perpendicular to the phenolic ring and was taken as 

approximately the distance of O28-C63 as seen in  

Figure 6.7. 
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Figure 6.7. Distance of cyclodextrin along planar coordinates when observed down the 
aromatic ring. C-63 – O-28 = 11.86 Å. Reproduced with permission from ACS Appl. Bio 
Mater., 2018, 1 (3), pp 825–832. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. 

 

Monolayer coverage was estimated as a maximum hexagonal packing density: 

 

𝜂ℎ =
𝜋√3

6
= 0.9069    

 

Each Cyclodextrin molecule was modelled as a circle of diameter 1.186 × 10-7 

cm.  

Area covered by each molecule of Cyclodextrin (ACD) is therefore:  

𝐴𝐶𝐷 = 𝜋𝑟2 = 𝜋. (0.593 × 10−7 cm)2  = 1.104 × 10−14 cm 2. molecule−1 

Therefore the coverage in a hexagonal close packed system is: 

 

 =
1

𝐴𝐶𝐷 
 x 

𝜂ℎ

6.022×1023 ≈ 1.4  x 10−10 mol.cm-2 

 

This value calculated from crystallographic data for a hexagonal closed-packed 

layer of amβCD with its phenyl ring oriented normal to the carbon surface is in 

excellent agreement with the value obtained from the electro reduction of 

ferrocene as above. This indicates that spontaneous aryldiazonium grafting of 

amβCD results in monolayer coverage.  
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Further evidence for monolayer coverage was provided by atomic force 

microscopy measurements of the thickness of βCD adlayers. (Figure 6.8). The 

step height was found to be 0.84 ± 0.25 nm, which is consistent with the presence 

of a sparse layer and in agreement with previous determinations of aryldiazonium 

monolayers.34 Control experiments using identical conditions on a bare carbon 

surface did not yield a height step. 

 

Figure 6.8. AFM topographic image of a βCD layer formed on sputtered amorphous 
carbon (top) after removal of a portion of the film with the AFM tip. The height profile 
averaged over 100 scans (bottom) shows a step edge used to estimate the layer 
thickness. Reproduced with permission from ACS Appl. Bio Mater., 2018, 1 (3), pp 825–
832. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. 
 

Monolayer control of aryldiazonium functionalisation reactions is notoriously 

difficult to achieve, due to the tendency of these cations to cross-link yielding 

multilayers, particularly under electrografting conditions. The steric hindrance of 

the CD moiety is therefore likely to provide an intrinsic control mechanism for 

suppressing multilayer formation, as observed in previous studies on 

applications of bulky substituent’s for monolayer control.18, 35-39  

 

2.4 Functionalisation of non-conductive surfaces with β-CD 

One of the major advantages of spontaneous aryldiazonium reactions is the 

ability to impart surface functionality onto materials without the requirement of an 

electrical contact. This makes the spontaneous reaction a versatile method which 
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was recently extended from the modification of conductors, e.g. carbon, Ni, Fe, 

Zn, 12 to the modification of polymeric insulators 13-14, 26 and oxide passivated 

alloy surfaces such as stainless steel.17, 26 Therefore, we investigated the 

applicability of spontaneous grafting for the immobilisation of βCD onnylon-6 and 

stainless steel 316 (SS316), a polymeric and an alloy material of importance for 

a wide range of applications. Nylon-6 samples were pre-treated via formaldehyde 

activation, while SS316 coupons were subject to an oxidative activation 

treatment.26 Samples were subsequently immersed in solutions of the 

aryldiazonium cation from amβCD, as discussed in Scheme 2. 

 
Figure 6.9. Water contact angles for nylon-6 (a.) and SS316 (b.) before and after 
spontaneous reactions with aryldiazonium cations from amβCD. (c.) Protein adsorption 
tests on nylon-6 using fluorescently labelled BSA (Alexa-BSA); the bar chart shows 
average emission intensity measured after incubation in Alex-BSA solutions on surfaces 
before and after modifications. (d.) IRRAS spectrum obtained on SS316 after 
functionalisation reactions with βCD; the transmittance spectrum of amβCD is shown in 
the graph for comparison. Reproduced with permission from ACS Appl. Bio 
Mater., 2018, 1 (3), pp 825–832. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. 
 

Figures 6.9 a & b show the resulting WCA values obtained on nylon-6 and 

SS316 both prior to, and post immersion in the aryldiazonium grafting solution. 

In all cases, hydrophilicity increased, as expected after modification with βCD 

adlayers. The effect on protein adsorption resulting from βCD grafting on nylon-

6 was also characterised using buffered solutions of BSA labelled with Alexa 

Fluor-647. After incubation in such solutions the total emission arising from 
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adsorbed protein is lower in the case of nylon-6 modified with βCD (Figure 9c). 

The IRRAS spectrum obtained from SS316 surfaces after modification with βCD 

is shown in Figure 9d. The spectrum compares well with the one obtained in 

transmittance from the precursor amβCD. These experiments therefore confirm 

that the spontaneous reaction results in grafting of βCD functional moieties on 

materials with a wide range of properties. 

3 Conclusions 

We have demonstrated that a synthetic p-nitrophenol cyclodextrin substrate, 

prepared from native β-cyclodextrin via a three step synthesis is suitable for 

aryldiazonium grafting onto a range of materials. The synthesised CD-derivative 

aggregates in solution, at relatively low concentrations, via cavity directed self-

assembly. We demonstrate that disruption of these aggregates is essential for 

successful functionalisation and that this can be achieved via cavity binding with 

high-affinity substrates or via modulation of solvent properties. The latter method 

was leveraged to achieve spontaneous grafting of βCD groups. The resulting 

adlayers were found to be hydrophilic and to reduce protein retention, while the 

binding properties of βCD moieties were preserved once covalently linked to the 

surface. This suggests that these βCD adlayers can potentially play a dual role 

in reducing non-specific binding to biomolecules, while presenting a binding 

cavity available for leveraging specific host-guest interactions. Importantly, the 

specific route to surface immobilisation reported in this work yielded closed-

packed monolayers of βCD, a feature that is important e.g. for effective control 

of assay sensitivity in βCD sensing applications. It is anticipated that this 

approach will find widespread application in the preparation of cyclodextrin 

surfaces as the process is readily scalable, and applicable to a wide range of 

polymeric, alloy and carbon surfaces.  

4 Methods and Materials 

4.1 Chemicals and Materials 

Adamantane 99+% was purchased from Fisher Scientific; P-toluenesulfonyl 

chloride 99%, sodium hypochlorite (bleach), sodium hydroxide, potassium 

hydroxide, phosphate buffered saline buffer (0.010 M PBS, pH 7.4), sodium 
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nitrite, hydrochloric acid, fluoroboric acid, ferrocene 98% and bovine serum 

albumin (BSA) conjugates with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich; BSA conjugates with Alexa Fluor 647 were 

purchased from Biosciences; Marine grade stainless steel 316 foil (SS316), and 

polyamide sheets Nylon-6 (N-6) were purchased from Goodfellow; Sigradur K 

Glassy carbon plates and Sigradur G Glassy carbon discs were purchased from 

HTW. 

4.2 Diazonium Precursor Molecule Characterisation 

NMR titration experiments were performed on an Agilent 400-MR equipped with 

a 5mm OneNMR probe for proton and multinuclear detection and an automatic 

sample changer. Infrared spectra of bulk precursor samples were measured on 

a PerkinElmir Spectrum100 FTIR with an ATR sampling accessory. 

Hydrodynamic diameters of modified β-cyclodextrin compounds in solution were 

determined via dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements on a Malvern Zeta 

Sizer Nano ZS; curves are obtained using refractive indices of n = 1.56 and n = 

1.33 for the cyclodextrin aggregates and liquid phase, respectively. 

4.3 Substrate Surface Preparation 

 Carbon substrates for infrared reflectance absorption spectroscopy experiments 

(IRRAS) were prepared via DC magnetron sputtering (Torr International Inc.) in 

Ar; deposition was carried out on an optically thick Ti under layer (Grade 2) on 

which carbon was subsequently sputtered from a graphite target (99.999%). 

Glassy carbon substrates were polished with alumina slurries (Buehler) with 

decreasing particle size of 1 (on nylon cloth), 0.3 and 0.05 μm (on nylon 

microcloth); each polishing step was followed by 3 min sonication in each of n-

hexane, methanol (semiconductor grade) and ultrapure H2O. 

4.4 General Functionalisation Procedure  

Initially surfaces were cleaned using semiconductor grade methanol and 

ultrapure H2O and were modified with aryldiazonium cyclodextrin cations through 

spontaneous grafting protocols similar to those reported previously for other 

diazonium based carbohydrate surface coatings. A 1.5 mM solution of HBF4 was 

prepared in a 10 % MeOH: DI H2O solution which was used to make a solution 

of 1.25 M amβCD which was subsequently chilled to < 4 °C in ice for 1 h. This 

solution was then diluted to a final concentration of 0.0010 M using a 0.010 M 
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solution of NaNO2. The sample surface was then placed in contact with this 

solution, kept in the dark for 1 h at RT, rinsed with deionised water, sonicated in 

MeOH, and H2O for 1 min in each solvent, dried under argon flow and stored 

under argon prior to analysis. This procedure was followed for all non-polymeric 

surfaces, which are easily damaged by sonication and which were instead 

subjected to a light rinsing step. Nylon-6 samples were preactivated by overnight 

immersion at 30 °C in a 36% aqueous formaldehyde solution with a catalytic 

amount of hypophosphorous acid. Stainless steel samples (SS316) were 

pretreated with 0.5% NaClO in basic aqueous solution (KOH 1% and NaOH 1%) 

for 1 h.  

4.5 Surface Characterisation 

 A Bruker Tensor 27 infrared spectrometer was used to perform Infrared 

reflectance absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS) characterisation. The 

spectrometer was equipped with a mercury cadmium telluride detector and a 

VeeMax II specular reflectance accessory with a wire grid polarizer. All spectra 

were collected using p-polarised light at an angle of incidence of 80° using an 

unmodified sample as a background; 100 scans at 4 cm−1 were collected for all 

samples. Water contact angles (WCAs) were determined for all samples using 

the sessile drop method (FTA1000), using 20 μL droplets. Thickness and surface 

roughness measurements were carried out via Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM, 

Asylum Research) using silicon cantilevers, following previously published 

procedures using silicon cantilevers, at ambient pressure calibrated at 140 kHz.  

4.6 Fluorescence Microscopy.  

To determine protein rejection ability, Sigradur K Glassy carbon plates treated 

with the above functionalisation procedure and un-modified control plates were 

immersed in 0.2 mg mL−1 solutions of BSA-FITC or BSA- Alexa Fluor® 647 

conjugates in PBS at pH 7.4 for 1 h. All samples were washed with PBS solution 

prior to imaging to remove excess unbound protein. Fluorescence images were 

acquired using an Olympus BX51 inverted microscope with cellSense digital 

image processing software. Emission intensities were analysed in triplicate using 

ImageJ software.  

https://www.jacksonimmuno.com/technical/products/conjugate-selection/alexa-fluor
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4.7 Electrochemistry 

Cyclic voltammetry were performed in aqueous 0.5 M KCl at a scan rate of 200 

mV s-1 with a potential window between -0.2 V and 0.6 V. Electrochemical 

measurements were carried out using a Metrohm Autolab AUT50324 

potentiostat using a 3-electrode setup. A static disc holder (Pine Instruments) 

enclosing the GC disc was used as working electrode, a saturated Ag/AgCl 

electrode and a graphite rod were used as reference and counter electrodes 

respectively. The electrochemical cell consisted of a beaker with a custom-made 

Teflon cap and all solutions were degassed with Argon gas prior to 

measurement.33 Ferrocene binding experiments were performed by immersion 

of GC electrodes in a 5.0 mM solution of ferrocene in MeOH for 45 mins. Samples 

were rinsed gently with DI water to remove unbound ferrocene prior to cyclic 

voltammetry measurements.  
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Chapter VII 

Ongoing Work with Preliminary Results 

Included in this chapter are the preliminary results of ongoing projects related to this 
PhD project : 
Discussed are the results of a collaborative project involving lactose coatings on salmon 
farm netting in a marine biofouling study for complex 3-dimensional structures with 
regards to biomass accumulation and ease of cleaning. The aim of this study was to 
investigate the effect of a novel non-toxic antifouling coating applied to nylon netting 
when deployed in a salmon farm in the southwest of Ireland. This coating had proved 
effective at reducing protein adsorption at various surfaces and at reducing adhesion of 
marine foulants on topographically smooth coupons of nylon-6 in our previous studies. 
Secondly the preliminary results of biofuel cell start-up in colaboration with Fréderic 
Barriére of the University of  Rennes are discussed. An investigation on geobacter 
adhesion and growth on anodic graphite rods when  modified with Lactosides and 
mannosides by aryldiazonium grafting is included.  
Finally the synthesis of an open chain anomericaly modified aminophenol-

maltoheptaose diazonium precursor compound was attempted through the selective 

acetylation and acetolysis of beta-cyclodextrin. This synthesis proved difficult due to the 

excessive anomeric cleavage observed with smaller fragments propagated through 

each modification step. These smaller chain oligosaccharides proved laborious to purify 

and resulted in low yields. A sample batch was synthesised and used as a proof of 

concept in grafting studies on amorphous carbon surfaces but due to time constraints 

repeat synthesis for full characterisation was not attempted. 

 

 

 
 
 
The data presented in this chapter  are in part  from ongoing collaborative  projects with 
contributions listed as follows:  

 

The study of lactose coating in marine biofouling mitigation for nylon netting is a 

part of the larger MaREI project in collaboration with TK Doyle and D Haberlin. 

Field study setup, material sampling, biological species identification and 

biomass quantitation in addition to with light microscopy were performed by D 

Hablerlin.  

 

Microbial fuel cell studies were performed in the host institution of Université de 

Rennes 1, under the supervision of Prof. Frédéric Barrière and was funded in 

part by the Ulysses Fellowship. Fuel cells set-up and analysis was assisted with 

by Mr. Thomas Flinois. 
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1 Lactose coating for Marine Biofouling 

Biofouling on finfish cages is an extensive problem in modern aquaculture.1-6. To 

investigate the potential efficacy of lactose coating on netting as a non-toxic 

antifouling agent in salmon farming, nylon net samples were functionalised by 

spontaneous aryldiazonium grafting following a preconditioning surface 

hydroxylation step in formaldehyde solution as described in chapter VI.7 Netting 

panels were set up and an immersion field study was performed over two sites 

with biofilm growth monitored over a 31 day period.  

1.1 Netting Functionalisation and Field Study Setup 

The nylon panels were immersed in deionised water and rinsed under agitation 

approximately 10 times to remove dust and debris prior to coating. The coating 

process was carried out as previously described,7 whereby netting panels were 

incubated in a formaldehyde solution, containing catalytic amounts of 

hypophosphorous acid, at 30 °C overnight. Panels were rinsed thoroughly with 

deionised water and functionalised via immersion in freshly prepared 1.0 mM 

solutions of lactoside-bearing aryldiazonium cations generated in situ from the 

corresponding amine 6. Samples were incubated in the dark for 1 h in the 

diazonium salt solution, rinsed in deionised water and then stored wet in sealed 

polyethylene bags (Ziploc®) until deployment at the salmon farm within 24 h of 

functionalisation. Coating on nylon-6 with lactoside-bearing aryldiazonium 

cations has previously been demonstrated to result in an increase in 

hydrophilicity and similarly functionalisation was confirmed via lectin binding 

studies as described previously.7 

Over a 31 day period from August 8th to September 7th, 2015, net panels were 

deployed at Roancarrig in Bantry Bay (51.657°N, 9.765°W), southwest Ireland. 

To investigate the effect of the antifouling coating, 24 panels were deployed at 

the Roancarrig salmon farm in two 12 panel arrays, with 6 treated and 6 

untreated panels in each array. A treated and untreated panel was removed from 

each array after 2, 4, 6, 11, 20 and 31 days of immersion. 

Each panel was removed from the array and placed directly into a Ziploc® bag 

filled with ambient sea water and sealed. The panels were transported back to 

the lab in a cool box, 2 hours after sampling. To test the effect of treatment of the 

nets on ease of cleaning, each panel was rinsed using filtered (10 µm and UV 
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filter) sea water. Each panel was rinsed under a pump feed hose, held 25 cm 

above the sample for 20 s, at a constant flowrate of 0.25 l/s. The fouling material 

and organisms rinsed from the net panel was caught in a 180 µm sieve. A small 

subsample of each net panel was removed, placed in a sterile vial and used for 

ATP analysis. 

1.2 Macrofouling studies 

Initial results obtained by D. Haberlin found no significant difference in macro 

fouling effects between modified and control nylon netting samples post 

immersion. Mean fouling biomass released from netting panels was observed to 

not be significantly different between control and modified samples with algae, 

hydroid and amphipod species present on samples at various stages. The 

attachment of macroscopic foulants appears to be facilitated by the 3D structure 

of nylon netting leading to stable scaffolds which provide significant anchorage 

for adhesion (Figure 7.1)  

 

 

Figure 7.1. Visible light Microscopy of nylon netting following marine immersion studies. (a.) 

Lactose modified nylon samples after 2 days immersion in marine environment. Caprellid 
amphipods are observed attached to nylon netting at this period. (b.) Nylon netting following 6 
day immersion with  amphipods building structuress from algae and diatoms. (c.) Heavily foulied 
lactose coated nylon  fiber junction. Muscles are oserved growing well at these junctions (d.) 
Hydroids growing on modified nylon scallfold. They are observed wrapping around nylon netting 
for anchorage. Image courtesy of Damien Haberlin.  
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It was observed that amphipods (ghost shrimp) quickly adhere to solid nylon 

(Figure 7.1 a) netting and quickly enhance fouling by building structures from 

algae and diatomic materials (Figure 7.1 b).8 It is also seen that macro fouling 

species such as these are not deterred by lactose coating on materials with high 

surface area as seen on nylon netting samples which offer good protection from 

current flow at netting junctions, hence allowing for rapid adhesion of macro 

fouling species (Figure 7.1 c). Ectopleura hydroids, quickly develop through 

asexual reproduction, growing a root-like system of stolons to adhere to the net 

(Figure 7.1 d).8 It can be concluded from these results that the modification with 

aryldiazonium lactoside is not sufficient on its own to deter macrofouling on nylon 

netting samples in the marine environment. 

1.2.1 ATP Determination of Microfouling 

The level of microfouling on samples was monitored by measuring the 

concentration of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) released by the netting samples, 

as an indicator of the amount of biomass? strongly bound to the surface.9 A 

commercial luciferase assay and luminometer were used (Aquasnap Total 

Water, Hygiena). Approximately 1 cm long sections of netting were cut from three 

different locations in each netting panel. The cutting was rinsed lightly to remove 

adhered macro foulants with all samples treated under the same conditions. 

Rinsed cuttings were suspended in 30 mL of deionised water in sterile centrifuge 

tubes and then sonicated for 10 min. The value of RLU was determined for each 

water sample and converted to ATP concentrations. Water samples were diluted 

where necessary to bring the ATP concentration within the linear range of the 

assay. Following ATP analysis the cuttings were removed from the solution, dried 

under argon and their mass determined to normalise ATP determinations on 

individual cuttings. Results are reported as nmol of ATP released per gram of dry 

netting (nmol/gnet). The levels of ATP increased significantly with immersion time 

after 11 or more days immersion (Figure 7.2). The treatment did not appear to 

influence ATP levels from 2, 4 or 6 days immersion. For all studies, post 12 day 

immersion, treated panels display less ATP released by sonication than 

untreated panels, with significant differences observed after 20 and 31 days 

immersion. 
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Figure 7.2. Comparison of ATP concentrations combined over two sites for nylon netting 
samples (both lactose modified and unmodified controls) immersed in a marine 
environment with samples collected at indicated intervals over a total period of 31 days.  
 

The reduction in ATP content released by netting samples is in good agreement 

with results obtained at smooth nylon surfaces and suggests a difference in 

microfoulant retention after rinsing.7 This result indicates that resistance to 

biomass retention is retained on fibrous nylon substrates albeit limited to 

microfoulants.  

1.3 Future studies in a marine environment 

Future work involves further biological and surface characterisation of modified 

3D materials and includes potential combination of surface saccharide 

modification with other fouling reduction technologies such as surface 

topographical modification and bubble curtain technologies, in attempts to 

produce a usable biofouling resistant material for marine technologies. 10-11 

1.4 Materials 

Lactose-aminophenol diazonium precursor compound 6 was prepared as 

described in chapter II. Formaldehyde solution for molecular biology ≥36.0% in 

H2O, hypophosphorous acid solution 50%wt. in H2O were purchased from sigma 

Aldrich. Aquasnap Total ATP test strips were purchased from Water Technology 

Ireland. Nylon netting for modification setup frames were provided by D. 

Haberlin. 
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2 Microbial Biofuel Cell Start-Up  

Microbial fuel cells (MFC’s) are devices consisting of bacterial catalysts which 

convert chemical energy in the form of organic or inorganic matter, to electrical 

energy through metabolic processes of electrode adhered bacteria. MFC’s offer 

several promising applications in green energy production, however their 

performances in power generation is considered too modest to be economically 

viable. Improved interfacial adhesion of biofilms to the electrodes is expected to 

enhance performance of MFC’s.12-13 Geobacter are a species of anaerobic 

electroactive gram negative bacteria capable of metabolising acetate to produce 

electricity.14 In nature most bacteria attach to and live in close association to 

surfaces.15-16 This is generally achieved by gram negative bacteria by fimbrial 

adhesions to proteinatious membranes or saccharide surfaces.16 Bacterial 

adhesion in a complex medium such as anaerobic waste water sludge is 

expected to follow a progression of adhesion and may involve several pioneering 

species attaching to an anodic surface prior to the target geobacter film 

formation.17 In this study we investigate the effect of mannose and lactose 

coating of graphitic anodes has on fuel cell start-up.   

2.1 Setup graphite modification  

Fuel cells were set up as shown in Figure 7.3 a, with assistance from T. Flinois. 

Initially graphite rods of diameter 4.5 mm were cut to a suitable size (10 cm) and 

polished with micromesh sandpaper (grade 12,000) to remove any adhered 

contaminants. These electrodes were then sonicated for 5 min in each acetone, 

absolute ethanol and ultrapure water to remove loosely adhered carbon. One 

graphite rod was then subjected to chronoamperometry at -0.6 V vs SCE for 35 

s in a freshly prepared 1 mM mannoside diazonium solution18 and another in 1 

mM lactoside diazonium solution7, 11 to produce a mannose modified anode and 

a lactose modified anode respectively (Figure 7.3 b & c).  A bare control 

electrode was prepared by sanding, sonication and immersion in ultrapure water 

prior to fuel cell set up. The cells consisted of a simple H-type setup with two 

compartments for each anodic and cathodic solutions separated by a PES 

membrane which allowed for ion exchange processes. The anodic compartment 

was equipped with two apertures for easy gas purging and electrochemical 

analysis. The anodic fuel cell culture was composed of 50 mL phosphate buffered 
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saline solution (pH 7.4), 150 mL anaerobic waste water sludge (sampled from 

Rennes waste water treatment plant, 2 Chemin de la Prevalaye, 35000 Rennes, 

France), 0.5 g of sodium acetate and 50 mL of pure geobacter culture. This 

solution was degassed with argon for 15 min. The cathode cell contained 250 

mL of a 0.1 M sodium ferricyanide solution in PBS and a graphite electrode with 

surface area in vast excess to that of the anode. 

 
Figure 7.3. (a.) Two chamber H-type fuel cell set-up shopwing individual components: 
1. graphite anode (bare control, mannose grafted or lactose grafted); anodes were 
covered in Teflon to standardise the surface area exposed on each electrode, 2. Anodic 
cell with apatures for gas sparging/ insertion of reference electrodes (contains geobacter 
spiked waste water solution with acetate nutriants), 3. Bridging connector with PES ion 
exchange membrane. 4. Graphite cathode, Large surface area 5. Cathodic cell 
(containing Na4Fe(CN)6 0.1M in PBS solution). The cell is completed by a bridging load 
consisting of a 1 KΩ resistor. (b.) Chronoamperogram of graphite anode in mannoside 
diazonium solution (-0.6 V vs SCE for 35 s). (c.) Chronoamperogram of graphite anode 
in lactoside diazonium solution (-0.6 V vs SCE for 35 s). 
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Each cell was sealed with a rubber stopper and the circuit was completed by 

connecting each electrode via conductive wire to a load consisting of a 1 kΩ 

resistor. The anode was covered in foil to prevent algal growth and the cells were 

incubated in a water bath at 30 °C.  

2.1.1 MFC Start-up Monitoring 

The progress of each cell (control, mannose modified lactose modified) was 

monitored by cyclic voltammetry at various time intervals over a month long 

period. Shown in Figure 7.4 a are cyclic voltammograms of microbial fuel cells 

vs SCE in the potential window of -0.6 V to 0 V at a scan speed of 0.001 V s-1 for 

each MFC. Measurements were taken after 4, 6, 11, 13, 16, 20, and 26 days 

after initial set-up. Each cell was “fed” by the addition of a 4 mL of 2.5 M sodium 

acetate solution at 4, 6, 13, 16, 20, and 26 days from the initial MFC set-up. 

Measurements were made in the morning for each cell before and after spiking 

of the anodic solution with sodium acetate to observe the differences between 

an acetate depleted sample and acetate saturated samples. An exception to this 

is seen at the 11 day time point where no acetate was added as acetate oxidation 

peaks were observed suggesting sufficient nutrients were present for fuel cell 

growth. Acetate was not added so as to not over saturate the MFC’s. Control 

cells showed no significant acetate oxidation behaviour at any point in the test 

period. This result implies poor geobacter adhesion and/ or growth occurs at an 

unmodified graphite anode. For the MFC with a mannose terminated anode, little 

oxidative behaviour is observed in the first 6 days post fuel cell set-up. After 11 

days however, two strong peaks appear which are attributed to the oxidation of 

acetate by electroactive bacterial species at the anode surface. The presence of 

multiple peaks suggests that there are different metabolic processes for acetate 

occurring at the anode surface likely arising from two or more competing surface 

bound species. Peaks observed at -0.1 V are found to decrease over time with a 

significant loss in intensity at 13 days, when compared to just two days prior on 

day 11. This is potentially the effect of an electroactive pioneering species at the 

surface, which is displaced by the longer lived geobacter strain giving rise to the 

oxidative peak observed at -0.4 V. This late stage oxidative behaviour 

corresponds well with anodic geobacter based MFC’s reported previously by 

Picot et al.19 
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Figure 7.4. (a.) Cyclic voltammograms of fuel cells with graphite anodes (bare control, black; 

mannose modified, red; lactose modified, blue) in the window -0.6 to 0 V vs SCE at scan rate 
1mVs-1 at various time intervals (4, 6, 11, 13 and 26 days) to monitor MFC progress. Dashed 
traces are fuel cells without any acetate addition, solid lines are after saturation by addition of 4 
mL sodium acetate (2.5 M). (b.) Open circuit potential OCP of control (black), mannose (red) and 
lactose cells (blue) measured over 25 days. 
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The presence of this oxidative behaviour is taken as an indicator of successful 

cultivation of geobacter at the mannose modified anode surface at 26 days.  

The same trend of multiple peaks in oxidative processes potentially indicative of 

multispecies biofilm growth processes is also observed in the start-up stages of 

the lactoside modified MFC with oxidative behaviour up to 11 days post set-up 

with significant depletion in oxidation peak behaviour post the 13 day time point 

leading to total fuel cell failure after 16 days. There are several possible reasons 

for the sudden failure of this fuel cell including potential biomass collapse with 

bacterial mass reaching an unsustainable threshold for adhesion to the anode 

due to weak attachment at the modified surface. 

Additionally the open circuit potentials (OCP) of the bacterial fuel cell were taken 

at various time points in the study (Figure 7.4 b). OCP’s were measured using a 

standard multimeter and were taken as the value read at 20 s after connecting 

the device. In the case of days where acetate was added, OCP was measured 

prior to addition. All three MFC’s initially show an OCP of between -0.3 V and -

0.4 V with the mannose and lactose modified MFC’s showing rapid increase in 

absolute potential measured after 6 days. Each cell increased in output up to 10 

days whereby the mannose and lactose cells peaked between  -0.75 V and -0.80 

V. The trends observed by cyclic voltammetry for the mannose and lactose 

modified MFC are corroborated by this data with significant growth in OCP output 

observed up to 15 days in each cell. The mannose modified sample retained a 

high output potential throughout and the lactose modified MFC peaked at 13 

days followed by a significant drop off in output potential consistent with the loss 

of electroactive surface species. The unmodified control cell did not indicate 

significant geobacter growth at any stage in this experiment. These results are 

promising indicators that the modification of graphite anodes with terminal 

saccharide units has the potential to enhance geobacter adhesion/ growth from 

anaerobic waste water media and hence have the potential to enhance the 

performance of MFC’s, with mannose terminated graphite especially providing a 

promising support surface for microbial growth.  

2.2 Materials and methods 

Fuel-cell equipment and chemicals were provided by Prof. Frédéric Barriere at 

Université de Rennes. All commercially available chemical agents were 
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purchased from sigma Aldrich. Graphite rods used as anodes were purchased 

from Morgan Advanced Materials. Lactose-aminophenol aryldiazonium 

precursor 6 was synthesised as described previously (Chapter II)  

2.2.1 Aminophenol-mannoside synthesis 

 
Scheme 7.1. Synthesis of 4-aminophenol-α-mannopyranose aryldiazonium precursor 
14. 
 

Mannose-aminophenol precursor was prepared following previously published 

methods (Scheme 7.1 ).18 Briefly 4-nitrophenol is glycosylated directly with 

peracetylated mannose via lewis-acid activation by BF3Et2O.20 The resulting p-

nitrophenyl-tetraacetyl-a-mannopyranoside is subsequently reduced by use of a 

Pd catalyst and deprotected by addition of sodium methoxide in MeOH to yield 

the aminophenol-mannoside diazonium precursor 14. 18  

1H-NMR (400 MHz, D2O): δ ppm: 6.87 (2H, d, J = 8.7 Hz, ArH), 6.68 (2H, d, J = 

8.6 Hz, ArH), 5.28 (1H, d, J= 1.6 Hz , H1), 4.00 (1H, dd, J= 1.3 Hz, J= 3.2 Hz, 

H2), 3.86 (1H, dd, J= 3.2 Hz, J= 9.1 Hz, H3), 3.70-3.55 (4H, m,H4, H6, H6’, H5) 

2.2.2 Electrochemical analysis 

Chronoamperometry and cyclic voltammetry was performed on cells a using a 

Metrohm Autolab AUT50324 potentiostat using a saturated calomel electrode 

(SCE) as reference electrode. A platinum wire was used as the counter electrode 

for chronoamperometry. OCP of fuel cells was measured using a multimeter.  

 

 

2.3 Further studies in MFC development 

Due to limited availability of MFC chambers only one MFC modified by each 

carbohydrate coating (mannose and lactose) and one control cell were set up. 

To remediate this in future trials a smaller H-type cell was designed (~82.5 mL 

volume) and 10 cells were produced from transparent plastic (Figure 7.5). 

Replicate MFC’s start-up experiments are in progress with studies performed by 
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Dr. A. Iannaci of the Colavita Group, using saccharide modified graphite anodes. 

The resulting microbial colonies are to be characterised by high resolution 

microscopy and DNA sequencing to further characterise MFC growth processes 

and dominant species.    

 

 

Figure 7.5. Twin cell MFC design for geobacter development on modified graphitic 
anodes. Cells are connected by threaded rods with a bridging aperature containing PES 
ion exchange membrane held in place by a nitrile (buna) O-ring. Approximate maximum 
volume of each cell ~82.5 mL.  
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3 Maltoheptaose Diazonium Precursor Development 

 

Synthesis of a linear chain maltoheptaose precursor from cyclodextrin was 

attempted by multistep process (Scheme 7.2). Initially peracetylated 

maltoheptaose was synthesised through a one pot acetylation of β-CD 

suspended in acetonitrile with a catalytic amount of a Lewis acid (iron  trichloride) 

refluxed at 30 °C for 2 h with subsequent acetolysis achieved by raising the 

temperature to 70 °C with stirring for an additional 2.5 h. The formation of the 

heptasaccharide was monitored via silica gel TLC with a 20% toluene/ethyl 

acetate mobile phase. Upon the observation of smaller fragmentation products 

formation, the reaction was quenched in ice water. From the solid precipitate 

open chain maltoheptaose was separated from the per-acetylated cyclic 

compound using silica column with a 20% toluene/ethyl acetate mobile phase. A 

bromo leaving group was introduced diastereoslectively at the anomeric position 

through reaction HBr in glacial acetic acid and DCM with stirring at 0 °C 3.5 h.  

Under anhydrous conditions, this compound was used in the glycosylation of 4-

nitrophenol using silver carbonate in pyridine. This product was dried in vacuo 

and purified via silica gel column chromatography using 20 % toluene/ethyl 

acetate as a mobile phase to remove the unreacted 4-nitrophenol in addition to 

the hemiacetal side product. The major product was found by NMR to be the β- 

anomer. This product was used to produce a peracetylated aminophenol-

maltoheptaose diazonium precursor by reduction of the nitro group to the 

corresponding amine. This was achieved through the use of a palladium catalyst 

on activated carbon with a steady stream of H2 gas bubbled through the 

oligosaccharide solution in methanol at RT for 3h. The Pd catalyst was removed 

by filtration through celite and the solid product was extracted from solution by 

rotary evaporation until dry. To produce the deacetylated aminophenol-

maltoheptaose, the peracetylated product was treated under Zemplén 

conditions.21   
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Scheme 7.2. Maltoheptasaccharide-aminophenol precursor synthetic pathway.   
 

3.1 Surface grafting with Maltoheptaose samples 

As a proof of concept for oligosaccharide surface modification, significant 

quantities of both synthesised products, acetyl protected and deprotected 

heptasaccharide aminophenol, were prepared under spontaneous diazonium 

conditions (1 mM sugar in HBF4
 with NaNO2). Amorphous carbon sputtered on 

Ti coated silicon substrates were immersed in the activated solutions, sonicated 

and IRRAS studies were performed to investigate covalent grafting (Figure 7.6) 

 

Figure 7.6. FTIR of (a.) acetyl protected heptasaccharide and (b.) deprotected 
saccharides, on amorphous carbon subsrtates (IRRAS, bottom trace) with bulk spectra 
shown for comparison (ATR, Top trace) 
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From Figure 7.6 a we confirm the presence of surface bound acetate and sugar 

peaks at 1762 cm-1, 1380 cm-1, 1252 cm-1 and 1053 cm-1.22 These peaks agree 

with similar spectra obtained for smaller acetyl protected disaccharide coatings7, 

18, 22 (see Chapter III). We additionally confirm grafting of deprotected sugar 

species in Figure 7.6 b. with peaks observed at 1082 cm-1, 1052 cm-1 and 1030 

cm-1 (corresponding to C-O stretching and O-H vibrations). 22 

3.2 Maltoheptaose Synthesis 

2,3,4,6-tetra-O-acetyl-α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-O-2,3,6-tri-O-acetyl-α-D-

glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-O-2,3,6-tri-O-acetyl-α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-O-2,3,6-

tri-O-acetyl-α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-O-2,3,6-tri-O-acetyl-α-D-

glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-O-2,3,6-tri-O-acetyl-α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-O-

1,2,3,6-tetraacetate-D-glucopyranose (15)  

β-Cyclodextrin purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (5g, 4.5 mmol) was suspended in 

Acetic anhydride (50 mL) with Iron (III) Chloride hexahydrate (0.325g) and 

heated to 30°C with stirring for 2 hours until acetylation was complete. The cyclic 

saccharide solution was heated to 80 °C to initiate acetolysis and the reaction 

was monitored by TLC until smaller oligosaccharide side products were seen to 

form (approx. 1h). Acetic anhydride was removed by pouring the hot solution 

onto ice water with stirring. The resulting white powder was extracted into DCM 

which was subsequently washed three times with DI water and with saturated 

sodium bicarbonate solution. The organic layer was dried with magnesium 

sulfate and the solid product was recovered in vacuo by rotary evaporation. The 

solid product 15 was purified via silica gel column chromatography 20% 

toluene/EtOAc.. (Yield 4.2g, 45%) IR cm−1 1747 (C=O),  1373 (CH3), 1213 (C-O 

acetyl), 1019 (C-O saccharide); 1H-NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3), δ 6.25 (1H, d, J12= 

3.67  Hz, H-1), 5.37-5.89 (48H, m), 2.29-1.97 (66H, m, 22 x C(CO)CH3), 1.68 

(3H, s, C(CO)CH3); HRMS (MALDI, m/z): [M+Na]+ calculated for C88H118O59Na = 

2121.6131. Found 2141.6064 
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2,3,4,6-tetra-O-acetyl-α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-O-2,3,6-tri-O-acetyl-α-D-

glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-O-2,3,6-tri-O-acetyl-α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-O-2,3,6-

tri-O-acetyl-α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-O-2,3,6-tri-O-acetyl-α-D-

glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-O-2,3,6-tri-O-acetyl-α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-2,3,6-

triacetate–β-D-glucopyranosyl bromide (16)  

 Under cooling to 0 °C, HBr in AcOH (3 mL) was added drop wise to a solution 

of 15 (2.0 g, 1 mmol, 1 eq) in DCM (5 mL). After stirring at 0 °C for 3 h the resulting 

solution was washed three times with iced DI water and saturated sodium 

bicarbonate solution. The solid product 16 was recrystallised in vacuo and the 

crude product immediately carried over to the next step without further 

purification. (yield. 1.0 g) 

 

4-nitrophenyl-O-2,3,4,6-tetra-O-acetyl-α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-O-2,3,6-tri-

O-acetyl-α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-O-2,3,6-tri-O-acetyl-α-D-glucopyranosyl 

(1,4)-O-2,3,6-tri-O-acetyl-α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-O-2,3,6-tri-O-acetyl-α-D-

glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-O-2,3,6-tri-O-acetyl-α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-,2,3,6-

triacetate-D-glucopyranoside (17)23 

 In flame a dried round bottom flask under N2 16 (1.0 g crude material) PNP (350 

mg, 2.5 mmol) and silver carbonate (700 mg, 2.5 mmol) were suspended in dry 

pyridine (10 mL). Aluminium foil was placed around the vessel to minimise light 

exposure. The solution was stirred at RT for 4 h. Following filtration through celite 

to remove any solids the filtrate was dried under rotary evaporation and extracted 

into DCM. This organic layer was subsequently washed three times with DI H2O 

and three times with saturated sodium bicarbonate solution. The organic layer 

was evaporated to oil by rotary evaporation and the solid product was 

precipitated in hexane. The resulting solid was slurried overnight in methanol to 

remove any remaining PNP. The remaining solid was recovered via filtration. The 

product was purified by silica gel column chromatography, 20% toluene/EtOAc, 

to produce the β-anomer of 17 (Yield  over 2 steps 150 mg) IR cm−1 1747 (C=O),  

1373 (CH3), 1213 (C-O acetyl), 1019 (C-O saccharide); 1H-NMR (600 MHz, 

CDCl3), δ 8.25 (2H, d, J = 9.52  Hz, Ar-H), 7.10 (2H, d, J = 9.52  Hz, Ar-H), 5.46-

3.90 (49H, m), 2.24-1.27 (66H, m, 22 x C(CO)CH3); HRMS (MALDI, m/z): 

[M+Na]+ calculated for C92H119NO60Na  = 2220.6189. Found 2220.6294. 
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4-aminophenyl-O-2,3,4,6-tetra-O-acetyl-α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-O-2,3,6-

tri-O-acetyl-α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-O-2,3,6-tri-O-acetyl-α-D-

glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-O-2,3,6-tri-O-acetyl-α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-O-2,3,6-

tri-O-acetyl-α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-O-2,3,6-tri-O-acetyl-α-D-

glucopyranosyl (1, 4)-,2,3,6-triacetate-D-glucopyranoside (18) 

Compound 17 (100 mg, 0.045 mmol) was suspended in methanol (50mL) with 

PdOH on activated carbon (1mg). H2 was passed through the suspension under 

atmospheric pressure for 14 h. The resulting sample was dissolved fully in DCM 

and filtered through celite to remove the solid catalyst. The sample was 

concentrated to a solid under rotary evaporation to yield a red solid. (Yield 80 

mg, 81%). HRMS (MALDI, m/z): [M+Na]+ calculated for C92H121NO58Na= 

2190.6447. Found 2190.6516. 

 

This compound was utilised for synthesis of 18 below with 10 mg used in 

diazonium grafting study to confirm amorphous carbon modification.   

 

4-aminophenyl-O-α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-O-α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-O-

α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-O-α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-O-α-D-

glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-O-α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1,4)-D-glucopyranoside (19) 

Compound 19 was prepared by deprotection of 18 (70 mg, 0.045 mmol), under 

Zemplén deprotection conditions (sodium methoxide in methanol). (yield 33 mg, 

90%) IR cm−1 3823 (H2O), 1335 (C-C), 1159 (C-H), 1078 (O-H), 1024 (C-O); 

HRMS (MALDI, m/z) [M+Na] Calculated for C48H72NO37 = 1266.4123. Found 

126.1485. 

 

30 mg of this compound was used in diazonium grafting studies as a proof of 

concept. With more time and with appropriate purification strategies, it is 

expected that this synthetic method can be optimised to produce a viable 

synthetic strategy for open chain oligosaccharide based diazonium coating 

strategies.      
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Appendix: 

NMR data of synthesised compounds: 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) of Compound 2. 

 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) of Compound 3. 
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1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) of Compound 4 

 

13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) of Compound 4 
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1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3) of Compound 5 

 

13C NMR (150 MHz, CDCl3) of Compound 5 
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1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O) of Compound 6 

 

13C NMR (100 MHz, D2O) of Compound 6 
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1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) of Compound 7 

 

13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) of Compound 7 
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19F NMR (376.4 MHz) of Compound 7 

 

1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3) of Compound 8 
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13C NMR (150 MHz, CDCl3) of Compound 8 

 

19F NMR (376.4 MHz) of Compound 8 
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1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3) of Compound 9 

 

13C NMR (150 MHz, CDCl3) of Compound 9 
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19F NMR (376.4 MHz) of Compound 9 

 

 

1H NMR (600 MHz, DMSO) of Compound 11   
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13C NMR (150 MHz, DMSO) of Compound 11 

 

 

 1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O) of Compound 12 
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. 

 

13C NMR (100 MHz, D2O) of Compound 12 

 

1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O) of Compound 13 
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13C NMR (100 MHz, D2O) of Compound 13   

 

1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O) of Compound 14 
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1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) of Compound 17 

 

 

1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O) of Compound 19 
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Crystal data and structure refinement for compound 14.   

 

Empirical formula  C48H106NO50.50 

Formula weight  1505.33 

Temperature  100(2) K 

Wavelength  1.54178 Å 

Crystal system  Orthorhombic 

Space group  P212121 

Unit cell dimensions a = 13.4308(5) Å = 90°. 

 b = 18.7532(7) Å = 90°. 

 c = 27.5222(11) Å  = 90°. 

Volume 6932.0(5) Å3 

Z 4 

Density (calculated) 1.442 Mg/m3 

Absorption coefficient 1.149 mm-1 

F(000) 3220 

Crystal size 0.3 x 0.29 x 0.2 mm3 

Theta range for data collection 2.851 to 70.062°. 

Index ranges -15≤h≤16, -20≤k≤22, -33≤l≤33 

Reflections collected 73460 

Independent reflections 13089 [R(int) = 0.0449] 

Completeness to theta = 67.679° 100.0 %  

Absorption correction Semi-empirical from equivalents 

Max. and min. transmission 0.7533 and 0.6719 

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 

Data / restraints / parameters 13089 / 265 / 1042 

Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.019 

Final R indices [I>2σ(I)] R1 = 0.0699, wR2 = 0.2047 

R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0723, wR2 = 0.2083 

Absolute structure parameter 0.02(3) 

Largest diff. peak and hole 0.861 and -0.649 e.Å-3 
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X-Ray diffraction experimental: 
X-ray structural analyses for crystals of amBCD were performed on a Bruker APEX Duo CCD at 

100(2) K with an Oxford Cobra cryostat, with samples mounted on a MiTeGen microloop using Cu Kα 

radiation (λ = 1.54178 Å). Bruker APEX[5] software was used to collect and reduce data and determine 

the space group. Absorption corrections were applied using SADABS.[6] Structures were solved with the 

XT structure solution program[7] using Intrinsic Phasing and refined with the XL refinement package[8] 

using Least Squares minimisation in Olex2.[9] All non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. 

Hydrogen atoms were assigned to calculated positions using a riding model with appropriately fixed 

isotropic thermal parameters.  

 

The oxyaniline group was disordered over two sites with 72:28% occupancy and refined with 

restraints (DFIX, SIMU) and constraints (EADP). Several ethoxy groups were also disordered in two 

positions and were modelled with restraints (DFIX, SADI, SIMU) and constraints (EADP) (C26O27, 75:25%; 

C37O38, 79; 21% occupied). The D2O molecules were refined with either full (O4s, O5s, O6s, O7s, O8s, 

O11s, O14s, O15s, O16s, O17s) three quarters (O3s, O9s) or half occupancy (O1s, O2s, O10s, O12s, O13s, 

O18s). Hydrogen atoms were added and refined using restraints (DFIX). There are a range of short 

intermolecular D-H…H-D contacts and large residual density (0.88eÅ-3). Only the highest density peaks 

were chosen for modelling as D2O. There are probably many more. Only one conformation for each D2O 

chosen. Even with antibumping restraints there are close contacts.  

 

Chirality: C12 = R;C13 = R;C15 = R;C17 = S;C19 = R;C20 = R;C22 = R;C24 = S;C25 = R;C30 = R;C31 

= R;C33 = R;C35 = S;C36= R;C41 = R;C42 = R;C44 = R;C46 = S;C47 = R;C52 = R;C53 = R;C55 = R;C57 = S;C58 

= R;C64 = R;C66 = R;C68 = S;C69 = R;C75 = R;C77 = R;C79 = S. 

 

Crystallographic data, CCDC 1840053, can be obtained free of charge from the Cambridge 

Crystallographic Data Centre via www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/ data_request/cif. 
 

Crystal Data for C48H75D31NO50.5 (M =1536.52 g/mol): orthorhombic, space group P212121 (no. 19), a = 

13.4452(5) Å, b = 18.7434(7) Å, c = 27.5154(11) Å, V = 6934.1(5) Å3, Z = 4, T = 100(2) K, μ(CuKα) = 1.149 

mm-1, Dcalc = 1.472 g/cm3, 61478 reflections measured (5.704° ≤ 2Θ ≤ 140.008°), 13049 unique (Rint = 

0.0346, Rsigma = 0.0240) which were used in all calculations. The final R1 was 0.0683 (I > 2σ(I)) and wR2 was 

0.1978 (all data). 

 

  

http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/%20data_request/cif
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Linear range calibration plot for standard dilutions of ATP tested by Aquasnap TOTAL ATP water 

test kits and a hydrogima luminometer.  
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Optical microscope images of SS316, nylon-6 and PES coupons extracted after 20 day 
immersion in coastal waters prior to rinsing; scalebar = 1 mm. Left column: typical 
images for coupons that had not undergone coating with lactosides prior to immersion. 
Right column: typical images for coupons that had undergone coating with lactosides 
prior to immersion. All samples displayed biomass accumulation and the density of 
foulants appears to be similar independently of surface coating. Reproduced with 
permission from ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2018, 6 (1), pp 1141–1151. Copyright 
2017 American Chemical Society. 
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Optical microscope images of SS316 coupons extracted after 20 day immersion in 
coastal waters at sites 1 and 2; samples were rinsed under the same conditions prior to 
imaging. Top row: coupons not coated with an aryldiazonium layer of glycosides. Middle 
row:  coupons coated with a layer of lactosides prior to immersion. Bottom row: a coupon 
sample as supplied by the vendor, without undergoing any immersion tests. All samples 
displayed biomass accumulation but the density of foulants is higher on unmodified than 
on lactoside-modified samples. Similar conclusions can be drawn based on images of 
samples from either site. All images have a width of 4.5 mm. Reproduced with 
permission from ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2018, 6 (1), pp 1141–1151. Copyright 
2017 American Chemical Society. 
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Optical microscope images of Nylon-6 coupons extracted after 20 day immersion in 
coastal waters at sites 1 and 2; samples were rinsed under the same conditions prior to 
imaging. Top row: coupons not coated with an aryldiazonium layer of glycosides. Middle 
row:  coupons coated with a layer of lactosides prior to immersion. Bottom row: a coupon 
sample as supplied by the vendor, without undergoing any immersion tests. All samples 
displayed biomass accumulation but the density of foulants is higher on unmodified than 
on lactoside-modified samples. Similar conclusions can be drawn based on images of 
samples from either site. All images have a width of 2.6 mm. Reproduced with 
permission from ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2018, 6 (1), pp 1141–1151. Copyright 
2017 American Chemical Society. 
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Optical microscope images of PES coupons extracted after 20 day immersion in coastal 
waters at sites 1 and 2; samples were rinsed under the same conditions prior to imaging. 
Top row: coupons not coated with an aryldiazonium layer of glycosides. Middle row:  
coupons coated with a layer of lactosides prior to immersion. Bottom row: a coupon 
sample as supplied by the vendor, without undergoing any immersion tests. All samples 
displayed biomass accumulation but the density of foulants is higher on unmodified than 
on lactoside-modified samples. Similar conclusions can be drawn based on images of 
samples from either site. All images have a width of 2.6 mm. Reproduced with 
permission from ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2018, 6 (1), pp 1141–1151. Copyright 
2017 American Chemical Society.  
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ABSTRACT: Surface treatments that minimize biofouling in marine
environments are of interest for a variety of applications such as
environmental monitoring and aquaculture. We report on the effect
of saccharide coatings on biomass accumulation at the surface of
three materials that find applications in marine settings: stainless steel
316 (SS316), Nylon-6 (N-6), and poly(ether sulfone) (PES).
Saccharides were immobilized via aryldiazonium chemistry; SS316
and N-6 samples were subjected to oxidative surface pretreatments
prior to saccharide immobilization, whereas PES was modified via
direct reaction of pristine surfaces with the aryldiazonium cations.
Functionalization was confirmed by a combination of X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy, contact angle experiments, and fluorescence imaging of lectin−saccharide binding. Saccharide
immobilization was found to increase surface hydrophilicity of all materials tested, while laboratory tests demonstrate that the
saccharide coating results in reduced protein adsorption in the absence of specific protein−saccharide interactions. The
performance of all three materials after modification with aryldiazonium saccharide films was tested in the field via immersion of
modified coupons in coastal waters over a 20 day time period. Results from combined infrared spectroscopy, light microscopy,
scanning electron and He-ion microscopy, and adenosine-triphosphate content assays show that the density of retained biomass
at surfaces is significantly lower on carbohydrate modified samples with respect to unmodified controls. Therefore,
functionalization and field test results suggest that carbohydrate aryldiazonium layers could find applications as fouling resistant
coatings in marine environments.

KEYWORDS: Aryldiazonium, Coatings, Marine, Fouling, Functionalization, Carbohydrates

■ INTRODUCTION

Materials immersed in natural waters are typically subject to
biofouling, a process that can compromise the integrity of the
material or device of interest and result in performance
degradation. Structures which are submerged in a marine
environment are particularly susceptible to a wide range of
opportunistic fouling organisms,1,2 and material biofouling and
colonization can have a negative impact in a wide range of
fields, from marine transport to environmental monitoring and
aquaculture.3−6 Marine biofilms result in major economic and
environmental problems, from corrosion and loss of function-
ality of marine structures and vessels7,8 to the spread of invasive
species9 and increased farmed fish mortality.10−12 Therefore,
there is great interest in developing new strategies for
preventing and mitigating biofouling in the marine environ-
ment, particularly nontoxic or nonbiocidal strategies that are

environmentally sustainable, commercially scalable, and com-
patible with the modern regulatory landscape.1,3,4,13

Biofouling occurs through a complex mechanism that
involves multiple processes over a range of time and length
scales.13 It is proposed that, in the initial stages, the surface
rapidly becomes conditioned by the adsorption of small
molecules and organic matter such as small organics,
biopolymers, and proteinaceous material. Microorganisms
then adhere onto this primed surface, eventually forming a
biofilm onto which larger organisms can attach and
subsequently proliferate.5 Accumulation of undesired biomass
can be minimized by interfering at one or more of these stages
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of the biofouling cascade. Historic methods of biofilm
mitigation involve the use of toxic coatings such as lead-based
and organotin paints,14 which interfere at the micro- and
macrofouling stages. However, due to adverse effects on marine
ecosystems, these methods have been phased out, and even use
of alternative paints and coatings based on copper release is
under regulatory scrutiny. The disruption of quorum sensing
signals to inhibit/regulate biofilm formation potentially offers a
more targeted approach than metal-based biocides; however,
this technology is in its infancy, and its environmental impact
on ecosystems remains to be assessed.15

The most promising nonbiocidal strategies, on the contrary,
rely on modifying the physicochemical properties of submerged
materials to minimize adsorption and adhesion mainly at early
fouling stages. Regulation of surface roughness, electrostatic
charge distribution, and wetting behavior have all been
investigated as nonbiocidal methods.13,16 Bioinspired engi-
neered nanotopographies are effective for regulating cell/spore
settling; however, complex hierarchical patterns are required to
repel settling from heterogeneous populations,17 thus posing
significant problems for cost-effective scalability. Regulation of
wetting and spatial control of hydrophobicity at the nanoscale
level have also been explored as antifouling mechanisms. Low
surface free energy and hydrophobic materials and coatings
have a long history in antifouling technologies, and some well-
known examples are polysiloxanes, fluoropolymers, and super-
hydrophobic coatings.1,6,13,18,19 At the other end of the
spectrum, hydrophilic coatings such as those based on
polyethylene glycols (PEGs)20 and bioinspired superhydro-
philic zwitterionic polymers21,22 have similarly demonstrated
good performance in laboratory tests.
Surface-immobilized carbohydrates have previously been

investigated for the fabrication of hydrophilic coatings for
biofouling prevention. Carbohydrates represent an interesting
family of biomolecules because they are environmentally benign
and highly stable toward oxidation compared to other chemical
species such as ethylene glycols.18,20,23 Previous work has
shown that self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of mono-
saccharides and disaccharides on gold surfaces can greatly
reduce fouling from protein solutions.24−27 More recently,
Ederth et al.25 demonstrated that galactose-bearing SAMs were
successful at reducing Ulva linza spore settling, thus showing
promise for marine fouling control. Polysaccharides have also
been investigated; however, the efficient calcium binding
affinity displayed by many of these, e.g. hyaluronic and pectinic
acids, has been identified as detrimental for fouling control in
the marine environment.28,29 Nonetheless, relative to other
functional coatings, carbohydrates are underexplored in marine
applications, and results from field tests are rare in the
literature.
We recently showed that aryldiazonium chemistry offers a

viable route for the immobilization of saccharides at carbon,
metal, and selected polymer surfaces.30 This immobilization
strategy can be carried out from solution via spontaneous
reaction, resulting in thin conformal functional films that can be
applied via flow, spray, or dip coating methods using aqueous
solutions, thus making it attractive and feasible for large scale
applications. Covalent grafting of mono- and disaccharide-
bearing aryldiazonium cations to carbon, polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS), and poly(ether sulfone) (PES) was found to
significantly reduce protein adsorption in laboratory
tests.31−33 Interestingly, in the case of PES surfaces, the ability
to prevent protein adsorption translated well to field tests,

whereby aryldiazonium glycoside coatings were found to reduce
biomass accumulation after prolonged exposure to wastewater
effluents.33 These prior results strongly suggest that aryldiazo-
nium carbohydrate coatings could be effective at minimizing
biofouling in the complex environment of natural waters;
however, to the best of our knowledge, these coatings have not
been tested in marine settings.
In this work, we report a study of the performance of

carbohydrates immobilized via aryldiazonium grafting as fouling
resistant coatings on coupons of three different materials of
technological importance: stainless steel, nylon, and PES.
Polyamide materials and metal alloys are used regularly in the
marine environment and are particularly susceptible to marine
fouling, while PES is a common membrane material used in
aquatic sensors. Lactosides were chosen for immobilization via
spontaneous aryldiazonium grafting because of their lack of
calcium-binding carboxylic acid residues28 and on the basis of
previously published comparative tests on the performance of
simple glycosides.24,32,33 First, we report on the effectiveness of
spontaneous functionalization reactions on the above sub-
strates; second, we report the results of immersion tests in a
coastal environment for 20 days over the summer period.
Results from field tests indicate that carbohydrate coatings
show promise as a sustainable and environmentally benign
approach for reducing adhesion and retention of marine
foulants.

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Chemicals and Materials. Polyamide-Nylon-6 (N6) sheets,

marine grade stainless steel 316 foil (SS316), and poly(ether sulfone)
sheets (PES) were purchased from Goodfellow; formaldehyde solution
for molecular biology ≥36.0% in H2O, hypophosphorous acid solution
50 wt % in H2O, sodium hypochlorite (bleach), sodium hydroxide,
potassium hydroxide, phosphate buffered saline buffer (0.010 M PBS,
pH 7.4), sodium nitrite, hydrochloric acid, and fluoroboric acid were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Aquasnap ATP Total Water testing
strips were purchased from Water Technology Ltd. Bovine serum
albumin (BSA) conjugates with Alexa Fluor 647 were purchased from
Biosciences. BSA and peanut agglutinin from Arachis hypogaea (PNA)
conjugates with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich. 4-Aminophenol-β-D-lactopyranose and its fluori-
nated analogue 2-fluoro-4-aminophenol-β-D-lactopyranose (Scheme 1)
were synthesized as previously described.30,33 The peracetylated
lactoside 2-fluoro-4-aminophenyl-2,3,4,6-tetra-O-acetyl-β-D-galactopyr-
anosyl-(1→ 4)-2,3,6-tri-O-acetyl-β-D-glucopyranoside (Scheme 1) was
used for infrared experiments; synthesis and characterization of this
compound are reported in the Supporting Information.

Surface Modification. Prior to modification with aryldiazonium
cations, both polyamide and stainless steel surfaces were preactivated,
while PES surfaces did not require preactivation33 and were used after
light cleaning in methanol only. N6 samples were preactivated by
overnight immersion at 30 °C in a 36% aqueous formaldehyde
solution with a catalytic amount of hypophosphorous acid. Stainless
steel samples (SS316) were pretreated with 0.5% NaClO in basic
aqueous solution (KOH 1% and NaOH 1%);32 surfaces were
immersed 3 times in fresh solution for 10 min at room temperature.
Samples were rinsed thoroughly with deionized water and function-
alized via immersion in freshly prepared 1.0 mM solutions of
aryldiazonium cations generated in situ from the corresponding
amine, 4-aminophenol-β-D-lactopyranose (Scheme 1), following
previously published protocols.30 Briefly, a 1.25 mM solution of the
4-aminophenol in 0.00150 M HBF4 was prepared and cooled to 4 °C
or less in an ice bath for 1 h. The cold precursor solution was diluted
via addition of a 0.010 M NaNO2 to a final concentration of 0.0010 M
in 4-aminophenol precursor, acid, and nitrite. Samples were immersed
immediately into the precursor solution, kept in the dark for 1 h, and
then rinsed with deionized water and kept under wet storage in
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deionized water prior to further testing. For field studies, a typical
batch size for material modification was 3 L, while laboratory
experiments involved the preparation of 25 mL solutions. Function-
alization using peracetylated precursors followed the same protocol
except for the use of acetonitrile as a solvent; samples were rinsed
using sonication in acetonitrile/methanol, a protocol that had been
shown to be effective at removing physisorbed acetylated aryldiazo-
nium glycosides.30

Surface Characterization. Water contact angles (WCAs) were
determined for all samples using the sessile drop method (FTA1000),
using 20 μL droplets. Infrared reflectance absorption spectroscopy
(IRRAS) characterization was carried out on a Bruker Tensor 27
infrared spectrometer equipped with a mercury cadmium telluride
detector and a VeeMax II specular reflectance accessory with a wire
grid polarizer. All spectra were collected using p-polarized light; 100
scans at 4 cm−1 were collected for all samples, and an unmodified
sample was used as background. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) was carried out on a VG Scientific ESCAlab MK II system with
an Al Kα source at 90° takeoff angle. Wide surveys and core level
spectra were collected at 50 and 20 eV pass energy, respectively. All
spectra were calibrated to the Cr 2p3/2 peak of Cr2O3 present in the
stainless steel substrate at 576.7 eV (Figure S1).34,35 Fits were carried
out using commercial software (CasaXPS) using Voigt line shapes and
background correction; atomic ratios were calculated from peak areas
after correction for relative sensitivity factors (RSFC1s = 1; RSFF1s =
4.43; RSFCr2p = 11.7; RSFFe2p = 16.4). Optical depths were calculated
from UV−vis transmittance measurements (Lambda 35 PerkinElmer).
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were obtained on a Karl
Zeiss Ultra Field Emission SEM at accelerating voltages between 2 and
3 kV in secondary electron mode. Helium ion microscopy (HIM) was
obtained on a Karl Zeiss NanoFab HIM at 0.2−0.6 pA beam currents
and 30 kV accelerating voltage, while sample charging was minimized
using a flood gun.
Affinity Binding and Protein Adsorption Studies via

Fluorescence Imaging. To determine protein rejection ability,
samples of N6 and SS316 were incubated in 0.2 mg mL−1 solutions of
BSA fluorescent conjugates in PBS at pH 7.4 for 1 h; Alexa-647 and
FITC were the dyes used for N6 and SS316, respectively. To
determine lectin binding affinity, samples of SS316 were incubated for
1 h in a 0.2 mg mL−1 solution of PNA-FITC conjugate in pH 7.4 PBS
buffer with 0.1 mM CaCl2 and MgCl2. All samples were washed with
PBS solution prior to imaging to remove excess unbound protein.
Fluorescence images were acquired using an Olympus BX51 inverted
microscope with cellSense digital image processing software. Emission
intensities were analyzed in triplicate using ImageJ software.32

ATP Determinations. Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) concen-
trations per square centimeter of substrate material were determined
using the luciferase assay as implemented in a commercial kit
(Aquasnap Total Water).36 The assay was first calibrated using
standard solutions and the luminometer (Hygiena) to obtain a
conversion from relative luminescence units (RLU) to ATP
concentration (in nM range). Samples of approximately 1 cm2 were
cut from each coupon in triplicate; the cutting was suspended in a
known volume of deionized water (10 or 5 mL, depending on level of
fouling) in sterile centrifuge tubes and then sonicated for 10 min. The
value of RLU was determined for each water sample and converted to
ATP concentration; water samples were diluted if needed to bring the
ATP concentration within the linear range of the assay. Postsonication,
the cuttings were dried under argon, and their masses were
determined; the relative exposed area was estimated from the mass
of the cleaned sample cutting, and this value was used to surface-
normalize ATP determinations on individual cutting. Values were
compared using ANOVA at 5% significance level (α = 0.05).

Coastal Immersion Study. Immersion studies were carried out
on August 24, 2016 in Bertraghboy Bay, County Galway, at the site of
an unused salmon farming platform (Lehanagh pool). Following
functionalization, 6 control and 6 functionalized coupons, 100 × 100
mm2 in size, were transported within 24 h under wet storage to the
testing site located at 150 m from the shore (53.402267°N,
9.820329°W). Polyethylene frames on which N6, SS316, and PES
coupons had been mounted were set up as shown in Figure 1a. Frames

were transported by power boat to the testing site and suspended from
the edge of the test site (Figure 1b) at a depth of approximately 1 m,
considered to be optimal for rapid biofouling.37 The frames were
weighted to ensure that all samples would remain in a vertical position
throughout the duration of the trial which lasted 20 days over the
summer months (August 24 to September 13). The mean water
temperature during the 20 day trial was 16.84 ± 0.31 °C (maximum
18.20 °C, minimum 16.23 °C), measured from readings at 1 m depth
(StowAway TidbiT). Two positions were chosen for suspending the
frames: these are denoted as site 1 and site 2 and are mapped to the
platform configuration in Figure 1c. Three samples of each control and
functionalized coupon were mounted at each site, i.e. a total of 12
coupons, 4 of each material distributed over the 2 sites. After the 20
day test, all samples were transported to the laboratory immersed in
seawater prior to testing. Samples were rinsed under a stream of
deionized water delivered 10 cm above the sample by gravity for 30 s
on each side. This procedure was used across all samples to remove
loosely attached biomass. Samples were analyzed immediately or
stored frozen for further characterization.

Scheme 1. 4-Aminophenol-β-D-lactopyranose Compounds
Used for All Functionalized Samples and Reaction Protocol
Used for Diazotization and Functionalization with
Aryldiazonium Cations in Situ

Figure 1. (a) Assembled frame with coupons, arranged from left to
right, PES, SS316, and N6, immediately prior to immersion in
seawater. (b) Salmon farm platform from which frames with coupons
were suspended. (c) Scheme showing the two adjacent platforms and
the location of frames at sites 1 and 2 relative to the tide (dashed
arrows); a temperature probe measured surface water temperature at
the position indicated in blue.
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■ RESULTS
Aryldiazonium Modification of Stainless Steel and

Nylon Coupons. Coupons of PES, SS316, and N6 were first
modified using lactoside groups via spontaneous reaction of
aryldiazonium cations to yield surfaces denoted as Lac-PES,
Lac-SS, and Lac-N6. Aryldiazonium cation solutions were
freshly prepared immediately prior to functionalization
following standard diazotization protocols; briefly, the aryl-
amine compound was reacted with sodium nitrite in acid
aqueous solution at 4 °C (Scheme 1), yielding the
corresponding aryldiazonium cation, a highly reactive species.
Work from our group demonstrated that PES undergoes

functionalization by spontaneous reaction after immersion of
pristine substrates in these solutions, and we refer to our
previous publication for a full characterization of Lac-PES
surfaces thus obtained.33 In the case of SS316 and N6, surfaces
were preactivated prior to functionalization. SS316 surfaces
were preactivated in caustic hypochlorite (bleach) solutions;
this treatment is known to have cleaning and oxidizing effects
on SS316 surfaces.38−40 N6 surfaces were pretreated by
immersion in formaldehyde solutions, which are known to
activate amide groups in polyamides via formation of N-
methylol groups.36,41,42 Preactivation treatments were found to
increase surface hydrophilicity, as evident from a marked
change in water contact angle (Figure 2). The WCA of SS316

decreases from 69.8 to 44.5°, as expected from oxidative
cleaning of adventitious organics and exposure of a hydrophilic
oxide film.43 The WCA of nylon also decreases from a value of
80.4°, in agreement with literature values for pristine N6, to
71.7°; this is consistent with an increase in the surface density
of hydroxyl groups resulting from formaldehyde treatment.
Coupons of all three materials tested displayed a significant
change in WCA after immersion in the aryldiazonium cation
solution. Figure 2 shows that all surfaces decreased their WCA,
as expected from the immobilization of hydrophilic saccharide
groups and in agreement with previous reports on the effect of
lactoside immobilization.31

Lactoside immobilization was further confirmed using
binding studies using PNA lectin. PNA is known to display
binding affinity toward galactose44 and can be used to confirm
the presence of surface-bound lactosides as these display an
available galactose unit at the solid−liquid interface. Lac-SS and
Lac-N6 coupons were incubated for 1 h in a solution of
fluorescently labeled PNA and rinsed with PBS prior to
imaging; Figure 3 shows fluorescence microscopy images of
pretreated and Lac-modified surfaces after PNA incubation and

a comparison of average emission intensities. The stronger
emission observed for surfaces after reaction with aryldiazo-
nium cations indicates preferential specific binding with respect
to the corresponding bare pretreated surface and is therefore
supporting of functionalization. No evidence of modification
was found in the absence of pretreatment for either SS316 or
N6 surfaces.
Protein adsorption experiments were also carried out using

fluorescently labeled BSA, a protein that does not display
specific binding with glycosides. Figure 4 shows images of

pretreated and Lac-modified SS316 and N6 with a summary of
average emission intensity values obtained using BSA on
pretreated and modified coupons. After functionalization with
lactosides, a decrease in emission is observed compared to the
pretreated surface, thus indicating that less BSA adsorbs at Lac-
SS and Lac-N6 surfaces. This indicates, first, that the increase in
fluorescence observed for Lac-SS and Lac-N6 after incubation
in PNA solutions is the result of specific Gal-PNA interactions.
Second, that immobilization of small saccharides leads to a
decrease in unspecific protein binding, in agreement with

Figure 2. Water contact angle values obtained on bare, pretreated
(except for PES), and lactose-modified (Lac) surfaces of SS316,
Nylon-6, and PES. Samples were preactivated in caustic bleach and
formaldehyde solutions in the cases of SS316 and Nylon-6,
respectively.

Figure 3. Fluorescence images obtained after lectin binding experi-
ments using dye-conjugated PNA on Nylon-6 and SS316 after
pretreatment and after aryldiazonium modification with lactosides
(Lac). The images show that the emission intensity is higher on
lactose-modified surfaces. Bar plots represent average emission
intensities of Alexa-PNA on Nylon-6 (red bars) and of FITC-PNA
on SS316 (green bars) obtained at pretreated (Pre) and lactose-
modified coupons (Lac).

Figure 4. Fluorescence images obtained after protein adsorption
experiments using dye-conjugated BSA on Nylon-6 and SS316 after
pretreatment and after aryldiazonium modification with lactosides
(Lac). The images show that the emission intensity is lower on lactose-
modified surfaces. Bar plots represent average emission intensities of
Alexa-BSA on Nylon-6 (red bars) and of FITC-BSA on SS316 (green
bars) obtained at pretreated (Pre) and lactose-modified coupons
(Lac).
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observations on the effect of glycoside coatings on carbon and
other polymer surfaces.31,33

In the case of SS316, functionalization was also confirmed
using the fluoro-substituted derivative of the lactoside precursor
shown in Scheme 1, as the presence of fluorine substituents
provides good elemental contrast between the functional layer
and the bare substrate. Survey spectra of pretreated and
modified SS316 in Figure 5a show the characteristic peaks of

stainless steel associated with Fe 2p, Cr 2p, Ni LMM, O 1s, and
C 1s lines.45,46 Figures 5b and c show the spectra of SS316 in
the F 1s and C 1s regions, respectively, after pretreatment and
after surface modification in solutions of the fluorinated
aryldiazonium lactoside.
Analysis of peak area ratios and fitting of the C 1s line yielded

results summarized in Table 1. The pretreated SS316 surface
shows C/Cr and Cr/Fe atomic ratios that are consistent with
those observed for plasma cleaned SS316 by Williams et al.;46

the surface was found to be C- and Cr-rich with respect to the

bulk composition, in agreement with previous compositional
studies.34 Deconvolution of the C 1s line shows the presence of
4 main peaks at 285.3 eV (C−C and C−H), at 286.8 and 288.7
eV (C−O), and at 289.9 eV (CO), in agreement with
previous reports for stainless steel surfaces.47 After functional-
ization, a clear peak is evident at 687.0 eV consistent with the F
1s binding energy of fluorinated organics, where F atoms are in
a low F/C content environment.48,49 Identical changes were
obtained in the F 1s region after functionalization using
chloride as a counterion (Figure S2), thus confirming that the F
1s peak does not arise from tetrafluoroborate contamination.
Therefore, this result suggests that after functionalization the
aryl group is bound to the SS316 surface. The conclusion is
further supported by an increase of the C 1s peak intensity
relative to the Cr 2p signal, which arises from the substrate
alloy. The fit of the C 1s line of Lac-SS (Figure 5c) shows (a)
the appearance of a contribution at 290.5 eV, consistent with
the binding energy expected for a C−F group;48,50,51 and (b)
increased emission in the region 286−289 eV, consistent with
greater surface density of C−O containing groups and with the
presence of surface bound glycosides. The RSF corrected peak
area ratio (A286 + A288): A687 = 12.2 is in good agreement with
the 12:1 ratio of C−O to C−F expected from the molecular
stoichiometry of the fluorinated precursor, thus confirming the
assignment of peaks in the region 286−289 eV to,
predominantly, C−O groups from the lactoside with likely
minor contributions from substrate carbon. These results
therefore indicate that the functionalization protocol resulted in
surface modification of SS316 with aryl-lactosides.
An estimate of the molecular density can be obtained by

assuming that the SS316 substrate surface consists of Cr2O3/
Fe2O3 with 40% Cr2O3 content (Cr/Fe = 0.67), as calculated
from XPS and in agreement with Williams et al.46 Considering
that both Cr2O3 and Fe2O3 have a density of 5.2 g cm−3, the
photoelectron attenuation depth of Cr 2p photoelectrons can
be predicted to be λ = 1.5 nm using Gries’ G-1 predictive
formula.52 Under the assumption that no photoelectrons escape
from depths >3λ, the average experimental F/Cr 0.17 ± 0.10
atomic ratio measured over 5 samples yields an estimated mean
density of 1.9 × 10−9 mol cm−2.53 For a perfectly smooth
surface, this coverage is equivalent to <5 monolayers of
lactosides.30,54 Given that the microscopic roughness factor of
unpolished SS316 is >1, the estimated coverage value suggests
the presence of a relatively sparse lactoside layer, as expected
from a spontaneous reaction of the oxide surface with these
bulky aryldiazonium cations and consistent with thin molecular
layers formed on carbon substrates via similar protocols.31

Finally, functionalization of SS316 surfaces was confirmed
using a peracetylated analogue of the aminophenol lactoside
precursor (see Scheme 1): acetyl moieties serve as infrared
labels thanks to their intense infrared absorbances.30 Figure 6
shows the IRRAS spectrum of a SS316 sample after
functionalization (surface, bottom trace), compared to the
transmittance spectrum of the peracetylated phenyl-glycoside
precursor compound (bulk, top trace).30 The IRRAS spectrum
displays the characteristic peaks of acetyl groups at 1760 cm−1

(CO stretching), 1373 cm−1 (CH3 bending), and 1246 cm−1

(C−O−C asymmetric stretching).55 The peak centered at 1080
cm−1 is associated with C−O stretching modes of the
carbohydrate ring, while the peak at 1510 cm−1 arises from
C−C skeletal vibrations of phenyl rings.33,55

In summary, the functionalization protocol outlined in
Scheme 2 was found to be successful at grafting lactoside

Figure 5. (a) Survey XPS spectra of SS316 after pretreatment (black)
and after modification with F-substituted aryl-lactoside (red). (b) F 1s
and (c) C 1s high resolution spectra; these spectra show that upon
reaction with aryldiazonium lactosides, peak contributions appear at
687 and 286−289 eV that can be attributed to F atoms and C−O
groups, respectively.

Table 1. Summary of Results from XPS Analysis of Spectra
in Figure 5a

SS pretreated Lac-SS

C 1s (eV) 285.3 (70%) 285.1 (46%)
286.8 (18%) 286.7 (33%)
288.7 (7%) 288.4 (15%)
289.9 (5%) 290.5 (6%)

F 1s (eV) 687.0
C/Cr at. 6.9 7.6
F/Cr at. 0.30
Cr/Fe at. 0.67 0.68

aValues in parentheses indicate percent contribution to the total peak
intensity; elemental ratios are calculated as atomic ratios.
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groups via spontaneous reactions of aryldiazonium cations onto
SS316 and N6 surfaces. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first reported protocol for the modification of nylon using
aryldiazonium cations. It is interesting to note that the
pretreatment protocol results in the formation of −OH groups,
and it is therefore likely that the functionalization mechanism
involves nucleophilic attack of the hydroxyl onto the electron
deficient para position of the aryl ring, in analogy to the SN1
hydrolysis mechanism of aryldiazonium cations (see Scheme
S1).56 As regards stainless steel functionalization, most previous
reports make use of cathodic electrografting reactions that can
be driven even in the presence of a continuous passive
oxide.57−59 Small et al.60 recently reported on the spontaneous
attachment of fluorinated aryldiazonium salts on stainless steel
from solution, achieved by polishing samples immediately prior
to modification. Mechanical polishing breaks down the steel
passive oxide, exposing the iron-rich underlayer which can act
as an effective spontaneous reductant in aryldiazonium grafting,
in agreement with findings on various oxide-free metals.61 In
our case, we carried out an oxidizing pretreatment which is
expected to yield instead a homogeneous hydrophilic passive
oxide that cannot directly reduce the aryldiazonium cation;
nonetheless, this oxide surface offers a high density of
functional M−OH and/or M-OOH sites60,62 available to
chemical reaction. There are few reports of spontaneous
aryldiazonium reactions on oxides;63,64 however, the sponta-
neous formation of M−O−Ar bonds has been demonstrated
experimentally.64 On the basis of our results, spontaneous
grafting can take place on passivated stainless steel surfaces via
aryl group cross-linking. It is likely that, as in the case of
reactions with primary alcohols, functionalization proceeds via
nucleophilic substitution involving oxide hydroxyl groups (see
Scheme S1).56

Field Tests of Bare and Lactose-Modified Surfaces.
Control and lactose-modified coupons remained immersed in

Figure 6. Infrared transmittance spectrum of a peracetylated
aminophenol lactoside precursor (red, top) and IRRAS spectrum at
80° incidence of the organic layer obtained after modification of a
SS316 sample (black, bottom) with the same aryldiazonium precursor.
The IRRAS spectrum displays the characteristic peaks of the precursor
compound; peak assignments are discussed in the main text.

Scheme 2. Protocol Used for the Modification of SS316, N6,
and PES

Figure 7. Optical microscope images of coupons of SS316, Nylon-6, and PES (scale bar = 1 mm) extracted after 20 day immersion in coastal waters
at site 1 (see Figure 1); samples were rinsed under the same conditions prior to imaging. The top row shows images of coupons that had not been
coated with an aryldiazonium layer of glycosides; the middle row shows coupons that had been coated with a layer of lactosides prior to immersion,
and the bottom row shows samples as supplied by the vendor without undergoing any immersion tests. All immersed samples display biomass
accumulation; however, the density of adhered organic matter appears to be higher on unmodified when compared to lactoside-modified samples.
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coastal waters for 20 days, at the end of which samples were
taken out of the water, and the amount of biomass accumulated
on the coupons was compared using a combination of optical
and scanning microscopies, ATP content analysis, IRRAS in the
case of SS316, and optical transmission in the case of PES. After
immersion, minimal differences were observed among different
coupon materials and between lactose-modified samples and
unmodified controls of the same material upon visual
inspection (Figure S3). However, after controlled light rinsing,
it was possible to observe clear and significant differences
between coated and uncoated samples, as discussed below.
Figure 7 shows representative optical microscopy images of

SS316, N6, and PES coupons positioned at site 1 with images
of a corresponding pristine surface that had not undergone
immersion; images of coupons at site 2 showed a similar trend
(Figures S4−S6). Samples that had been coated with the
aryldiazonium layer of lactoside units were found to display a
visibly lower density of foulants. Unmodified samples in Figure
7 (top row) appear to show the evidence of secondary adhesive
structures (algae pads or stalks),65 which are mostly absent in
Lac-modified samples (middle row) and are important for the
development of microbial slimes. Figure 8 shows images at
higher resolution obtained by SEM and HIM microscopies on
SS316 and polymer coupons, respectively. It is possible to
observe the presence of diatoms and mucilaginous trails; visual
inspection suggests that pennate diatoms dominate the retained
deposits, in agreement with typical findings in marine fouling
experiments.65 Scanning microscopy images also confirmed that
a higher density of foulants remained adhered to the
unmodified coupons compared to the modified ones for all
tested materials.
Total ATP is an indicator of microbial biomass content and

can be used to assess biomass accumulation at surfaces.66

Samples of known size taken from coupons were immersed into
identical volumes of deionized water and sonicated to extract
adsorbed biomass; a commercial bioluminescence assay was
used to compare the ATP content extracted from control and
lactose-modified samples. All RLU values were determined in
deionized water, and dilution factors were chosen which
ensured that measurements fell within the linear dynamic range
of the assay;67 this procedure allowed for a conversion of RLU
values to ATP concentrations in the extract and subsequent

conversion to ATP mass released per unit area. Figure 9a shows
a summary of ATP determinations obtained for SS316, Nylon-
6, and PES surfaces after immersion tests and prior to any
rinsing. A comparison of ATP values indicates that biofilm
accumulation was unaffected by the nature of the substrate

Figure 8. Microscopy images of coupons of SS316 (SEM, scale bar = 40 μm), Nylon-6 (HIM, scale bar = 40 μm), and PES (HIM, scale bar = 100
μm). The figures show details of surfaces after 20 day immersion in coastal waters followed by rinsing under identical conditions prior to imaging.
The top row shows images of coupons that had not been coated with an aryldiazonium layer of glycosides; the bottom row shows coupons that had
been coated with a layer of lactosides prior to immersion.

Figure 9. Average ATP released per unit area from unmodified (solid)
and lactose-modified (striped) SS316, Nylon-6, and PES coupons after
20 day immersion tests in coastal waters prior to any rinsing (a) and
after controlled rinsing (b). Error bars indicate 90% confidence
interval (C.I.).
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material with similar values obtained for SS316, N6, and PES
coupons (P = 0.18). ATP values were found to be similar for
control and modified coupons; in the case of SS316, results
suggest a beneficial effect from the coating (P = 0.08) at a
slightly higher significance level that might be clarified by
further studies with a larger sample size.
Figure 9b shows a comparison of ATP values obtained at the

three surfaces after controlled rinsing. The level of ATP
measured at unmodified (control) surfaces was found to vary
depending on the material, with results indicating that Nylon-6
retains the highest levels of biomass. A comparison between
control and lactose-modified samples clearly shows that
surfaces coated by carbohydrate layers have significantly lower
amounts of retained biomass; this was confirmed in the case of
SS316 (P = 0.04), N6 (P = 0.03), and PES (P = 0.04).
The controlled rinsing process resulted in a reduction of

ATP for all samples; however, the effect is noticeably greater in
the case of lactose-modified surfaces yielding reductions of 75,
89, and 92% for SS316, Nylon-6, and PES, respectively. These
results therefore indicate that the lactoside layer has a strong
impact on the ability of foulants to adhere to the material
surface, thus improving resistance to biomass retention; this
effect is particularly evident in the case of the two polymers
tested.
IRRAS analysis was carried out to compare biomass

accumulation at control and modified SS316; this was not
possible in the case of N6 and PES due to the poor reflectance
of these substrates. Figure 10 shows representative IRRAS

spectra in the amide region of both a control and a lactose-
modified SS316 sample after rinsing. The spectra show peaks at
1640 and 1530 cm−1, which are assigned to the amide I and
amide II modes, respectively, of polypeptides.55 These peaks
display higher intensity for unmodified SS316, thus indicating
that the surface density of proteinaceous material accumulated
on control surfaces is higher than on lactose-modified surfaces.
PES coupons used in our studies were optically transparent;

therefore, a quantitative assessment of biomass accumulation
could also be obtained through measurements of optical depth
(−ln(T)). Figure 11 shows a comparison of the optical depth at
600 nm measured through PES coupons using a pristine PES
sample as background: lactose-modified samples were more
transparent than unmodified ones and independently of the site
tested displayed significantly lower optical depth than the

corresponding control sample. These results are in agreement
with ATP determinations and with microscopy observations.
Carbohydrate layers prepared via aryldiazonium chemistry

are molecular coatings in the 1−2 nm thickness range that
preserve the topography of the original substrate31,33 so that
their main effect is expected to be on surface chemistry and free
energy. Results from field experiments show that in the absence
of rinsing these coatings do not significantly impact fouling
resistance, and little difference is observed with controls.
Coupons extracted after the 20 day immersion were
significantly fouled by a mixture of organisms, and the presence
of the coating did not affect marine biofilm formation.
However, the accumulated biomass was dramatically reduced
at carbohydrate-modified surfaces after only light rinsing by
gravity driven streams. SEM and HIM imaging of samples
showed that rinsing leaves a relatively clean surface, indicating
effective detachment of the biofilm under very mild treatment.
Therefore, these carbohydrate coatings were found to be
effective at reducing adhesion of foulants on all three materials
tested.
Recent field tests of coatings based on zwitterionic polymers

by Hibbs et al.68 resulted in similar findings: zwitterionic
coatings were found to affect foulant retention after jet rinsing,
rather than to alter the amount of biomass accumulated on the
coupons over the testing period. The striking agreement with
our trends suggests analogies in the mode of action of
carbohydrate thin films: these are thought to control fouling by
regulating surface hydration, which is a similar mechanism to
that proposed for zwitterionic polymers,1 albeit in the absence
of a change in surface electrostatic charge. It has been proposed
that the exact distribution of charged regions in zwitterionic
coatings might play a role in modulating settlement behavior;68

it would be therefore relevant to carry out experiments similar
to those by Aldred et al.22 on settlement behavior to investigate
whether glycoside structure and presentation could be similarly
leveraged in carbohydrate coatings.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Functionalization and field test results suggest that carbohy-
drate aryldiazonium layers could find applications as fouling
resistant coatings. For all materials tested, the density of
retained biomass at surfaces was found to be significantly lower
on carbohydrate modified samples with respect to unmodified
controls. The mode of action of these layers appears to affect
biofilm adhesion rather than biofilm formation, operating via
fouling release rather than via antifouling mechanisms. It is
recognized that fouling minimization in natural seawaters is
extremely challenging due to the presence of multiple organism

Figure 10. IRRAS spectra at 45° incidence of SS316 unmodified
sample and lactose-modified SS316 after 20 day immersion tests; this
specific sample was located at site 2; however, in all cases, unmodified
samples show more intense absorption peaks. Arrows indicate peaks at
1645 and 1525 cm−1 corresponding to amide I and amide II modes,
respectively.

Figure 11. Optical depth of PES coupons at 600 nm measured after 20
day immersion test followed by controlled rinsing. Lac-modified
samples are more transparent than unmodified ones.
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populations with a wide range of adhesion mechanisms. ATP
tests suggest that fouling resistance observed for lactoside−
aryldiazonium layers is comparable to that observed for more
chemically complex coating systems in laboratory assays, which
use populations containing a single organism. It is therefore
significant that the promising results herein reported were
obtained in coastal waters over prolonged times of exposure
and during the summer months, when fouling activity is
maximized.
Given the marked differences in physicochemical properties

among SS316 and the two polymers, it is also encouraging to
observe similar trends independent of material, as it suggests
potential applicability on a variety of devices, including devices
consisting of mixed materials. Although comprehensive fouling
control remains elusive, our experiments indicate that thin
carbohydrate layers could enhance the effectiveness of other
fouling control methods. For instance, they could be easily
combined/integrated with topography-based antifouling strat-
egies as they coat surfaces conformally with few molecular
layers, or they could be combined with mechanical methods to
reduce power consumption associated with foulant removal.
The observed performance together with the complete absence
of toxicity and environmental impact of glycan-based coatings
make them attractive as a sustainable fouling mitigation
strategy.
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ABSTRACT: A mild and efficient surface modification
protocol for the preparation of β-cyclodextrin (βCD)
modified surfaces through aryldiazonium-mediated grafting
is reported. Monosubstituted 6-O-aminophenol-β-cyclodex-
trin (amβCD) was synthesized through a three-step protocol.
This compound was found to form supramolecular aggregates
in aqueous solutions at relatively low concentrations via
cavity-directed self-assembly. Disruption of these supra-
molecular structures through judicious choice of solvent was
found to be essential for the formation of the reactive
aryldiazonium species from the amino-phenolic precursor and
for spontaneous surface grafting from aqueous solutions.
Cyclodextrin thin films were prepared on carbon macroscopic substrates and electrodes and were characterized via infrared
reflectance absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS), cyclic voltammetry, and water contact angle measurements. Protein adsorption
studies demonstrated that βCD adlayers reduced nonspecific protein adsorption. βCD moieties in adlayers can be used
nonetheless for specific host−guest complexation and are grafted at the surface with monolayer coverage (1.2 × 10−10 mol
cm−2) as demonstrated via experiments using ferrocene, a redox probe. Finally, cyclodextrin covalent immobilization was
demonstrated also on stainless steel and polyamide samples, two substrates with wide ranging technological applications.

KEYWORDS: β-cyclodextrin, aryldiazonium, surface coating, host−guest, supramolecular

■ INTRODUCTION

Cyclodextrins (CDs) are cyclic oligosaccharides most
commonly consisting of 6 (α), 7 (β), or 8 (γ) glucose units
linked together by a (1, 4) glycosidic bond. They possess a
torus structure with a hydrophilic exterior and a relatively
hydrophobic cavity capable of forming host−guest inclusion
complexes with a wide range of hydrophobic compounds.1,2

The unique properties of cyclodextrins, coupled with their
relative abundance and low cost, render them extremely
versatile and useful substrates with diverse applications in
supramolecular chemistry, drug delivery, separation science,
solubility enhancement, and sensor technology.3−5 In order to
impart the desirable features of cyclodextrin onto surfaces,
there exists a range of surface modification techniques
including physisorption, chemisorption, and covalent mod-
ification approaches; importantly, several of these approaches
maintain the functionality of the cyclodextrin cavity on the
surface and enable the design of functional materials with
broad application. Surface modification can be achieved via
physisorption methods such as hydrogen bonding or through
host−guest activity with surface expressed binding groups.6

Physisorbed coatings generally display low stability and can
typically be removed by physical displacement through
sonication. More stable cyclodextrin surfaces can be achieved
either by production of a polymeric deposition incorporating

cyclodextrins1,2,7,8 or through chemisorption, i.e., specific
chemical modification to produce covalently bound cyclo-
dextrins at the surface. Examples of this include grafting to
cellulose via acid cross-linking,9 production of gold surfaces
modified via thiolene chemistry,10 and electrochemical grafting
of cyclodextrins onto conductive surfaces.6,11 Covalent
immobilization of cyclodextrins has several benefits over
physisorption and polymeric layer deposition, including
coating stability and the potential to retain surface properties
and morphology. Spontaneous diazonium grafting is an
attractive strategy for the production of a covalently modified
cyclodextrin surface as it involves mild conditions, is easily
scalable, and is applicable to a wide variety of materials
including carbon, polymer, and metal alloy surfaces.12−17

However, to the best of our knowledge there are no reports on
the application of these spontaneous reactions to cyclodextrin
immobilization. We have demonstrated previously that
modification of surfaces through aryldiazonium chemistry
with mono- and disaccharides is possible on a wide variety of
materials including carbon and polymers.13,14,16,18 The aryl
ring is required for formation of a reasonably stable diazonium
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cation, as alkyl diazonium species are typically highly unstable
and unsuitable for surface functionalization. The monotosyla-
tion of the primary face (i.e., the 6′ alcohol of the saccharide)
opens up many avenues for cyclodextrin modification,8,19

including a potential pathway for producing a cyclodextrin
diazonium salt-based grafting agent. Modification of the
primary face to include an aromatic tail can however result
in βCD in aqueous solution to readily form supramolecular
host−guest complexes.20−22 Complex formation can compro-
mise the reactivity of aromatic tail groups via inclusion in the
cavity of neighboring βCD units and thus potentially prevent
further reactions such as those leading to surface covalent
grafting.
In this work, we report the synthesis and characterization of

a βCD-based aryldiazonium precursor molecule. We demon-
strate that prevention of supramolecular host−guest assembly
is essential for successful spontaneous surface grafting.23−25

Disruption was achieved via cavity binding of a high affinity
substrate such as adamantane or through modulation of the
solvent polarity, with the latter method resulting in surfaces
that display βCD sites available for binding of organic
substrates. Carbon materials were modified using aryldiazo-
nium salts from these CD glycosides in aqueous solutions and
under mild conditions, resulting in glycosylated surfaces that
display protein rejection behavior in the absence of specific
host−guest interactions.13,16,26 Cavity binding of surface-
bound cyclodextrin was confirmed using a ferrocene/
ferrocenium redox probe.11 The functionalization method
was then applied to two insulating surfaces of industrial
interest: a metal alloy, stainless steel 316, and a polyamide,
nylon-6, thus expanding the range of applications of this
functionalization methodology.26

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Aryldiazonium Precursor Synthesis and Character-

ization. Monosubstituted 6-O-aminophenol-β-cyclodextrin
(amβCD) was synthesized through a three-step protocol
outlined in Scheme 1. β-Cyclodextrin (βCD) 1 was

monotosylated upon reaction with p-toluenesulfonyl chloride
in alkaline solution.19 The reaction mixture was neutralized
through addition of 6 M hydrochloric acid, and the resulting
precipitate was filtered and repeatedly recrystallized from a 1:1
MeOH/H2O mixture until a degree of tosylation (DT %)
greater than 90% as determined by 1H NMR was obtained.27

The monotosyl-βCD 2 was subsequently refluxed at 80 °C in
the presence of excess p-nitrophenol in DMF to furnish the

nitrophenolic derivative 3.21 The desired aminophenol
derivative 4 was prepared by hydrogenoloysis of 3 in the
presence of Pd on charcoal.13

Functionalization of carbon surfaces was first attempted via
diazotization of amβCD under standard activating conditions
(1 mM, aqueous NaNO2/H

+), as indicated in Scheme 2, that

are known to result in covalent grafting on carbon. However,
these reactions were unsuccessful as no evidence of surface
modification was observed. It was therefore hypothesized that
self-assembly may lead to inactivation of the amino-phenolic
tail, thus preventing diazotization and/or covalent grafting of
aryldiazonium cations.13,14,16,18,26

This might occur if a neighboring cyclodextrin moiety
complexes the amino-phenolic tail within the cavity, leading to
the formation of supramolecular aggregates. In order to
confirm that aggregation amβCD occurs in aqueous conditions
at 1.0 mM, a solution of amβCD was prepared in ultrapure
water with sonication, filtered through a 0.45 μm PES
membrane filter, and analyzed via dynamic light scattering
(DLS) after a 1 h period of incubation at room temperature.
DLS results are shown in the Supporting Information (Figure
S1) and reveal scattering intensity equivalent to spherical
particles with hydrodynamic radius >100 nm for amβCD at 1.0
mM. This indicates that aggregates of amβCD develop over 1
h at relatively low concentrations, and identical experiments
using unmodified βCD units do not yield scattering intensity at
hydrodynamic sizes >2 nm (Figure S1) in agreement with
prior reports,28 strongly indicating that aggregate formation is
due to the presence of the amino-phenolic tails in amβCD.
DLS experiments carried out under the same conditions but
with addition of adamantane in 1:1 ratio with amβCD resulted
in nearly identical stability to that of unmodified βCD,
therefore indicating that the cavity binding of the amino-
phenolic tail is crucial to aggregate formation. Further evidence
of involvement of amino-phenolic tails in the aggregation
process was obtained from the 1H NMR of aromatic protons of
freshly prepared solutions of amβCD in D2O, as shown for 1.2
and 3.0 mM concentrations in Figure 1a.
Spectra show a clear change in chemical shift, indicating

differences in the local environment of these protons at the two
concentrations. This confirms that cavity-directed self-
assembly via host−guest interactions of the phenyl rings is
important for the aggregation process. NMR titration experi-
ments were carried out over the concentration range 0.5−3.0
mM (Figure S2) and show a progressive change in the
observed chemical shift (δobs) of aromatic protons. The δobs
can be expressed as a function of the total concentration (Ctot),
the relative chemical shift of the aromatic protons in
monomeric βCD (δmon), and that of aromatic protons in the
cavity of host−guest aggregates (δagg). Equation 1 shows the

Scheme 1. Synthesis of the amβCD Precursor Sample in
Three Steps

Scheme 2. Aryl Diazonium Salt Formation
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relationship between the association constant for the
monomer−aggregate equilibrium of amβCD, Ka, the aggrega-
tion number n, and the relative chemical shifts, where δmon and
δagg are determined by extrapolation (Figure S3).20 For a
detailed description of eq 1 see Supporting Information.

C

n C n n

K

ln( ( ))

ln( ( )) ln ( 1)

ln( ) ln

tot mon obs

tot obs agg

mon agg a

δ δ

δ δ

δ δ

−

= − + − −

− + (1)

A linear fit of the concentration expressions from eq 1
(Figure 1b) yielded the aggregation number n = 2.97,
confirming that this species forms trimeric structures at
concentrations <1.5 mM. At higher concentrations it is
possible to observe a second regime that suggests formation
of larger aggregates (n > 3). These findings are consistent with
reports that show that dimerization results in further host−
guest self-assembly in other phenyl-modified βCD spe-
cies.20−22 From the intercept of the best fit to eq 1, a pKtri =
−5.66 is obtained for the trimer equilibrium constant.
Assuming a noncooperative self-assembly process (pKn = (n
− 1) pK2, n ≥ 2), the dimer formation constant is estimated at
pKdim = 2.83 or Kdim ≈ 680, in excellent agreement with
phenyl−CD host−guest Ka values reported by Liu et al.21

Cyclodextrins displaying modifications with aromatic groups
have been reported to form crystals via one of three pathways,
cavity-tail self-inclusion, packed layers, and one-dimensional
self-assembly.20−22 Crystals of amβCD were grown from

solutions in both D2O and H2O over 15 days at >3 mM
concentration. X-ray crystallographic data analysis revealed
that the compound crystallizes by aromatic tail penetration
into the cyclodextrin cavity along a screw axis to form a linear
head-to-tail supramolecular structure (Figure 1c).21These data
confirm that self-assembly occurs via the insertion of the
amino-phenol tail into the βCD cavity.
Results indicate that aggregate disruption is essential for the

amino-phenolic tails to be available for further reactions. As
shown by DLS, it is possible to achieve this via cavity blocking
with a high-affinity substrate such as adamantane. However,
binding of such substrates effectively blocks the cavity, while it
is more advantageous for further applications to achieve
disruption by modulating solvent conditions while retaining an
empty cavity. Nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) NMR
spectroscopy was used to investigate the role solvent plays in
supramolecular assembly. 1H−1H NOESY was performed on
amβCD under various conditions. In D2O (Figure 1d) strong
interactions were seen between the aromatic protons at 6.8 and
6.6 ppm and the saccharide protons of the cavity, particularly
the glycan H-5 and H-3 protons at peak positions 3.6 and 3.7
ppm, thus confirming host−guest interactions.21 These peaks
disappear upon selective cavity binding to adamantane (Figure
S4) or when exposing the supramolecular assembly to a solvent
system which contains a significant organic component, i.e.,
10% v/v MeOH in water (Figure 1e). It was thus concluded
that self-assembly behavior of compound 4 can be minimized
either through pre-emptive host−guest binding or through
careful modulation of solvent conditions.23,24

Figure 1. (a) 1H NMR (400 MHz) of amβCD in D2O at 1.2 and 3.0 mM showing differing observed chemical shift of aromatic doublet, due to
host−guest interactions. (b) Plot of concentration components from eq 1 for determining the aggregation number n from the slope; points
represent measured data, and the dashed line is the best fit trend line. (c) Illustration of the one-dimensional helical self-assembly of amβCD
obtained by X-ray crystallography. Aromatic carbons have been highlighted (green), and water of crystallization and hydrogen atoms have been
omitted for clarity. (d) 1H−1H NOESY spectrum of amβCD in D2O; through-space interactions between aromatic (tail) and saccharide (cavity)
protons are highlighted in blue. (e) 1H−1H NOESY spectrum of amβCD in D3-MeOD 10% v/v in D2O. No interaction peaks are observed
between aromatic (tail) and saccharide (cavity) implying negligible host−guest interactions under these conditions.
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Carbon Functionalization with βCD Moieties. Surface
functionalization was carried out under conditions that
promote disaggregation of 4 in solution while retaining a
free cavity available for binding. Diazotization and surface
grafting reactions were therefore carried out in 10% MeOH in
aqueous solutions (Figure 2a): a 1.25 mM solution of amβCD

was prepared in 1.25 mM HBF4. This solution was then chilled
to <4 °C for 1 h, then diluted by addition of 0.010 M NaNO2
to a final concentration of 1.0 mM βCD. Immediately after
diazotization, the aryldiazonium cation solution was placed in
contact with the substrate material, by either immersion or
drop casting; the surface was kept in the dark for 1 h and
subsequently rinsed and sonicated in methanol and water prior
to characterization.13,14,18,26

Confirmation of spontaneous βCD grafting to amorphous
carbon was obtained by ex situ infrared reflectance absorption
spectroscopy (IRRAS). Figure 2b shows the IRRAS of a
carbon surface29 modified via the process above. The
transmittance spectrum of amβCD precursor compound in
bulk form is also shown for comparison. Both spectra display
characteristic peaks at 1145, 1080, 1024, and 993 cm−1

corresponding to C−O stretching modes and O−H
deformations of the carbohydrate rings.30 The presence of
these peaks is diagnostic for the presence of carbohydrate
moieties at the carbon surface and is consistent with formation
of a βCD adlayer. These peaks were not observed in the
IRRAS of samples which had been immersed in a 10% MeOH
solution of amβCD alone, without NaNO2. Importantly, the
peaks were also absent from samples immersed in an aqueous
solution of amβCD and NaNO2/H

+ but prepared without

addition of 10% MeOH. The above control experiments
indicate that both diazotization conditions and disruption of
host−guest complex aggregates are essential to observe
evidence of surface functionalization. Furthermore, they
strongly indicate that βCD immobilization occurs via covalent
bond formation by the reaction of the aryldiazonium cation
with the carbon substrate.13,18,26,29

Reaction of carbon with aryldiazonium cations of amβCD
was also found to result in a significant change in surface
wetting properties, consistent with the presence of a saccharide
adlayer. Figure 2c shows the water contact angle (WCA) of
glassy carbon (GC) before and after functionalization. Results
indicate that there is a significant decrease in WCA from (65.8
± 4.8)° (95% CI) to (53.3 ± 3.3)° (95% CI). The increased
hydrophilicity is attributed to increased surface density of
hydroxyl groups resulting from grafting of βCD, and it is in
agreement with reported changes after modification with
simpler mono- and disaccharide moieties.13,14,18,26 To
investigate whether changes in wetting properties also affect
interfacial interactions with biomolecules such as pro-
teins,13,18,26,31,32 GC plates were incubated in buffered
solutions of fluorescently labeled bovine serum albumin
(BSA-FITC) at room temperature for 2 h. GC plates were
rinsed and subsequently examined under microscopy with
fluorescence excitation at 470 nm. The βCD-modified GC
displayed lower FITC emission, thus indicating reduced
protein retention when compared to unmodified samples
(Figure 2d). These findings correlate well with WCA data and
are consistent with previous findings on saccharide-modified
surfaces.13,14

Surface Host−Guest Binding. βCD is known to form 1:1
inclusion complexes with ferrocene in solution;11,33 therefore
ferrocene was used as a redox probe to investigate the surface
density of βCD sites and confirm availability of the surface-
bound cavity to host−guest complexation. Two GC electrodes,
one modified with βCD via the spontaneous reaction and one
freshly polished, were immersed in a 5.0 mM solution of
ferrocene in MeOH, rinsed, and then tested via cyclic
voltammetry (CV). Figures 3a and 3b show CVs obtained at
200 mV s−1 in 0.5 M KCl aqueous supporting electrolyte for
the βCD-modified and bare GC, respectively.
GC electrodes modified with βCD (Figure 3a) display the

characteristic oxidation and reduction peaks of ferrocene/
ferrocenium (Fc/Fc+) with a formal potential at 0.26 V vs Ag/
AgCl.11 In contrast, in the absence of modification, the bare
GC surface shows no evidence of faradaic peaks, thus
indicating that no significant amounts of ferrocene physisorb
at bare GC. These results strongly suggest that the peaks
observed in Figure 3a arise from specific CD−ferrocene
binding interactions at the electrode interface. The first anodic
sweep in Figure 3a is markedly different from that of
subsequent cycles, and its greater asymmetry suggests the
presence of contributions from nonsurface-bound redox
species. This behavior is likely to arise from small amounts
of weakly bound Fc+ that is free to diffuse into solution. Peaks
in subsequent cycles display instead symmetric peaks, whose
intensity decreases slightly over multiple cycles. This is
consistent with progressive partitioning of the more soluble
Fc+ species into the aqueous phase after each anodic sweep.11

The total integrated charge associated with the anodic peak of
the second cycle (0.2−0.5 V) was used to provide an estimate
of surface coverage, Γ, for βCD−Fc complexes. Using eq 2 for
a 1-electron transfer (n = 1), a scan rate ν = 0.2 V s−1, and an

Figure 2. (a) Schematic representation of surface modification. (b)
Infrared spectra showing transmittance spectrum of bulk amβCD
diazonium precursor (top trace, black) and an IRRAS spectrum of a
carbon surface after spontaneous grafting with βCD (bottom trace,
red). (c) Water contact angle (WCA) results for polished glassy
carbon plates before (bare) and after (CD-Mod) functionalization
with βCD; a significant decrease in WCA is observed after
modification reactions. (d) Protein adsorption studies on polished
glassy carbon (bare) and on βCD-functionalized carbon (CD-Mod)
using FITC-BSA; values are average emission intensity after
incubation in FITC-BSA solutions, while error bars represent 95% CI.
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experimentally determined electrode geometric area34 A =
0.196 cm2:

Q
nFA

i V

nFA

d
V

V

1

2∫
ν

Γ = =
(2)

The value of Γ obtained was 1.2 × 10−10 mol cm−2. This value
is in excellent agreement with Γ = 1.4 × 10−10 mol cm−2

calculated from crystallographic data for a hexagonal closed-
packed layer of amβCD with its phenyl ring oriented normal to
the carbon surface (see Supporting Information). This
indicates that spontaneous aryldiazonium grafting of amβCD
results in monolayer coverage. Further evidence for monolayer
coverage was provided by atomic force microscopy measure-
ments of the thickness of βCD adlayers, which yielded values
consistent with the presence of a monolayer35 (see Supporting
Information). Monolayer control of aryldiazonium functional-
ization reactions is notoriously difficult to achieve, due to the
tendency of these cations to cross-link yielding multilayers,
particularly under electrografting conditions. The steric
hindrance of the CD moiety is therefore likely to provide an
intrinsic control mechanism for suppressing multilayer
formation, as observed in previous studies on applications of
bulky substitutents for monolayer control.18,36−40

Functionalization of Insulating Surfaces. One of the
major advantages of spontaneous aryldiazonium reactions is
the ability to impart surface functionality onto materials
without the requirement of an electrical contact. This makes
the spontaneous reaction a versatile method which was
recently extended from the modification of conductors, e.g.,
carbon, Ni, Fe, Zn,12 to the modification of polymeric
insulators13,14,26 and oxide-passivated alloy surfaces such as
stainless steel.17,26 Therefore, we investigated the applicability

Figure 3. Cyclic voltammograms of CD-modified (a) and bare (b)
glassy carbon electrodes after incubation in a 5 mM ferrocene solution
in methanol, followed by rinsing. Voltammograms were obtained in
0.5 M KCl solutions at 200 mV s−1.

Figure 4.Water contact angles for nylon-6 (a) and SS316 (b) before and after spontaneous reactions with aryldiazonium cations from amβCD. (c)
Protein adsorption tests on nylon-6 using fluorescently labeled BSA (Alexa-BSA); the bar chart shows average emission intensity measured after
incubation in Alex-BSA solutions on surfaces before and after modifications. (d) IRRAS spectrum obtained on SS316 after functionalization
reactions with βCD; the transmittance spectrum of amβCD is shown in the graph for comparison.
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of spontaneous grafting for the immobilization of βCD on
nylon-6 and stainless steel 316 (SS316), a polymeric and an
alloy material of importance for a wide range of applications.
Nylon-6 samples were pretreated via formaldehyde activation,
while SS316 coupons were subject to an oxidative activation
treatment.26 Samples were subsequently immersed in solutions
of the aryldiazonium cation from amβCD, as in Figure 2a.
Figure 4a and 4b shows the resulting WCA values obtained on
nylon-6 and SS316 both prior to and post immersion in the
aryldiazonium grafting solution.
In all cases, hydrophilicity increased, as expected after

modification with βCD adlayers. The effect on protein
adsorption resulting from βCD grafting on nylon-6 was also
characterized using buffered solutions of BSA labeled with
Alexa Fluor-647. After incubation in such solutions the total
emission arising from adsorbed protein is lower in the case of
nylon-6 modified with βCD (Figure 4c). The IRRAS spectrum
obtained from SS316 surfaces after modification with βCD is
shown in Figure 4d. The spectrum compares well with the one
obtained in transmittance from the precursor amβCD. These
experiments therefore confirm that the spontaneous reaction
results in grafting of βCD functional moieties on materials with
a wide range of properties.

■ METHODS AND MATERIALS
Chemicals and Materials. β-Cyclodextrin 98%, p-nitrophenol

reagent-plus ≥99%, and adamantane 99+% were purchased from
Fisher Scientific; p-toluenesulfonyl chloride 99%, palladium hydroxide
on activated charcoal, N,N-dimethylformamide anhydrous 99.8%,
sodium hypochlorite (bleach), sodium hydroxide, potassium hydrox-
ide, phosphate-buffered saline buffer (0.010 M PBS, pH 7.4), sodium
nitrite, hydrochloric acid, fluoroboric acid, ferrocene 98%, and bovine
serum albumin (BSA) conjugates with fluorescein isothiocyanate
(FITC) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich; BSA conjugates with
Alexa Fluor 647 were purchased from Biosciences; Marine grade
stainless steel 316 foil (SS316) and polyamide sheets nylon-6 (N-6)
were purchased from Goodfellow; Sigradur K glassy carbon plates and
Sigradur G glassy carbon discs were purchased from HTW.
Diazonium Precursor Molecule Characterization. High-

resolution mass spectra were obtained using a MADLDI-Q-ToF
Premier instrument. Nuclear magnetic resonance experiments were
carried out using a Bruker Avance III 400 NMR and a Bruker Avance
II 600 NMR. NMR titration experiments were performed on an
Agilent 400-MR equipped with a 5 mm OneNMR probe for proton
and multinuclear detection and an automatic sample changer. Infrared
spectra of bulk precursor samples were measured on a PerkinElmir
Spectrum100 FTIR with an ATR sampling accessory. Hydrodynamic
diameters of modified β-cyclodextrin compounds in solution were
determined via dynamic light-scattering (DLS) measurements on a
Malvern Zeta Sizer Nano ZS; curves are obtained using refractive
indices of n = 1.56 and n = 1.33 for the cyclodextrin aggregates and
liquid phase, respectively.
Substrate Surface Preparation. Carbon substrates for infrared

reflectance absorption spectroscopy experiments (IRRAS) were
prepared via DC magnetron sputtering (Torr International Inc.) in
Ar; deposition was carried out on an optically thick Ti underlayer
(Grade 2) on which carbon was subsequently sputtered from a
graphite target (99.999%). Glassy carbon substrates were polished
with alumina slurries (Buehler) with decreasing particle size of 1 (on
nylon cloth), 0.3, and 0.05 μm (on nylon microcloth); each polishing
step was followed by 3 min sonication in each of n-hexane, methanol
(semiconductor grade), and ultrapure H2O.
General Functionalization Procedure. Initially surfaces were

cleaned using semiconductor grade methanol and ultrapure H2O and
were modified with aryldiazonium cyclodextrin cations through
spontaneous grafting protocols similar to those reported previously
for other diazonium-based carbohydrate surface coatings. A 1.5 mM

solution of HBF4 was prepared in a 10% MeOH:DI H2O solution
which was used to make a solution of 1.25 M amβCD which was
subsequently chilled to <4 °C in ice for 1 h. This solution was then
diluted to a final concentration of 0.0010 M using a 0.010 M solution
of NaNO2. The sample surface was then placed in contact with this
solution, kept in the dark for 1 h at RT, rinsed with deionized water,
sonicated in MeOH and H2O for 1 min in each solvent, dried under
argon flow, and stored under argon prior to analysis. This procedure
was followed for all nonpolymeric surfaces, which are easily damaged
by sonication and which were instead subjected to a light rinsing step.
Nylon-6 samples were preactivated by overnight immersion at 30 °C
in a 36% aqueous formaldehyde solution with a catalytic amount of
hypophosphorous acid. Stainless steel samples (SS316) were
pretreated with 0.5% NaClO in basic aqueous solution (KOH 1%
and NaOH 1%) for 1 h.

Surface Characterization. A Bruker Tensor 27 infrared
spectrometer was used to perform infrared reflectance absorption
spectroscopy (IRRAS) characterization. The spectrometer was
equipped with a mercury cadmium telluride detector and a VeeMax
II specular reflectance accessory with a wire grid polarizer. All spectra
were collected using p-polarized light at an angle of incidence of 80°
using an unmodified sample as a background; 100 scans at 4 cm−1

were collected for all samples. Water contact angles (WCAs) were
determined for all samples using the sessile drop method (FTA1000),
using 20 μL droplets. Thickness and surface roughness measurements
were carried out via atomic force microscopy (AFM, Asylum
Research) using silicon cantilevers, following previously published
procedures.

Fluorescence Microscopy. To determine protein rejection
ability, Sigradur K Glassy carbon plates treated with the above
functionalization procedure and unmodified control plates were
immersed in 0.2 mg mL−1 solutions of BSA-FITC or BSA-Alexa Fluor
647 conjugates in PBS at pH 7.4 for 1 h. All samples were washed
with PBS solution prior to imaging to remove excess unbound
protein. Fluorescence images were acquired using an Olympus BX51
inverted microscope with cellSense digital image processing software.
Emission intensities were analyzed in triplicate using ImageJ software.

Electrochemistry. Cyclic voltammetry was performed in aqueous
0.5 M KCl at a scan rate of 200 mV s−1 with a potential window
between −0.2 and 0.6 V. Electrochemical measurements were carried
out using a Metrohm Autolab AUT50324 potentiostat with a
frequency response analyzer (FRA) module using a three-electrode
setup. A static disc holder (Pine Instruments) enclosing the GC disc
was used as working electrode, and a saturated Ag/AgCl electrode and
a graphite rod were used as reference and counter electrodes,
respectively. The electrochemical cell consisted of a beaker with a
custom-made Teflon cap, and all solutions were degassed with argon
gas prior to measurement. Ferrocene binding experiments were
performed by immersion of GC electrodes in a 5.0 mM solution of
ferrocene in MeOH for 45 min. Samples were rinsed gently with DI
water to remove unbound ferrocene prior to cyclic voltammetry
measurements.

■ CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that a synthetic p-nitrophenol cyclo-
dextrin substrate, prepared from native β-cyclodextrin via a
three-step synthesis, is suitable for aryldiazonium grafting onto
a range of materials. The synthesized CD-derivative aggregates
in solution, at relatively low concentrations, via cavity-directed
self-assembly. We demonstrate that disruption of these
aggregates is essential for successful functionalization and
that this can be achieved via cavity binding with high-affinity
substrates or via modulation of solvent properties. The latter
method was leveraged to achieve spontaneous grafting of βCD
groups. The resulting adlayers were found to be hydrophilic
and to reduce protein retention, while the binding properties
of βCD moieties were preserved once covalently linked to the
surface. This suggests that these βCD adlayers can potentially
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play a dual role in reducing nonspecific binding to
biomolecules, while presenting a binding cavity available for
leveraging specific host−guest interactions. Importantly, the
specific route to surface immobilization reported in this work
yielded closed-packed monolayers of βCD, a feature that is
important, e.g., for effective control of assay sensitivity in βCD
sensing applications. It is anticipated that this approach will
find widespread application in the preparation of cyclodextrin
surfaces as the process is readily scalable and applicable to a
wide range of polymeric, alloy, and carbon surfaces.
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